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School Gossamers.
All sizes, in Black, nt
All sizes, iu Electric, at
Ladies’, all sizes, Electric, at
Ladies’ Newport, all sizes, at
Ladies’ new Fancy Styles,

09 els

$1.00
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00

■

■

RINES BROTHERS.
OCt2H

(J2t

WALTER GOOLD,

details of the robbery I rotlnnghain said today. Before Cummings left he said to me,
“You would be surprised if 1 told who 1 am.”
I said “I don't know as I would.” “Well”
ho continued “I am Jim Cummings, the last
of the Jesse James’ gang. I was in that
blue cut job. and only got 81500 out of it.
Since them 1 have passed considerable time
in Australia and San Francisco.” He seemed familiar with the Inames and doings of
various members of the James gang. When
we began talking he removed the gag from
my mouth, but when the train reached a
point near Pacific he replaced it so that I
could make no outcry, in the meantime
threatening to blow my brains out if I attempted to attract any one’s attention.

COMPANY.

P7 Exchange Street, Portland.
Me.
Address all communications to

at

PORTLAND PUBL18H1NO CO.

THE WEATHER.

Washington, Oct. 28.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are rain, nearly stationary temperature.

For New

England, rain, northeasterly
winds becoming easterly,
nearly stationary
temperat ire.
Cautionary signals continue on the Atlantic coast, from
Sandy Hook to Boston section.

FROM WASHINGTON.

The

Negotiations

Organ

and Pianoforte,

160 Park Street, City.

DR. E. B. REED,
Glaifvoyur.: and Botanic Physician
MEDICAL UOOMM

ST^ PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that tiesh la
belr to; all cases that are given up as incurable
the allopathic aud homoeopathic physicians.
I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Kxamln&tion at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-ceut stamp and $2.00. Examination at the

by

office $1, and consultation free.
Ofllrn Hour*—0 a. ni. to 0. p.

ua.

aplOsiltf

EDUCATIONAL.

PARLOR

ON

—

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
On Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o’clock, at Mrs.
Caswell’s school rooms. OG Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3, Jttm. John A. Bellow*
will give a series of 12 talks on Lngli»h Poetry,
Illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
Npenwcr; .‘I, Mhakewperittu
J, Chaucer;
Drniuntiat*;
4, Mhnke*pere;
5, Lyrical
1*ocIm; 0, Alillou; 7. Pope, €aold*inilh and
4 ov» per; N, Ward*wonh and C’oteridge; 0,
Mhelley, Kent* aud Byron;
IO, Teuny*ou
and Arnold; II, The Rrouuiuu*; l‘L The
I're Knpharliie Poet*. Course tickets «2.00.
Apply at 9G PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
o’clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
clIf
sep27

MISS

SARAH
—

LAUGHTON^

E.

TEACHKR OF

—

BLOCUTIO Twin all its branches,

FALMOUTH
Specialties:

Natural

HOTEL

Voice-Training and Instruction in
oct7dlm
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President Cleveland Refuses to Remove a Pension Agent In Ten-

_Portland, Me.,

Oct, 27, 1880.
| s p sTJu PM
Barometer. 30.407 30.802 30.126
Thermometer. 37.5
38 2
39.0
Dew Point. 36.1
37.8
30.0

Humidity.

a

m

91.0

98.6

nessee.

100

Wind. N

Washington, Oct. 27.—Several weeks
a£o, at the request of leading Democrats of
East Tennessee, Major J. H. Waganer was
appointed United States pension agent at
Knoxville, to succeed Robert Taylor, Democratic nominee for governor.
The new appointee was major of the 13th Tennessee cavalry of the Union army, and was a gallant
soldier. Immediately alter his appointment
Democrats of East Tennessee went to Washington and urged Secretary Lamar to recom-
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mend to the President the reconsideration of
the case and the revocation |of the appointment on the ground that as a member of the
legislature in 1805, Waganer voted to disfranchise ex-Confederates, and also voted for a
resolution to offer a reward for the apprehension of ex-Governor (now Senator) Isham
G. Harris. Secretary Lamar has made the
following response to the persons who were
demanding r reconsideration of the case :
The Secretary of the Interior declines to
recommend the revocation of Major Waganer’s commission as pension agent at Knoxville, Tenn. He says that Major Waganer
was appointed
upon the recommendation of
the leading and best citizens of Tennessee,
of all parties, who represent him as a man
fully qualified in integrity, intellect and
character for the duties of the position, and
as a man endeared to the people
by his consistent support, during the past twenty
of their highest and best interests,
years,
l’he fact brought out agaiut him since his
commissission was issued that he had given
an unjust and unwise vote for disfranchisement when he was a young man not more
than twenty-one years of age,
immediately
after the war, when the passions of both
sides were roused to the highest pitch,should
not now be used to ostracize him from public
trust among a people to whose rights and interests lie has ever since been true and loyal.
We have all been contending that the issues
of the war and the passions growing out of
it should not be kept alive, and 1 do not
Know oi any instance in which precept can
better be enforced by example than this.
Both sides in Tennessee showed the courage
to light. I am confident they have also that
higher quality, the magnanimity mutually to
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thorough and experienced tearlierb employed.
Boome open for business day
and evening six days each week. For full
particulars send lor catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, I’riuoipal.
eod6ni

•ugl9

The President today issued a proclamation
a satisfactory proof has
given him by the government of Spain
that no discriminating duties of tonnage or
imports are imposed on the islands of Cuba
ahd Porto Rico upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States or upon

products, manufactures or merchandise fmpoeted in ttie same from the United States
or any foreign country.
And, whereas, the
notification of such abolition of discriminaduties
have
ting
been given him by the
memorandum of the agreement signed this
day in the city of Washington by the Secretary of State and Spanish minister.
Therethe
President
fore,
declares
and
that
from
proclaims
and
after

New York, Oct. 27.—Several cards with
the name James P. W. Casey on them and a
receipt for taxes from the clerk of Belfast,
found on
the body of a man taken from Bonita’s Point
Monday last. They were sent to the coroner’s office in New York city, and will likely
were

this

L. A. BK.IY, A. Id. I'rim-ipnl.
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EVENING

THE

—

OF THE

SCHOOL

—

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
Will be formally opened

on

Thursday Evening, October 14th,
And will begin the sessious for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH, at half past
seven o’clock.
Classes will be formed in Arithmetic, Beading and Spelling, Penmanship, GeogD.
S.
Book.keeplng and Singing.
raphy, willHistory,
be granted the Reading Room,
Scholars
Amusement Room and Gymnasium of the Instlitution. Any resident of Portland fifteen years of
age, or over, may be admitted to the School for
cue year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
'oilar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
ob ’allied on application to the Janitor at the rooms,
octl 3-3w
jjo < Free Street Block.

The Monson Explosion.

Lewiston. Oct. 27.—A Bangor special to
the Journal this afternoon relates an interview with Moore and Sears, now in jail
charged with blowing up Dr. Hall’s office at
Monson. Moore said he did not know why
he committed the deed, that he was wild
with grief at the loss of his boy, whom he
thought Dr. Hall could have saved. Dr. Bay
had told him that Hall had charged Bay not
to change the medicine, and furthermore
that if Kay could have used his own judgment he would not have changed it. These
statements, Moore says, made him insane
and all sorts of evil thoughts ran through
his mind. He claims that he heard his son
calling upon him to avenge him, and at last
determined simply to scare Hall, but did
more damage than he intended to.
He denies that he ever was a poacher.
Sears in his statement tells how Moore
induced him to commit the crime by the

plentiful

of

“Waukenphast.”

Ladies who are in search of a handsome and at the same time comfortable walking shoe should try our
■“Waukeuphast.” They are the only
genuine ones made. They are made
in 11 widths, and their perfect fit,
ease and durability have made for
them a far famed reputation. They
lose their shape, will not
never
wrinkle,and are as easy as an old rhoe.
Our

luime

and addrenB

)B on

each fido.

J. & T. COUSINS, Nov/ York,
mm

oct20

Agents lor
4*
nil

11 **• ■*>

m. u. r« Liner*.

W&Si.iniOm

be applied to products and articles
proceeding from tile United States or
from
any
foreign country in vessels

owned by citizens of the United States to
the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico, and no
higher or other impost, or tonnage duties
will be levied upon such vessels and the
merchandise carried in them, than arc imposed upon Spanish vessels and their cargoes
under the same circumstances.
Secondly, the United States Minister at
Madrid will be authorized to negotiate with
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, either by
agreement or treaty, so as to place commercial relations between the United States and

Spain

permanent footing, advantageous
to both countries.

Negotiations

Churches.

Biddeford, Oct. 27.—The conference of
Congregational and Free Baptist churches
of York county was held in the CongregaJ*
tlonal church at Saco today, to discuss the
advisability of n union of the denominations
in the county. Delegates and pastors were
present from Biddeford, Lyman, Kennebunkport, Saco and Wells. The action of
conference resulted in favoring an
the
united effort for evangelical work. An organic union was deemed inadvisable at

present.

Apoplexy.
27.—George A.

Died of

Bangor,

Oct.

French,

about GO years of age, of Manchester, N. IL,
special agent of the Hanover Fire Insurance
Company of New York, died suddenly here
today of apoplexy.
M

DMg

nrVLKVU.

Hon. L. II. Davies, ex-Premier of Prince
Edward Islnnd and now a member of the
House of Commons, lias arrived at the capital on business connected with the Dominion
government. He states that there is great
discontent in the maritime provinces over
the inability of Sir John MacDonald to negotiate a reciprocity treaty. The two main
issues lie says in the maritime provinces,
next to the Dominion election will be reciprocity with the United States and a settlement of the fisheries difficulty.
There is a
feeling among the fishermen of Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island that, while in
some instances officers of the government
have been over-zealous in enforcing the law,
there is a great absence of vigor in these two
He further states that while the
provinces.
law regarding the three mile limit is con-

Farming-

Washington, Oct. 27.—A meeting of the
Maine residents in Washington was held this
evening and a committee was appointed tft
raise $1,000 for the relief of the sufferers by
Me.

Eastport

Farmington,

and

_

TAKEN

IN.

A Bath Stable Keeper and Phipsburg
Man

Victims [to

Fall

a

stantly being broken by American fishermen,
only two or tiiree seizures have been made

Portland

for that offence. The Dominion government
is held responsible for the failure to negotiate a treaty with the United States, as it
has throughout showed indifference as to
whether or not it was arranged.

Man.

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,
REMEDY

THE GREAT ENGLISH

lor Liver. Tile, I«wll£f»tl«n, ftc. Free from Mor.
coiitnln. only Pore Vegetable lu*i«*lieuta.
H|nU:t’. X. CillTTKXTOX, Vew lurk.

etirv;

ThM&wlynrm

sapSO

GENERAL

NEWS.

The Massachusetts Tariff Reform League
has issued an address to the voters of the
.Stat, demanding a reduction of the tariff.
Hog cholera is prevalent in Indiana.
Colonel Gilder lias been seen by a ship
wrecked party en route for Hudson Bay.
President Cleveland’s country residence
will bo ready for occupancy about the middle of next month.
Oscar Lyman, fourteen years of age, was
buried alive In the Nickle Plato mines at
Brazil, I nd., Tuesday, beneath tons of slate
and earth. Several others were injured.
John L. Sullivan,the pugilist, and his wife
pave settled their difficulties amicably.
The proposals of prominent Mexicans to
establish a dictatorship to replace the presidency of Mexico l# attracting a great deal of
comment. Mexican papers, with few exceptions, have lately espoused the scheme and

urge its adoption.
The two year old child ?f John A. Staples

Bath, Oct. 27.—Friday of last week a man
called at the stable of George Legard on
Centre street and hired a team to go to Pliips
burg. He said lie lived in Portland, and
Mr.
would return the team the next day.
Timothy Bowker was in the stable when
tiie man hired the team, and wishing to get
to bis home in Phipsburg asked the man if
be would not take him along with him. The
request was granted. After being taken to
his house, Mr. Bowker saw no more of the
man till Saturday night when the Portlander

President

New

....

A Reception Tendered Bartholdi and

Other French Cuests.
The Programme for the Dedication
Exercises Today.
New York, Oct. 27.—In the aldermen’s
chamber today Mayor Grace bestowed the
freedom of the city of New York upon Bartholdi and the members of the French delegation. Tlie room had been gorgeously decorated for the occasion.
Mayor Grace, in his address to Bartholdi,
said that the citizens of New York take special and peculiar pride in the great statue
which today stands at tlie entrance of their
harbor. They are uot indeed u nmindful of
the national significance of the generous
and splendid gift of the French people to tlie
people of the United Slates and they fully
share the national enthusiasm which that
gift has aroused. They feel, as do all patriotic citizens, the debt of gratitude which
they owe to the brave nation that allied itself with their forefathers in the dark days
of the ltevolution. and which aided them in

fighting the battle of liberty. After paying
an eloquent tribute to the sculptor’s genius,

the mayor continued:
“I have been chosen
by tlie common council of the city of New
York, representing her citizens, to bestow
upon you the freedom of the city. This unusual mark of respect will add nothing to your
laurels. Your name is inseparably associaed with the great work which owes its existence to your genius, and will undoubtedly
find an appropriate and lasting place In the
memory of a great people. I, therefore, in
the name of the citizens of New York present to you a full freedom to their city, and
avail myself of the occasion to express in
their behalf their gratitude to tlie author
and creator of tlie statue which will forever
remain a splendid ornament of their metropolis.
M. Bartholdi replied feelingly to the address of the Mayor, thanking him and the
citizens for their kindness and courtesy.
M. lies Champs also responded for the delThe

»

meeting

was

adjourned.

then formally declared

New Yobk, Oct 27.—12 m.—It is possible
that should the rain, which is now falling in
torrents, continue tomorrow, tlie unveiling
of tlie Bartholdi statue will have to be postponed, as the whole affair would be a nasco
in wet weather.
The hotels are crowded with strangers
from all section here to witness tlie great
display. All the down-town exchanges will
close tomorrow, and nearly all the business
houses will suspend for the day. The pub-

lic schools will also close and the children
will be given a
place in the parade. All the
public offices will close by order of the board
of aldermen at today’s meeting.
The lighting of the statue was tested during the daytime yesterday, and proved to be
successful.
Windows are now being hired by the people anxious to view the parades, and the
higher the buildings the larger the number
of applicants for their accommodation, and
on the Washington
Building bills are placed
stating that tenants will be allowed to enter
without
permits, but that all others must
possess themselves of cards.
Tlie following is the order of exercise to be
used at the unveiling of the statue:
1— Music during tlie landing and seating of the

assembly.
2— Signal gun.
3— Frayerby Rev. Richard 8. Storrs, D. D.
4—Count Ferdinand de I.esseps on behalf
Franco-American Union.
5— Presentation address,
Evarts.
6— Unveiling.
7— A salute, a

Hon.

of

the

harbor.
8— Music.
a-Acceptance of tbe statue by the President.
10— Representative on behalf of the Republic
of France, Le MinistreFlenipotentaire, et delegue
extraordinaire, A. I,efaivre.
11— Music.
12— Commemorative address, Hou. Chauucey
M. Denew.
13— Music, Doxology, tunc, “Old Hundred.”
Right ltev. Fenry C. Fotter,

^14—Benediction,

15—National salute, to be fired simultaneously
the batteries In the harbor, ashore and
afloat.
Its—Illumination of the statne, witli fireworks
on BeUIoc’s and Governor's Islands and the batfrom all

tery.
The music is to be by Gilmore’s Twentysecond Regiment Band.
BLAINE IN

PENNSYLVANIA.

Maine’s Statesman Creeted

Large

by Very

and Enthusiastic Crowds.

Beli.kfokte, I‘a., Oct 27.—Tlie Blaine
party had a dull trip this morning, as it
When Johnstown was
steadily.
readied it was learned that there was a landslide on Horseshoe Bend and a freight wreck
half a mile farther on. Over an hour was
lost on this account.
Bellcfonte was reached at 1.20 o’clock. A
meeting was held in the public square, and
tlie assemblage numbered about 6,000 people.
rained

Yale University.
Haven, Conn., Oct. 27.—At

Victory

the

for the

Cigar Makers.
Havana Oct. 27.-The cigar makers’
strike
of
!

was

FOREIGN.
Lord Churchill on the Condition and
Prospects of Ireland.

London, Oct. 27.—In a speech last night
Lord Churchill said:
The official accounts, reaching the government of the present condition and prospects
of Ireland, are of an enoour&giug character.
T here is a good harvest, a marked recoveryin prices and, from all we can learn, though
accurate information is difficult to obtain,
rents are being paid fairly throughout the
country. The landlords have helped greatly to lessen the difficulties of tills crisis,
though they belong to a body of men that
have never met with much justice in England, and therefore were justified in standing out lor their complete rights, and the
strict letter of the law. They have generally made very large reductions and the
is

immensely indebted to them
the generous spirit they have displayed
?overument
or

the couutry.
throughout
Irish tenants also have co-operated in a
signal manner toward the restoration of order. The Separatist party in the House of
Commons predicted that a terrible time was
coming in Ireland. Parnell, in beginning a
letter, implored American dollars iu order to
prevent the wholesale extermination of the

Irish.

ended on Oet. 18th.
The demand
the strikers being acceded to.

M. I), Allen has been hold in $5000 bail for
complicity in the Chicago post office embez-

zlement.

Betting men are making wagers of $1000 to
$<J00-on Hewitt’selection ana even money
that ho will poll 110,000 votes. The same
pen offered to bet even that George willthat
pot
have 45,000 votes, and tile same rate
votes.
Boospvelt will not have 05,000

Nothing of the kind has occured

greeted by another large assemblage,

and his remarks here were principally on
the subject of prohibition.
He said the
Third Party was working to secure prohibition. but endeavoring to overthrow tho Republican party. They were striving to turn
their cause over to the kind care of the Democratic party, which was the inherited and
the perpetual enemy of prohibition.
At Sunbury only a short stop was made,
and Mr. Blaine was carried to the <ipera
House, where be spoke briefly, and then
hurried back to the train.
At Shainokin Mr. Blaine spoke to 0,000
people, dealing chiefly with the question of
cheap labor In the South, which is likely
under a Democratic administration to l>c
brought into competition with the higher
priced labor at the North.
Mr. Blaine’s tour for today was concluded
at Pottsville this evening with the grandest
ovation lie lias yet received in this State.
The train ran into the depot at just 9 o’clock,
Having passed several hours on the road at
places where illuminations were presented.
At the court house the crowd overpowered
the police. Of 10,000 people who participated in the demonstration, only about 1100
were able to get into the building.
Mr.
Blaine was immediately introduced and
spoke at some length. He also briefly addressed an overflow meeting held at Union
Hall.
Mr. Blaine leaves this city tomorrow morning at 8 o’clock, and will speak at Tamaqua,
Mauch Chunk, Ilazelton. White Haven,
Wilkesbarre, I’ittston and Cranston.

pected.
Three things Lord Churchill

was able to
state with certainty: First, the government
did not intend to grant home rule to Ireland;
second, it did intend to deal witli the local
government in Ireland; third, it did not
uuuicu ui

On foreign affairs
committal.
The Lord

ting is here concerting a scheme to enlist
10,(XX) men to invade Mexico for the purpose
of conquering the States of Chihuahua, So-

Durango and creating

a

Philadelphia,

Grand

Plans fora Croat

ueumiK>
was non-

uuu

Lord Churchill

Procession.

assist Zaukonitcs in Sofia to form a new
They have taken precaution to
the arrest of all suspected persons,
and have ordered the troops to be in readiness to suppress a revolt.
A state of siege
will be proclaimed in the event of a coup-ded'etat being attempted.
Another Russian
war ship is going to Varna.
A protocol has
been signed renewing the diplomatic relations between Servia and Bulgaria.

ministry.

The

Chaplain.

University.

Baltimore Md„ Oct. 27.-A meeting of
the < atliolic University board was held today at the cardinal palace, there being present Cardinal Gibbons,Archbishops Williams,
Regan and Corrigail, Bisops Spaulding,
Keane, Ireland anu Marty, Monsignor Farley, Rev. Drs. Foley andChapelle, and Messrs K. \\ aggamun,
Eugene, Kelly and Michael Jenkins. ( ardiual Gibbons presided.
1 luns lor a university were discussed fully
and many minor details arranged.
A letter
was prepared, addressed to the
Pope, asking
jus holiness to bless and approve tne new
institution, and submitting details of studies, discipline, organization, etc., also one to
Cardinal Prelect of tho
propaganda which
was of a similar tenor.
They were entrusted to Right Rev. Bishops Keane of Richmond, andlreland of St.

Moments of Count Von

Last

Beurst.

Peteksmuko,

Oct. 27.—Later accounts
about Count Von Beurst show that for the
last eight months he had really had no sleep,
lie was sitting with his eldest son, who Is
secretary of the embassy at St. Petersburg,
when death suddenly orertook him. Saturkay evening he had beet dining with a good
appetite, and after dinner went into his
study, where he began an animated political
St.

conversation

with his son.
Abruptly he
and fell back in a faint, in

stopped talking

which he died without a struggle. He was
already dead when his sen rushed forward to
save hint from falling off his chair.
It was
believed that the Count had made a will, but
up to the present nothing has been found extwo thick volumes of memoirs. He had
cept
collected all the caricatures of himself that
appeared during twenty years, and took
great pride in showing them to visitors at

Altenberg. He also collected newspaper articles and pamphlets relating to himself. His
music talent was considerable. Among his
valses the most popular “Retour des Indes,"
was dedicated to the Princess of Wales.
Ilis
last poem, dated "Altenberg, June 1886,” entitled “Vorbei,” appeared a fortnight ago in
a Vienna review. It closed with words of
forgiveness to his enemies, and “The Battle
is Over.”

His remains will be hurried at

tenberg.

Al-

Death of Lord Monkswell.

Lord Monkswell is dead.
FROM

BOSTON.

Nomination by the Covernor.
Oct. 27.—At z meeting of the Executive Council today Gov. Robinson nominated Charles W. Whitcomb for Fire Marshal of the city of Boston, a position created by the last Legislature.
Whitcomb is
an attorney and a graduate of Dartmouth.
He represented Ward 18 in the City Council
in 1874 and 1875, and for the past; few years
has been secretaro of the Republican ward
and city committee.

Boston,

A Telephone

Dividend Declared.

The New

England Telephone Company
directors ;today declared a dividend of 75
cents per share.
The company’s gross receipts for the quarter ending (September 30,
were $232,585; gross expenses, $162.774; net
earnings, $611,811 being an increase over the

corresponding nuarter of last

vear

of 89.1145.

Cotton Manufacturers In Boston.
The semi-annual meeting of the New England Cotton Manufacturers association was
today opened In Boston. The following papers were read and ;discassed: “Mill construction,” by Charles T. Main, “Rope driving for the transmission of power” by Cluts.
H. Manning, “New method of
handing
Spindles,” by Charles A. Coggesliall. The
subjects of English cord and cord clothiug
as compared with American was assigned as
tlie subject for general discussion tomorrow.

FIRE

RECORD.

Disastrous Fire in Cleveland.
Oct. 27.—The magnificent
stone building of the Case School of Applied
Sciences at the East End, which was opened
a year ago at a cost of 8200,000 was totallydestroyed by fire early this morning. It was
constructed of sandstone and all four stories
were furnished with all the latest appliances
for the demonstration of science. The total
cost is estimated at 8400,000. The Physiological and Chemical apparatus and Geological
collections w ere among the first in the country. The insurance is about $75,000.

Cleveland, O.,

Fire at East Taunton.
Taunton. Mass., Oct. 27.-The old rolling
mill of the Old Colony iron works at East
Taunton was destroyed bv fire early this
morning. Loss $15,000. The fire was discovered in the nail factory hut its origin is
unknown, supposed incendiary. Very little
stock was on hand.

Sixteen Houses Burned.
Pocahontas, Oct W.-Fire at Pocahontas, Virgiuia, tins morning destroyed sixteen houses, including two hotels and several business houses.
George Baker of
Lynchburg, perished in the ilnmos. Several
other persons are missing. The fire was the

incendiary.

and

Other In

Crows

Kill

Each

Ambush.

Crows had a war dance over the dead'hndie*
of the Sioux.
The report says the
Crows

putting on paint and preparing for war
It is purely an Indian muss, and not
dangersu

are

to

whiles.

Writs Served.

Providenc e, R. I., Oct. 27.—United
District Attorney Baker has caused
writs
to be served on Riverside
Owego mK
recover the sum of $100 on each of tlm JJ.rro
eight cases of foreign labor Imported
-Tins
being the penalty incurred by imi>ortl„»
foreign labor under chapter 164of
States statutes at large.
The writs are ro
in the United
dates'
Circuit

tlieV'nited

CourteUlber

consecutively during

Discussing Knights

of

Labor at the

Home of Cardinal Cibbons.

Recent Edict and Its
Influence.

Taschercau’s

The

Question May

be Submitted to

Rome for Adjudi cation.

Baltimore, Md., Oct. 27.-The Archbishops of the American Catholic church are
assembled today at the Cardinal's residence
for the purpose of discussing the question of

labor associations, with special reference to
the Knights of Labor.
Archbishop Williams of Boston, Kendrick of St. Louis, and
of
New
York
Corrigan
are present.
Since
the edict of the Pope to Cardinal Tasohereau of Canada condemning the
Knights of
Labor in that province, considerable doubt
has existed in the minds of
many clergymen
whether or not the edict also applied to

America.
Cardinal Gibbons somewhat surprised the
Canadian, and some eminent American prelates as well, by expressing himself as follows:

“Cardinal Taschereau’s condemnation of
the Knight of Labor should not be taken as
the sentiment of the church towards the organization. I am not familiar with the labor
organization In question, but it is certain
that

Cardinal Tashehereau’s hostility grew
out of some local laws or conduct cl knights
which are contrary to the doctrine of the
church. As to the Knights of Labor organization in the United States, I infer that the
objects of the order are praiseworthy and in
no way opposed to the views of the church.
The Catholic prelates will, to a man, declare
in favor of the organization of labor. There
can he no wrong in such a course as that.
“Vicar-General Conway of Chicago, who

examined the constitution of the body carefully, assures me that it bears no resemblance to that of the Free Masons, Odd Fellows, and other organizations which the
church has always antagonized.
A distinction must be made as to the nature of the
secret pledges. The church has been greatly
misrepresented on this point. We hold that
if a man joins a society, swearing never to
reveal any of its workings, no matter how
criminal, and obeys the dictates of its officers blindly, he surrenders his personal liberty, becomes a slave to his fellow man, and
cannot partake of the sacraments of the
church.
“On tlie other hand, if a man joins an organization, swearing to keep secret its work-

ings, with the proviso that nothing therein
shall be contrary to the laws of the land, to
his conscientious and religious tenets, we

hold that his action.
“The whole question

his coming tour. There
present Commanders Richard F. Tobin
of Boston representing Massachusetts, S. W,
Lane of Augusta representing Maine, George
Farr of Littleton representing New Hampshire, George T. Childs of St. Albans representing Vermont, Theodore A. Barton ol
Providence representing Rhode Island, and
John T. Crary of Norwich representing Connecticut. The following order of dates foi
encampments was arranged: January 18,
Rhode island; 1!) and 20, Vermont; 25 and
20, Maine; 27 and 28, Massachusetts; February land2, New Hampshire; February a
aud 4, Connecticut. On the 28th of January,
the closing day of the Massachusetts Encampment, a reception and banquet will be
given to Gen. Fairchild at Faneuil Hall.

LIBERTY’S STATUE.
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Powderly’s statement, then the church says
to the Knights. ‘God speed you
If, however, the absolute blind pledge is taken, no

matter how laudable the objects of the society may be, the church can never countenance it, and will call on her children to
withdraw under the pain of excommunication.”
It is an open secret, however, that Archbishop Corrigan of New York, and Archbishop Kendrick of St. Louis are both imto secret organizations of any kind. It
posed
is this fact that makes the feeble Archbishop
Kendrick attempt the long trip from St.
Louis to Baltimore.
The present council is for the adoption of
a certain rule to govern all dioceses and
upon
the question at issue.
During the conference the archbishops will
inquire very carefully into every detail, and will probably dissect the constitution of the order. Unless
their decision is unanimous, the entire question will be submitted to Rome for adjudica-

tion.

It is more

than probable, however, that
decision will be reached.
The third
plenary council, it will be remembered, expressed itself very forcibly against all kinds
of secret societies.
Cardinal Gibbons says
that the result of the conference will not be
given out for several days.
some
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To-day.

Largest Work of the Kind
Completed by Man.

Ever

First Suggestion of the Idea to Bartholdi and His Friends.
The colossal Statue of Liberty, so long In
process of erection on Bedlow’s Island, will
be unveiled to-day with all the pomp and

OF EUROPE.
to

Have

Been

Seen in Kennebunk Last Week.
In the winter of 1879 and 1880 Everett
Smith of Portland, then commissioner of

fisheries, sent out a large number of circulars
having this caption:
Quails for Maine.
These circulars announced that a subscription fund was being raised throughout the
state for the introduction of the true
quails,
(cotumix communis,) of Europe, and called

upon all who deplored the decrease of our
game to exert themselves to procure subscriptions to the fund. It described the
quail, the Messina quail of Italy, as a migratory bird suited to the latitude of Maine and
stated that it would be a valuable addition
to the game and bird fauna of the state. The
circular attracted the attention of the fish
and game societies all over the state and
generous contributions were received from
nearly every county in the state.
The fish and game society of York
county
took an interest in the matter, and several of
its members ordered birds which were imported upon one order and delivered in lots
of one hundred or moreThe York county
society received two hundred, which were
out
in
lots
of
parceled
twenty in Biddeford,
Saco, Dayton, Hollis and Buxton, in June,
1880. l'he quails W'ere liberated, and afterward retired from the seaboard to towns in
the interior, although many nests
were
found in Biddeford and Saco with from
twelve to fifteen young in them the fiist
year. The birds migrated to Texas and were
there killed in great numbers.
For two or three years the quails were
quite plenty in some parts of York county,
but for the past two
years none have been
seen in this vicinity until last week when a
brood was noticed in KenDebunk. It was
fully expected that the birds would go
South for the winter and return the following spring, but those that were freed here
seem to have soon after lost their migratory
instinct. They were quite tame anil could
be easily approached.
House cats were
their greatest enemy and it is probable that
many of the quails were destroyed by them.
In Italy the birds are quite ns tame as our
doves, and it is a common thing to see them
in the door-yards. They breed
prolifically,
live upon the ground and in the fields, and
their summer food consist largely of insects.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THREE

CENTS.

curate as possible an<l then divided into sections, each one of which was to be enlarged
once more four times.
No further changes
could now be made; the
sculptor could only
aim at great precision and a
subjection everywhere of minor details.

The sections were reproduced quadrupled
in plaster on a frame of lath. Each nailhead and point bad to be measured six times
and verified as often: anil with 1,300 points
some IS,000 measurements were necessary.
Wooden moulds were then fitted to the plaster cast, and the copper sheetings hammered
out roughly. The profile of the forms was
then taken in detail with sheets of lead, and
the copper sheets workel over more ac-

curately.

Once In shape they were knit together
from point to point by Iron braces, which
were forged into the form of the
cooper when
its outline was completely modelled. The
copper pieces were then brought together
and fastened on the powerful trusswork of

eircumstanco of a great national ceremony.
Xow that the work of both the French and
American committees is virtually over, one Iron beams, which now serves as a support
Widows’ Wood Society.
The
for the whole envelope of the statue.
can look back on the progress of their
great core of this trusswork Is a sort of pylon
At the annual meeting of the Widows’
undertaking with some sense of its difficul- with four points of attachment, each point
Wood Society held last evening, the followties and triumphs.
held in place by three bolted braces six
ing officers were chosen:
inchesfin diameter and running twenty-five
The history of the Bartholdi .Statue from
President-Alfred Woodman.
feet into the masonry of the foundation to a
Vice President—.Sylvester Marr.
first to last Is a checkered one and goes back
frame of Iron beams.
Treasurer—Samuel Rolfe.
These details are given because they serve
through all sorts of delays and difficulties
Secretary—s. H. Colesworthy.
to settle conclusively the question of the
for almost twenty years. It was, strangely
Directors—First Parish, Mark P. Emery; Secstatue's power of resistance to high winds.
ond Parish, 8. W. I-arrabee; First Baptist. E. P.
enough, just at the close of the disastrous Taken as a basis the fiercest hurricauna re1 base, Chestnut street, James
Noyes; Church of
war
with
In either Europe or America, calculaand
while
corded
the horrors of
Germany
«...
j,
“A1! Jefferson Chase; Congress street
Methodist, Hiram 8. Watson; 8t. Lawrence street the Commune were still raging in Paris that tions have showu that the goddeas could
J.
J.
Congregate,nai,
Gerrtxh: St. Paul’s Kplscowithstand any kuown gale.
The statue measures 131 feet and 1 inch
pal, J. W. York; Free Will Baptist. RufasDeer- M. Labouiaye, the founder of the French'
ing; Catholic Cathedral, P. McGowan; New Je- American Union, first definitely broached
from the bottom of the plinth to the tip uf
rusalem, W. 8. Lowell: Free street Baptist. L. li.
the torch Name, and stands in all 303 feet
his patriotic project of building in this counSmith; First Uulversalist, ( has. 8. Fobes; High
and 11 inches
street Congregational. W. A. Goodwin: St. Luke’s
try a joint memorial of the struggles of forefinger of above low water mark. The
the goddess's right hand is over
Cathedral, James E. Prlulo; St. Stephen's EpiscoFrench
and
Americans
in
the
Involution, seven feet long and over four feet in circumpal. B. W. Jones: State street Congregational,
Sylvester Marr; Pine street Methodist, Geo. H.
and sent the young sculptor Bartholdi to the
ference at the second Joint. The eye is two
Cushman; Wllllston church, John 11. True; West
United .States to find, if possible, some suit- feet wide and the nose more than three feet
End Congregational, Jason sH. Shaw; 8t. Domilong. The total weight of the statue la about
nic's Catholic. D. (VC. O’Donoghne; Bethel church
able and happy idea.
Rev. 8. Kouthworth; Preble Chapel, Rev. W. T.
twenty-five tons; it cost in making over a
The
sculptor thought over some plans for million of francs.
Phelan; First Lutheran, John A. Cutback; Abyssinian church, Rev. John O.Wilson; Gospel Temthe proposed monument on the way out, but
The Goddess of Liberty is the largest
perance Mission, Rev. 8. F. Pearson; Friends’ Sowork of Its kind that has ever been completonly lazily. Suddenly one beautiful spring ed.
ciety, A. F. Cox; Disciples of Christ, J. A. HusThe legendary Colossus of Khodes
ton; West End Methodist, W. R. Garland;
morning steaming up through the Xarrows not possibly have had the shape or could
\ auglian street Methodist, George Gliman; Presbiguess
into
Xew
York Bay, the moment of Inspira- attributed to it. The colossal statue of \rbyterian Society. K. McDonald.
Auditors—Mark P. Emery, Janies E. Prindle.
tion came, and the sculptor saw in fancy the
minius, in Bavaria, la about fM feet in height;
Committee to purchase fuel-Samuel Rolfe, 8.
that of St. Charles Borroiaeo, on the shores
majestic, figure of Liberty towering with her of Lake
II. Colesworthy, 8.
W. Larrabee.
Maggiore, 73 feet. The Virgin of
Committee on Investment-Samuel Rolfe, Edtorch over the bastions of old Fort Wood,
l’uy comes next, 38 feet, ana the statue of
ward Gould, Alfred Woodman.
Bavaria
last,
the
crowded
harbor
its
with
tribulighting
Distributors of fuel-Mark P. Emery, Thomas
scarcely more than a foot shorter.
All of them shrink out of countenance
Pennell.
tary rivers and the vast, black-hued cities on
beside
the gigantic copper figure on Bedioe’s
secretary’s report.
their borders, the very image of a teeming,
Island.
To the president, officers wild members of
The colossal in art. It is generally underminiature
world.
populous
the Portland Widows’ Wood Society the secWith all his travels in America that im- stood, can be used to express only a limited
retary would submit the following report:
number of ideas.
It must represent. If po*.
Since our last annual meeting, the society
pression grew only sharper and more de- sible, some vast abstraction,
and carry with
has lost one of its members by death—Hon.
fined. Before returning to France he made
it always the suggestion of power, majesty
Benjamin Kingsbury—which occurred May a water color
drawing of the Statue of Lib-* or infinity. Its peculiar effect is that of the
y*. 1888, atwasthe age of T1 years. Brother erty on Bedlow’s
sublime, touched and heightened
Island, and showing it to physically
elected president of this sociKingsbury
moral sublimity. Ami so it is
by the ldt-a of loif
ety for the years I8t«i-’ti7-’il8-’ti<j. He gave
amln
fff/iatalAOa
ft L
various prominent men in America, In the rill# f h
valuable services to the society, as appears
Union League Club in New York more par- I than manly strength, anil more than womaniuc recurus.
ly stateliness, clear-eyed, and wise and paIluring the past winter, the number of ticularly and In Philadelphia—to whom M. tient,
like Minerva, that the sculptor means
widows
with
had
fuel
the
him
letters
Laboulaye
of
given
introby
society
supplied
really to represent.
was 693.
The amount of coal furnished was duction, he soon discovered that
The figure of a graceful, deep-browed
he couid
265 tons; amount of wood,
81Jcords. The look for support in the United States-that, woman is there, whose richly pleated robe*
expenditure for coal and wood was $2,114.62.
as he says, the draft drawn by the French
in soft, rounded folds about her shapehang
The sums received from collections taken
Committee on American sentiment would ly breast and limbs, the pure, clear face, and
up from the several religious societies of the
not be protested.
M. Laboulaye had had
the luxuriant hair crowned with a sparkling
city were as follows:
some correspondence already with John
Jay diadem of light. But through It all shines,
First Parish.
91.26 free St. Baptist.
and others respecting the monument; bat
44.55
as it ought to shine, the
suggestion of that
Second Congrefree Baptist Sothe
interest
which
though
Bartholdi men- eager, proselyting passion for liberty for
gational. 58.70 ciety.
22.23
tions was no doubt aroused, no formal action
which
the
men
of
the
Revolution spilled
St. Luke’s Ca(Vest Congregawas taken until the sculptor’s second visit
their blood In France and in America, and
23.85
thedral, Epis..
tional Society.
C.20
here.
which, it in modern days only one of a sheaf
High street ConSew Jerusalem.
0.48
gregational..
110.21 Abyssinian SociGoing back to France, Bartholdi ran over of memories, is for both countries the most
First PresbyteriIds impressions to M. Laboulaye and his
1.75
ety.
prized of them all.
an.
8.81 .’hestnut street
friends and laid before them the plan for a
This, at least, is the inspiration Bartholdi
Church of MessiMethodist. 30.72
statue in New York harbor.
They adopted j has striven to put into the great statue, it
ah Union.
7.00 ‘ine St. MethoIt
with enthusiasm. A committee was organis
on this that he and M.
Congress street
Labuolaye have
dist.
12.00
ized under the name of the French-American
counted for the figure’s “far-reaching moral
Methodist.
10.30 raugban street
St. Stephens,
Union, and Bartholdi set to work to make effect.
3.60
Methodist.
his first models. The full
Episcopal. 25.00 rirst Baptist_ 18.00
plan of the Union
State St. Congrewas made public at the end of 1874, and subCatholic socieTHE STATE.
gational. 140.90
ties. 115.00
scription lists were soon circulating throughCongress Square
out France. A good deal of money came in
Union.......... 44.85 Total.$779.30 at once and more
was promised.
ANIlROSCOGGIN COl’XTT.
The actual moulding of the huge cast beThe Lewiston Journal says that the solLoyal Ladies’ League.
in
1875. The birtn of the statue was
gan
diers’ monument problem has more than
The Loyal Ladies’ League, auxiliary to
celebrated on November 6 of that year by a once caused a rumpus.
In a prominent part
dinner at the Hotel du Louvre, at which the
the Grand Army of the Republic, was organof Lewiston there stands today a rotten,tumAmerican Minister, Mr. YVashburue, and all
ble-down
old
that
building
would have been
ized'at Trenton, N. J., in 1881, and although
the prominent members of the French-Amerdemolished long ago, bad not its owner, bethe work has extended into other States, yet ican Union were present.
The right hand
ing angry because the soldiers’ monument
as founder of the order New
Jersey has been of the goddess was struck off in its colossal was not built where he wished, abandoned
considered the rightful head until a national proportions and sent to the Centennial Exhi- ail his proposed Improvements and declared
bition at Philadelphia in 1876. Bartholdi
that the old huik should never be torn down
organization is perfected. The order exists himself came over in that year as one of the or
repaired, but always remain there, a blot
in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Kansas, CaliFrench jury for the exhibition.
on the city and a monumental
gratification
The question of procuring legislation from of his resentment.
fornia, Indian Territory, West Virginia,
Congress was the most important. After
AROOSTOOK
Delaware and Ohio.
COCJtTY.
some drawbacks and delays a joint resoluThe North Star says it is rumored that O.
By order of Anna E. Grubb, president of tion was introduced accepting the statue and
H.
Collins
of
Bridgwater, has bought the
the Loyal Ladies’ League of New Jersey, a setting apart a site on either Governor’s or
Bedlow’s Island for the statue, and on Feb- Presque Isle Herald.
convention for forming a National Order will
ruary 22, 1877, it passed both Houses.
TRAXKLIX COL’.MTT,
Gen.
open at Chicago, 111., on Thursday, Nov. 18,
YV. T. Sherman was sent on to decide beThe old hand engine Washington, formerly
1886, at 9.30 o’clock. Headquarters will be tween the two and wisely confirmed Barthol- of Gardiner but now of Phillips has
figured
di's choice. Fort YVood was given up as a
established at the McCoy House.
at several big fires in Maine. It did
at
military post and turned over to the use of two sweeping flies In Gardiner; was duty
The convention will be held in the rooms the
at
the
American committee.
fire
in
hig
Augusta, and also at the one In
of the “Ladies of the G. A. R.,” this
Bartholdi went hack to France in the fall
place
Portland, and last Fridav night was at the
The political crisis that came
of meeting having been kindly tendered of 1876.
fire.
Farmington
toward the end of MacMahou’s Presidency
them by that organization through their
KXOX COl'STY.
had had a disastrous effect on the affairs of
president, Mrs. Edward Roby. All leagues the French-American Union. Subscriptions
The scarcity of sailors in Rockland has
or departments will be represented.
The had almost ceased to come in and w ord was ceased and they are now veryjplenty at $'J3
Woman's State Relief Corps of Maine and sent to the American committee that the a month. Mates get from 8'Jfl to 9:1a.
work on the foundation and pedestal of the
There is now no doubt that the telephone
the organization known as the Women of statue had better be
postponed for a year line between Rockland and White Head will
the G. A. R. of Illinois have been asked to or two. It was not until 187!) that money
be erected at once.
The arrangements are
enough was raised in France to pay the bare
send delegates, with a view to unite the
about completed.
of the work on the statue.
expenses
For
the
three organizations—the Loyal
two
past
Ladies’
years Miss Frances Boggs
In 1878, however, Bartholdi, sanguine and
of Warren, Me., has been studying music
League, the Woman’s State Relief Corps of undaunted as ever, executed the head for the and
In
languages
Geneva,
Swltzertaud.where
Maine, and Women of the G. A. R. Their Paris Exposition. The other parts followed she met the
only son of a merchant named
at intervals, and by July, 1880, the French
objects are exactly the same, and the order committee
cake
and
cards have been
Schwitzguebel.and
saw Its
way to report substantial received by friends in Rockland.
is composed of the mothers, wives, sisters
progress to the American committee and to
Not long ago a wlter in London Figaro acfix a probable date for the completion of the
and daughters of ; soldiers nnd sailors, excused Mrs. Maud Moore of Thomaston, Me.,
On Oct. '34, 1881, the anniversary oi
ami no others, while the statue.
army nurses
of
in
the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown,
plagiarism
bet
writing
Woman’s National Corps and all corps work- all the
pieces of the framework and of the poem, "Rock of Ages.” The writer has
ing under it admit ail ladies, whether rela- base were put in place, and Levi P. Morton, since changed bis mind and publishes the
then United States Minister to France, was
following In the Figaro: “Of course I took It
tives of soldiers or not.
for granted that the Rock of Ages referred
invited to drive the rivet of the first piece
It has been rumored that, if a national
to was Toplndy’s famous
which was to be mounted. The statue was
It now
hymn.
seems I was in error, and I am
organization is perfected, they will adopt nearly finished in 18811, but the work on the
glad to make
tile
amende.
Mr.
the name “Women of the Grand Army.”
pedestal here was so backward that it was
Joseph K. Morse counsellor
of Thomaston aforesaid, has writThe following named ladies of Maine decided to leave the completed goddess on ten at.law
me a courteous letter
exhibition for awhile In Paris.
showing that the
joined the Seven Pines League, No. 3, of the
Finally, on July 4, 1884, Count Ferdhiand “Rock of Ages' is another work altogether
and
was
at
the
head
of a volume of
printed
Loyal Ladies’ League at San Francisco, De- de Leaseps, who had succeeded M. Laboupoems untitled “Songs of Sunshine and
partment of California, while attending the laye as president of the French committee,
Shadows,” by his wife. The noem, let me
turned the statue over formally to the United
Twentieth National Encampment of the States
through .Mr. Morton, ft stood six in Justice add, is a very charming one, and
G. A. R.: Mrs. A. M. Sawyer, Mrs. Whit*
many other verses in the volume, which has
months longer waiting for the completion of
been forwarded to me, show that Mrs. Maud
the pedestal. It seemed for a time that it
man Sawyer, Mrs. Samuel H. Gammon, Mrs.
Moore, who Is quite an amateur, is a writer
Frank C. Johnston, Mrs. Geo. F. French of would have to wait forever, anil the work of of no small talent”
taking it down was begun in January. 1*85,
Portland, and Mrs. R. A. Hill of Naples.
with many misgivings. The pieces were
KKNNKUEC COUNTY.
packed carefully in 210 cases and stowed on
Tlie members iof the Soldiers’ Home at
Failure In Biddeford
board the French man-of-war lsere at Rouen.
Togus are jubilant over the unanimous deThe statue was Insured for about half Its
John W. Randall, dealer in groceries and
cision of the law court in the beer case of
value.
provisions in Warren’s block on Main street,
the Soldiers’ Home, holding that beer tjr
The lsere had an
rough voyage sale on the grounds
of the Home is not liaBiddeford, has failed. His liabilities are. and had to put back extremely
once to Rouen to c*ca)>e
ble to seizure by State officers while in tran81800in round numbers, and his available a storm. Outside the harbor of New York sit
the
State.
through
met by the French North Atlantic
assets, which are confined chiefly to the she was
*
.1
Art.
1
II
A young man named Crossman, aged
vviuun
uiiu CIVJ9,
stock and fixtures in his store, are about
and a young woman named lluukins, and
corted into the bay with flying colors. The
$500. There are from twelve to fifteen hunIsere reached New York in June, 1885. The aged 13, have eloped from West C.ardiner,
pieces ol the statue were lightered over to
dred dollars wortli of accounts on his books,
LINCOLN COUNTY.
of which only about a sixth are collectable. Bedlow's Island and were stored there until
Nathaniel M.Cargill of Somerville, met
last May, when the work of setting up the
His creditors are mainly Portland parties.
great copper goddess for the last time was with a fatal accident on Friday of last week
resulting in hi- death the following Sunday.
begun.
among whom are J. B. Donnell, Twltchell,
The New York legislature passed a bill ap- Ue was engaged In repairing the barn of
Champlin & Co., E. M. Steadman, Thomppropriating $30,000 for the work on the ped- Thomas Levemialer and while descending a
son & Hall and C. B. Varney.
Among bis estal. But Gov. Cleveland vetoed it, to the ladder, missed nls hold and fell a distance of
fifteen feet, striking on his right side, across
creditors in Biildeford and Saco are Deering great disgust of the managers of the Pedesa Joiner's bench.
tal Fund, as unconstitutional. A still greatBros., D. F. Littlefield aud Levi Stono. A
er disappointment came with the winter of
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
meeting of the creditors was held at Mr. 1884-'55.
A bill appropriating $100,000 was
It Is understood that In a few days the
Kandall’s store yesterday forenoon, anil an
introduced during the short session of Conuuarry prowirty at Monsoo, the Iaike Hebron
gress and failed through the neglect of the
effort was made to effect a settlement. J. B.
Hotel and the Monson rallroad.will be transcommittee on appropriations to insert tho
Donnell represented the Portland creditors.
ferred to a new corporation, to he called the
item in their final report.
Monson
Maine State Company. The transfer
No settlement was reached.
In March, 1884, when the statue was alIncludes manufactured|slate to the value of
most ready for shipment and the American
and
The Montgomery Cuards Fair.
this, in addition to the quantity
committee in a state of thickening despair, 800,000,
which the Monson Forest Company has,
The G muds will open their fair in a bril- the New York World unexi>ectedlv undermakes a large stock piled up. There are at
took to raise the $100,000 still needed, and
liant manner on Monday evening, Nov. ‘J3nd.
present but two quarries In operation, the
opened a subscription list of its own for that
Invitations will be extended to
promi- purpose. By July a total of $J01,00t;.:» was "Hebron rood” amt the “Oakland." employabout one hundred men. and it Is undernent military gentlemen
throughout the turned into the Pedestal Fund. This tided ing
stood that the policy under this new manageState to be present.
Chandler’s military the committee over the fall and winter of
1883, and served, indeed, to finish the massive ment will be to coutrul the production until
band will give one .of their finest concerts.
the stock on hand, or quite a portion of It U
pedestal In April, 188»i.
It Is likely that Mr. O. F.
The Primary Cadets, assisted by the MontDr. Bailey—More so, as It Is so insidious disposed of.
Jackson, who has had local charge of the
in its character that cattle will linger along
gomerys will make a short street parade and
interests of the I<owell capitalists fur a nuia
with it without giving rise on the part of
in the hall will give an exhibition drill.
Ather of years, aud who has a thorough practitlie owner to the suspicion that they are
cal knowledge of slate and the slate busL
tractions will be furnished every evening afflicted with the disease. Its hereditary
will go upon the road as selling agent.
through the week. On Tuesday evening a nature makes its influence both direct and ness,
II

to the church attitude towards the Knights of Labor depends
on which of these oaths the members take.
as
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THE STOCK BRIDGE CONCERT.

The fourthQentcrtainuient in the Stockbridge course was given at City Hall last
night and drew the usual vary large audience.

The entertainment consisted of

a con-

cert

byQMlle. Pauline L'Alleniand, priuia
donna of the American Opera Company, the

St. Cecilia IQuartctte—an organization composed of ladies—Sir. Frederick Inues, trom-

bone soloist, and Signor Liberati, cornet
soloist.
Of course the leading attraction of the
evening was Mile. L’Allemand, who is a
Syracuse, N. Y., girl, but who has received
the finish of her musical education in Paris,
Dresden and Stuttgart.
She is described
by foreigu papers las a coloratura singer of
great promise, and has been compared to
Gerster, whose voice hers resembles in char-

acter and style. In its flexibility and purity
of tone it is admirably adapted to music
like Venzauo's grand valse, with its runs
and trills-a composition of great brilliancy.
She was encored, of course, returning the
compliment with a German song.
Tne greatest sensation last night was
created uy Mr. limes. His execution on that
remarkably unwieldy and awkward instrument, the trombone, was something marvelous, and not only was the execution
notable, but the beauty of expression was
equally so. HU rendering of the old German
drinking song, for an encore, that Morowski
of the Ideals gave here witli so much success
was admirable.
Signor Liberati showed himself a cornet
player well versed In his instrument. His
best selection was Faure’s “Palms,” given

lately,

The St. Cecilia Ouartette displayed good
voices and careful drill in their selections,
their best being the “Soldier’s Farewell,’

Fort Keoou, Montana Territory Oct '*7
—Additional particulars of the recent light
on the Crow Reservation show that
the expedition left the Yankton agency, intending
to raid the Crow camp on the Little
Rosebud
river.
Concealing their norses in a ravine
thev went into the timber to
reconoiter ;
Hleir.JuVsea, were found by the Crows ami
identified. A search was made, and result
ed in the killing of two Sioux anil
three
Crows, and the wounding of three of the
latter.
The remaining Sioux escaped tn
Fort Custer and reported the fight The

ous

1886._PRICE

as an encore.

ONLY AN INDIAN MUSS.

Wily Sioux

28,

were

If

Mayor’s

police, has written to the Democratic federation that no procession, except the Lord
Mayor’s, will be allowed to pass through
any street of the city on that day.
Siege Proclaimed at Sofia.
A state of siege has been proclaimed at
Sofia. Gen. Kaulbar has notified the regency that if the conspirators against Prince
Alexander be punished the Russian government will have recourse to extreme measures.
Agents are suspecting that it is Kaulbar's intention during their absence at Ternova to

republic.

Brotherhood of Engineers.
New York, Oct. 27.—The national convention of tlio Brotliernood of Locomotive
Engineers completed its list of officers today
by the election of John Hill of Chicago,
Third Grand Assistant Engineer’s Reporter,
of Aurora, 111., Grand Guide, and Delass Everett of

m

In connection with the proposed Socialist

work of an

and

uaat^

procession on the Lord Mayor’s day Col. Sir
Jas. Frazer, chief commissioner of the city

ofICutting’s Schemes.
New Orleans, Oct. 27.—A special to the
Times-Demoerat from El Paso, says: “Cut-

nora

or

is likely to occur, although there are still
isolated districts iu Ireland where terror and
crime are rampant, which
may call for
treatment.
With this
exception
special
there is a marked decrease in crime and disorder. Of course I cannot speak witli obsolute confidence of the future nor say
whether we shall be able to pass the winter
without calling upon Parliament for measures to assist In the execution of the law, but
on the whole I think Ireland is not nearly iu
so bad a state as might reasonably he ex-

cause

William M.

salvo from all the guns in

hare arrived and will, with the archbishops
already here, hold a conference tomorrow.

~

i««f;

ou

EMINENT BISHOPS

Saturday

Jisit

One

meeting of the Yale corporation to-day the
secretary was directed to use the title of
ialo University in future editions of the
annual catalogue, and similar official publications.

The

gripsack to make room for the plunder, and
Merrnnear
window
car
yester- threw it out of the
oOtoi'er. N. H-. Was fatally
iiieui. Search along tin; railroad at Ails point
day.
wan, oouh' today and several articles of clothThe steamer Ethiopia lias arrived in New
^
Their size indicates that
York with g number of toe passengers of the I mg v\.. found, * large
uutq, Giving further
steamer Aucboria.
I the wearer y*

York

the corner of 57th street and 5th
avenue, where they will remain during their
in
the city. The President lias not prestay
pared any s|ieecli for tomorrow’s ceremonies
but will speak extempore.

the Portlander.

Cummings took some clothing from

New

York, Oct. 27.-President Cleveland
arrived here from Washington on the 9.18
o'clock congressional limited train, accompanied by Secretaries Bayard. Whitney and
Lamar, Postmaster General Vilas, and Private Secretary Lamont. A large crowd gathered at the Jersey City Depot to
greet him.
{he party drove to Secretary Whitney’s residence at

left the house and lias not since been seen
by Mr. Bowker or the owner of the team.
Expecting tiie return of the fellow Mr.
Bowker kept the team fill yesterday forenoon when he came to this city with the
team and delivered it to Mr. Legard, who is
now somewhat anxious to get a glimpse of

*40,000 Robbery.
27.—Express Messenger
to the
Frothinghaui’s statements in regard
awj strlgnt*40,000 robbery seem so clear entire
innobis
in
forward that the belief
robber
cence is gaining ground. He says that
his

In

New

to his house and was given a supper
and lodging and the hoise put up. He also
borrowed a sum of money of Mr. Bowker
the next morning. Shortly ufter the man

net.

Cleveland

City.

cauie

St. Louis,

The Distinguished Visitors Civen the
Freedom of the City.

United

paign.

saved.

the great fires at

the

bring on a general election for the Dominion
this fall.
All the members of the cabinet have been
summoned to proceed to Ottawa next Friday.
Lengthy meetings of the cabinet have recently been held to arrange for the cam-

Point Pheasant, N. J., Oct. 27.—Brig
Sherwood, bound from the Kennebec,
Maine, to Philadelphia, laden with ice and
23,000 bed slat*, went ashore at Chadwick
Station this afternoon. She broke in two
amidships after she struck. All her crew
More Aid for Eastport and
ton.

Between

Montreal, Oct. 27.—It is stated on good
authority that Sir John MacDonald will

John

were

on a

thin to Rome sailing
York next
The messen
council will *,eud three
the
of
gers
months
in Europe.
They will
all the noted
universities and confer iitli tlle mogt dl
tinguished students in regard to the formation of corps of professors.
Archbishop
Williams of Boston, and Bishop Keane of
Richmond were authorized to make contracts
for building; to be begun next spring plans
for which have already been prepared
It was stated at the conference that $300
000 had been subscribed in addition to Miss
Caldwell's original contribution of $300,000.
Archbishops Elder of Cluciunati, Kenick of
St. Louis, and Salpointe of New Mexico
New

for

egates.

Of’TnitFR
OCIORER

Paul, who will carry

STATUE.

Mr. Blaine made a short address. He said it
seemed to him to be a work of supererogation for him to come to Bellefonte and speak
States and Spain.
in favor of Gen. Beaver, and it seemed to be
Ever since the issue of President Clevea work of supererogation for him to come to
land’s proclamation restoring discriminating ;
Pennsylvania to speak in favor of a
duties on imports under the Spanish Hag,
tariff.
(Applause.) Mr. Blaine
negotiations have been in progress between protective
then went on to speak of the great benefits
the governments of Spain and ’.he United
of protection as opposed to the Hcmocratic
States, looking to the adjustment of points policy of free trade, and he referred
strongly
in dispute. It is learned that the Spanish
to tlie influence Pennsylvania would have
government is ready to accept, temporarilly, upon the
country since the result of the
the interpretation placed upon the treaty by
coming election would be taken as an exthe United States and put into the third colpression of her views as between these two
umn of duties as set out in the treaty all impolicies. He entreated his hearers not to
ports into the Spanish West Indies under the slacken in their efforts, but to sustain their
American flag. On the other hand the proRepresentatives in Congress, and to do all
clamation reiinposing discriminating duties
they could to aid the Republican party.
on imports under the Spanish Hag will be
The train reached Bockliaven at 3.15
withdrawn by the President.
The arrangement will be temporary, pending negotiathe track and little time was lost.
Mr.
tions of a supplementary treaty.
Blaine delivered a ten minute speech, which
To Collectors of Customs.
was received with hearty cheers. Mr. Blaine
here repeated substantially the same speech
Acting Secretary Fairchild of the Secreta- as
that delivered at Bellefonte.
ry has issued a circular to Collectors of CusAt Williamsport Mr. Blaine was greeted by
toms and others calling attention to the
an
immense crowd, and his remarks were
and directing its provisions to
proclamation
enthusiastically received. Mr. Blaine likenbe observed.
ed the valley of the Kennebec In Maine to
the valley of the Susquehanna in PennsylTHE DOMINION.
vania, and said the citizens of both would be
disastrously affected if the Democrats succeeded in having Canadian lumber admitted
Report that a Ceneral Election wil
free of duty, as they had tried to do at the
be Called.—The Fishery Ques
last session of Congress.
At Lewisburg, the home of Wolfe, Prohition.
bition candidate for Governor, Mr. Blaine

whiskey,

Conference of

discriminating

THE BARTHOLDI

once

and relates how
the job was done and how his suspicions
were aroused b> hearing Hall say that the
explosion was the result of spontaneous
combustion. This induced them to write
the letter to the deputy sheriff which led to
their detection. The detective and others to
secure his confession plied him with liquor
and assured him of immunity from punishment if he would tell the whole story.
use

foreign

date

duties of tonnage and import witnin the
United States are suspended as far as revessels
of
spects
Spain, and
products, etc., imported in said vessels into
the United
States
from
the
islands
of Cuba and Porto Rico or from any foreign
country, such suspension to continue so long
as reciprocal
exemption of the United States
and their cargoes shall be continued in said
islands of Cuba and Porto Rico and no
longer. The agreement between the governments of the United States and Spain to
which the proclamation refers is as follows:
First—That from this date absolute equalization of tonnage and import duties will at

lead to the identification of the body, which
is now at the morgue.
Congress Rtreet, Opgtaile City Hall.
A practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,<'00
organized in 1804. The best facilities offered,
.experienced teachers employed in each departsaent, and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
•short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
•stenographer, sessions, six days and evenings.
Hates very low. Catalogue free. Any further informattou cheerfully furnished. Address,

Proclama-

reciting that when
been

Maine Man.

Maine, November 22, 1882,

a

tion.

MAINE.
a

President Issues

The

W. w. Eichelberger,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. s. A.

Perhaps

Between Spain and

the United States.
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also given as an encoie.
The prevailing drawback to the pleasure
of the evening was the persistent encoring
of every numlter. We would suggest, if it is
to continue, that at future entertainments
Mr. Stockbridge abbreviate his programmes
just one half, and then with the encores they
will be perfectly enjoyable.
The next entertainment will be the first of

the Stoddurd lectures.
mavgbly’b minstrels.
llaverly’s United Auierican-European Minstrels is made up of some of the best talent
in the country, and is new all through, and
has so many commendable points that to
mention one seems like slighting the others
that were equally good, and all deserving of
praise. There is not a tame scene nor a tiresome incident in the whole performance. The
singers’ voices are ricli and well trained,
tliev are all tastefully arrayed, and the succeeding scenes are full of rapid, beautiful
surprises. They will bo at Portland Theatre
next Monday evening.

Coming C. A. R. Encampments.
A meeting of the New England State Commanders of the Grand Army of the Kepublic
was held at the headquarters, Pemberton
square, Boston, Tuesday afternoon to arrange for the dates of the State encampments so that the National Commander,

General Lucius Fairchild,

can

visit them

grand promenade concert will take place.
Subscriptions of money and goods are being
forwarded to the commanding officer daily.
The ladies are organized and at their last
meeting over one hundred were in attendance. This evening the ladies hold a meeting at the armory and all lady friends of the
The
company are requested to be present.
company will issue the season tickets this

week._
Lost Overboard.
Schooner Emma L. Gregory, Capt. Maker,
of and from Rockland, for New York, with a
cargo of lime, put into Boston Harbor Tues-

day afternoon, and reports that on last Sunday morning at 1 o’clock, between Cape
Elizabeth and Cape Ann, Frederick Clough
of Kockland, seaman, was knocked overboard by the main boom in jibiug the mainsail. Every effort was made to save him,
but he sank before he could be reached with
the vessel, and the sea was too rough to
lower the boat with safety.
Cruising After Smugglers.
The United States revenue

cutter

Wood-

bury is In the harbor for the purpose of taking coal and will probably sail for a cruise
today. It is understood that the Woodbury
will sail from here to search for a small
yacht built steamer which is reported to be
engaged iu smuggling liquors from Grand
Manan to Bar Harbor to be sold in Maine.

The cutter will make a thorough examination in all the bays and harbors in q ,est of
the steamer, which is said to be violating the
laws against smuggling.

indirect. An ancestor altlicted with tuberculosis transmits it to posterity, und with
less vitality inherited by the offspring comes
greater virulence of the disease. The milk
of the unimal readily transmits tuberculosis.
The best authorities say that tuberculosis
once transmitted
from dam to offspring
never can

WALDO COUNT#.
very brilliant meteor was seen in Bel‘n the northern sky one ulght last week.
1 be l ity Cress says It remained In
view fifteen or tweuty minutes and
lighted up the
heavens nearly as much as a full moon.

A

fig*

be eradicated.

WASHINOTON COUNTY.
The feeling aroused by the
famous Shackin Washington county N unnarontlv
subsiding. The Machiai
*
SK
C

Reporter—Does

tho
winter
coming
traffic between
this port and
Europe
The )>edestal proper at its base is sixty-two
feet square, and begins at an elevation above
tide-water of sixty-five feet.
The topmost
platform is thirty-nine feet and four und
three-eighths incues square and 154 feet above
low water mark.
The pedestal Is in its way a most graceful
ami modest structure. It Is neither monotonous nor heavy, and has been made to look
smaller than it really is.
The goddess, in
fact, gains in point of elevation by this suppression, and towers easily over everything
else.but the effectD In no way forced or stiltlike. The soft gray shade of tlie pedestal
blends well with the reddish brown of the
and the
whiteness of the rough
copper, shows
far across tlie water in tne
quoins
slanting rays of the early morning or late at
ternoon sun. The granite used is from a
quarry on Leete’s Island in Connecticut,und
the
size of the blocks made the building of tlie pedestal one of tlie heaviest pieces
of masonry ever undertaken about New
\ork. General Charles p. stone was the
chief engineer of the work, Richard
M.
Hunt the architect and David 11. King, Jr.,
tlie builder. The pedestal cost in all about

$850,000.

cr cftitw
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the libel suits
lr.
whose article In the Forest
and
traded
widespread attention
‘h* ,,lalntitT-'

Hunter

Stream
have
thdr

%

lain

o£S
having
costs'r*WU’
The sneak thieves who have
i^VwwVlnesdZtnVi0t‘n,yHVlKtw‘ Mlll^htge

.te‘r.Wor,3!t^nfca^lrbr5&
exactly known,
considerable
yet
robbery

is

was a

bold

one

it was not performed

i

and evidence

by experts

IN OtNMAU
Bom with the elastic
slings
plained of In several towns.

are

Tbe

«hnwt
“

much com-

railway matters,
BKAr«

railroad.

Ihe Blddeford rimes
announces this as
he management of the
proposed York Harbor and Beaoh railroad:
President—K B. Haniiuond

Bartholdi has given some account of the
Clerk-J.C. Htewirt,
in his sketch for the
rench-Auiericau Union.
After settling
U*nu***»d, II. K. Kvaaa, K. C.
nirJffirT'l'iS;
down on a particular image of Liberty he
J,
aV ^“‘PSOH. J. fc. »UDi«s. O. w.
Joba
C/SSwaviL
made a tiny model, less than four feet
high, i fc.ngu»e«?r—liorhmn Low
Phis first study was followed by a figure 1
It is Inteodwi tu lu*aU) and
nine
feet
begin the gradwhich
was
nearly
high,
then enat ouee,
Something over$40,uw) has allarged four times by tlie ordinary processes. 1 ing
rwtdv
heon
subscribed.
The
llie resulting model measured about
company hope*
thirty- tu raise this amount to
IfliXOOQ, and MMi^
four feet in height.
This was made as ««• bwt» (vr fi5touu
more.
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We •!•> uot read anonymous Icl'.ers aud commun
rations. The naaio and address of tlie writer are
■

all

indltipeiissblc.

easey

llcatkdl bur

aid

t.< ct

S“nr.l,

for

pub

guarantee nl pn.l 'anIt.
'Ve catuiot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
as

a

gratifying to see that tlie lessons of
tlie Farmington and Eastport tires have not
been entirely unheeded by other Maine
It is

towns.

___

Tlie Andover trial has progressed one step.
The Hoard of Visitors have overruled tlie
defendants“denial of their jurisdiction of
the case, and have instructed tlie prosecutors
to proceed against
dividually.

the accused

are

employed

____________

P. T. Barnuui, tlio showman, pronounces
the Third Party movement, as a means of

promoting temperance, humbug.
that it is within his personal knowledge that
‘‘liquor sellers not only gloat and rejoice over
the threats of tlie new-fledged aud new-fangled party, but pay money to aid it.” Barnum’s opinion is the opinion of an expert on
humbugs.
He says

a

The temperance agitation lias not proso far in England that brewing does
not continue to be a very popular industry.
One Guiness, a brewer, whose name is famous ill connection with porter, having been
promoted to a peerage, last week sold out
his business to a stock company. When the
subscription books for stock were opened at

Baring Brothers’ hanking house

in

London,

the rush of persons who wanted shares was
so great that the doors of the bank were
broken down. It may be that tlie tendency
to recruit the ranks of the no-

bility from wealthy brewers, stirred the ambition as well a* the avarice of the throng.

United States Internal Revenue, Dei--)
uty Collector's Office,
First Dis-!
trict Pennsylvania,
Sept. 29. 1880.)
Dear Sir'—Contributions amounting to 3 per

ployes

are

expected

Iron)

all

em-

Revenue Office, First
Send immediately to
William H. Schofield,
United States Internal Revenue Office, Philaof

District of

the

Internal

Pennsylvania.

delphia.
lly order of Frederick Gerker, Collector.
If this letter is genuine, and the press would
hardly have published It unless it believed it
to be, Mr. Schofield, who is deputy collector,
and Mr. Gerker, the collector, are not only
liable to be summarily dismissed from office,
but also to pay a fine not exceeding $5,000, or
be imprisoned not exceeding three years, or
both.
THE STATUE OF LIBERTY.
An event unparalleled in history is to take
place in New York city to-day. The unveiling of the statue of Liberty Enlightening the
World Is a fitting consummation to a most
remarkable
undertaking. It was twenty
years ago that the eminent French statesman
and jurist, Laboulaye, conceived the idea of
a monument which should commemorate the
early friendship of his own country for the

colonies

across

the

sea.

Laboulaye had

firm friend of the United States
througl) the long struggle to put down the
rebellion, with pen and voice upholding in
Europe the cause of the North. Besides
this lie had a firm belief that the sentiment
of gratitude may be cherished by nations as
been

a

well

as

cans

of his

by individuals, and that the Ameriday were yet grateful for the aid
which France gave to Washington and his
compatriots in the hour of their most desper-

ate fortunes. The event lias shown that the
feelings of Laboulaye were the feelings of a
great many other Frenchmen. By a popular

A MARRIAGE THAT MAY NOT

divorce suit
way.

will

be furnished

in the usual

A RIDICULOUS BOYCOTT.

Newburyport Herald.
The latest boycett is among the gamblers
of Cincinnati, who have decided to boycott a
firm which manufactures playing cards, because one of the members is a police com-

is Prof. Hosford's Broad

WORLD

made by the only process that
produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required

Preparation,

AGENCY.

O,

FOR MUNICIPAL WATER WORKS.

Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Right on top of the Eastport fire comes
word of a conflagration as great in Farmington, laying low all the principal business
part of that beautiful village. The loss is set
at half a million of dollars. Surely two such
fires within a week is all one State is entitled
to. And again the old cry goes up: “O, for
municipal water-works!”
LABOR IN THE

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

SpringSeld Union.
It will not be at all surprising if the labormen
of
the
ing
North, under the lead of the
Knights of Labor, demand of the next Congress some legislation for the freedom of colored labor in the South, in order that wages
may be equalized all over the country. The
negroes do not receive fair wages for skilled
work, and the Knights of Labor will not
overlook that fact If the matter is raised in
Congress, the South will throw its influence
against labor legislation, and the sectional
issue in labor will be raised. In such a case
it is easy to predict that the Solid South will
find itself once more in a decided minority.
The labor men mean business.
S. I units FROM THE

STATE.

HOUR AT 84.
Macliias Union.
Stephen Connick of Meddybemps, walked
from liis home to Edmunds, October 11, a
distance of sixteen miles in four hours. Considering that Mr. Connick is about 84 years
of age, this was a remarkable feat.
A GREAT TRAMPER OH A GREAT LIAR.

Monday
weather-beaten,

browned face, sunken
cheeks and iron gray liair and mustache
tramped into town and applied for work at
Doughty Bro.’s harness manufactory, which
was given him, and yesterday he was busily
engaged over the leather. lie gave his name
as Henry Arey, aged fifty-seven years, and
claimed that he had traveled from Oregon to
Maine, making the entire distance on foot
with the exception of seventeen miles,
“I
have been absent frem Maine,” he said,

“twenty-eight years. I was a native of St.
Albans, and In 1858 sailed from New York,
around Cape Horn to San Francisco and remained on the Pacific coast up to a year ago
last February, when I started to tramp to my
native State, the doetor having told me that
my lungs were weak and I must have a
change of climate. I have been on the road

since, passing through Idaho,Montana,
Utah, Colorado, Kansas, Arkansas and St.
Louis. To Maine I came by the way of Chi
cago and New York, traveling the most diever

route I could find. I crossed the Misson the ice and camped out of doors
warm weather.
I swam one lake. In
Arkansas I asked for shelter at one house
and was ordered to leave, the
proprietor
threatening to put a hole through me with
his gun.” This man tells his story to everybody and says it is true.
rect

issippi
during

tan; me great national
statue of Germany, the Aruiinius in Bavaria, is not over ninety-four feet high; while

the Goddess of Liberty measures one hundred and fifty-one feet from the tip of the
torch to the bottom of her feet, and, with the
aid of the iiedestal, looms up three hundred
and six feet.
The ceremonies today will be most fitting.
The sculptor himself, accompanied by another most eminent Frenchman, who has been
Interested in the work, l)e Lesseps, will be
present. French marines and sailors will parade with naval forces of the United States
and citizen soldiers of New York; the Presi-

dent and members of his cabinet will review
the precession; there will be a naval parade
of unusual magnificence for this part of the
globe; and speeches by President ^Cleveland,

Tlie Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and tlie Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesonieness and efficiency.”
RICHARD ( STANLEY, A. M. Ph. I>.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from '76 to ’83.
mario

WOOLENS

(M)IITED.I

OF LONDON.

OF LONDON.

ORGANIZED 1831.

ORGANIZED 1880.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

Capital Paid up iu Ca«b,

$20,135,791

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MERCHANTS

OF

Statement Jan. 1, 1SSO.
CASH CAPITAL, $400,000.00.
Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims. $468,284
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
757,700

N. II.

OF

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.
CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

$200,000.00.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

in United States Bonds.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims...
$:I03,7.‘!4
Net Surplus as regards Pulley Holders 8.40,473

ASSETS,

$1,136,108

MORSE

&

CASH CAPITAL,

CASH CAPITAL, $300,000.00.
All Invested

TOTAL

ASSETS,

in United States Bunds.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims,. $616,363
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
526,202

$500,060.00.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

TOTAL

ASSETS,

0

505.000

MARINE.

ORGANIZED 1873.

CASH CAPITAL,

$200,000.00

Total Assets Over Two Million

$142,835

241,127

WM.

$383,962

ALLEW, js;.,

38 EXCIIANGE

STREET.
eod3w

oet21

CLARK,

KMTAB1.INI1RD

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

E

Utf

N

IN

IXtO.

PERRY

FASHIONABLE FURRIER,
WHOLESALE

Fine Fur

AND

RETAIL.

Trimmings, Capes, Collars, Muffs,

Gloves and

other Novelties in the Fur Line.

Ladies' Beaver Muffs. $6.00.
1
Gents’ Beaver Collars and Cuffs, $12.00 and «pLadies Beaver Setts, $12.00 and upwards.
wards.
Gents Nutria Collars and Cuffs, $6.00 and up- ;
Gents’Gloves of all kinds. Some $1,600 worth
"art|s.
to select from. Light Driving, Heavy Bu;k aud
I Knit Gloves, from 60 cents upwards.

Variety.

SACQUES,
OTTER SACQUES,”

The best assortment of the above Garments to be found in THE STATE.
tit warranted or no sale. Call and Examine.

E. oail_
N, PERRY,

Perfect

245 Middle Street.

-

eodtdec24

trg^THE STANDARD

STREET.

codtf

,||j|
II

§

jf

with collaterals.

65.05C.55

Total Assets.$784,050.86
LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Re-Insurance, and other
Liabili! ies.$336,570.11
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
60,840.71
Unclaimed Dividends.
2,843.66
Surplus us to Holiry Holders..
384.302.37

FINE SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN.

Losses Paid

$13,505,777.00
Organization,
MORSE &PINKHAM,
s nce

sep30

AGENTS.

oct7

STOVES, RANGES AND

only perfect substitute

COE,

TuTli&S&wOmnrm

Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair

Dye.
1691.

TAULISIIKD
B
t 1n tli® vror d.
Haimles-I Reliable I InMfintaneoiu! Nodi sap.
pointment, n<» ridiculous
tint® remedies the ill ctf' Ctu or bad dy®t; leave®
the liflir soft and beautiful
HI nek or Brown.
Explanatory circulars sent
In sealed enveL

ligious meetings.
At the last international convcation held
in April of the present year 1,0(KS associa-

K>®idthin
application,
»on

tioninp

paper.

tnen-

Sold

by all drugglaU. Applied

,*>y experts

\

litchelor’s
90 East

jyl3

at

THE

Successor

Will

FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:
Glenwood B and New Elmwood Ranges,

Wig Factory,
wlynrm

THIS PAPERP^wJIlAolrtNe^pSS
Bureau
Advertising
ingeontrault

i-

■>-

(Vj Spruce Street), where advertij
(/• ...ode for It IN V; w lojiR,

ocio

197

Range n the market.
GLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

MIDDLE

STREET.

working

in themselres, and oniy require to be seen to be appreciated.
Our far famed "NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of
Ctty
References. Ail these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best." I
shall keep
constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Slore
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner.
Repairs a specially. Please call and examine
Ihe above goods, all to be sold at the Lowest
Living Prices. Remember the number,

EXCHANGE
TELKPliOATK

SUPERIOR

1’UOCESSION

ATTENTION

CHARGES MODERATE

21 lUurUrl Square.

jtf

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

MANNER.

w. w. WHIPPLE & CO.,
oct2

OA»!i.

—AND—

FOR AMATEURS.
IN A

STREET.

■ 1CAUE

UHINA FIRED

Benefit

COE.

10thSt.,N.Y. City.

store men to be the finest made and best
Our Square ana Round

seP15

give
to-day to any one who wants
Hats, Caps, Robes, Cloves, Trunks, Bags, or anything in his line by selling at about half price. Remember only
to-day._
a

to 0. W.

variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical

^1

HATTER,

Mle

!

Julv
of,th® procession
cUuu

atSto of

5th, ami
baku '""5 7t"' ,or

dtf

GOLD WATCHES!

sizes for the

largest

well

as

as

the

Button

smallest,

or
Ac.

ST.,

WATCHES. If you
pay you L> call eaiiy.
silver Watcnes always on hand.
to suit the times. Finger
Rings a spec'Aptlce*
call and sec
iny prices hi the big show
of my new
MIDDLE
177
store,
STREET,
ittti
ue

ii„

l*r.Ke stock of
i. o,

“itodSw

C. U. LAM80N.

direction

Shakespeare’s

MERRY WIVES
WINDSOR
-JIB, (BANK

OF

AN

Sir JOHN FALSTAFF.
JIB. KOBWON AN

ABRAHAM

,

SLENOER.

to

TONY LUMPKIN

ttH

OLD HARDCASTLE

as

Prices,
dtd

November

HAV

1st.

The Very Best Combirtalion the World Ever Saw.
DR. SAWTELLES ST. BERNARD GALAXY.
family of the Largest and Most Handsome 8t.
Bernard’s ever seen.
Sale of seats commences Wednesday, Oct. 27.
Prices 76. 60 and 25 cts.
octTtidtd

A

MONTGOMERY

Trousers,
variety

RLY’S

ATIKRICAN Kl ROrKAN

FAIR,

of

Nov. 23, as, 21, as, ae and

oct2o*dmlssion

27.
dM

PER CIST urn fil ARmEED

7

Vermont and Khode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and individuals are
Investing In this class o! securities.
address Tor Illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M.

ujf-

Call or

FREEMAN, Agent.

«

ST.. PORTLAND.

B o

neTs!

Rockland ........es A 4s

aSiom .“!0.°.0-dv£
Manoger.
Utf

HASKELL & JONES-

M cents.

vnANi'ua..

New lot of 150 Bovs’
sizes 4 to 11 years.

WARE,

under

THE MONARCHS FOR THE MULTITUDES!

Suits

Onr

Mr. Joseph Brooks.

Tl'ENDAV EVENINU, NOV. 2d,

Monday,

PORTLAND, ME.

-

a Competent Dramatic Company,
by
the
of

PORTLAND THEATRE.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS FOR BOVS’ ANO CHILDREN

255 MIDDLE

Robson iCrane,

Aided

be fonnd in onr
in all the leading

Frock

Stripes, Plaids, Plain Cissimeres, Ac.,

THE COMEDIANS,

Sale ofjseats begins Friday, Oct. 29tb.
*1.00, 75 and 50 cents; gallery, 86 cents.
oct28

ifpn’ft

in

*

THEATRE^

PORTLAND

MR. CRANE,

For Gentlemen and Young Men can be found with ns, suitable for
dress or business uses. We call attention to our $20.00
English Whipcord Suit in either Sack or Frock, equal to any $25.00 Suit in the
market, and as good as Tailors make for $35.00. Gents’ and Young

Fine Dress Pantaloons

8eason tickets to the three Symphony Concerts
*2.25 and *3.oo. Single evening tickets 75 cts.
*1.00. with "Trlbelll" *1.00 and *1.25.
Justin McCarthy tickets 60 ami 75 cts., Stanley
50 and 76 cts., Haydns and Germania* 75 cts.
and *1.00. Armanlnls and Couthoui 60 and 76
cts., rowers 60 cts.. Buggies 60 cts., Oleser Becltal 60 and 76 cts., BIllNye 60 cts.. Stetson 60
and 75 ets„ Llchtenberg 50 cts. On sale at St ickbridge’s Music Store.
oct23dlw

With soug, “The Three Jolly Pigeons.”

in the State of Maine.

The best fitting

to the three Stoddard Lectures
SEASON tickets
*2.00. Single evening tickets 60

*1.50 and
and 75 cents.

MB. ROBSON

OVERCOATS AND SUITS
Shades and Colors.

following

Entcrtuiiiuicnts:

Stoops
Conquer.

Largest Stock and Finest Goods
stock,

sale to the

nowon

She

JR

mind to on this! We hare the

can

cents.

__<11 w

WED.NKNDAY EVENING, NOT. 3d,
Oliver .Goldsmith's Delightful Comedy,

WHERE TO GET IT!
nse

•

AUETAS
January 1,1884.

Bath.«. A

4s

S'Sf ; ;£ * 8»

mTuKTLEFF,
"TH»iKT, P.rd«4.
'anliltf

HiMKtri« ljiii I.nn,

Men£ Furnishing BANKERS
RETAIL CLOTHING ’DEPARTMENTS,
NEW GOODS

■

Cor. Middle ami Exchange Street.

Choice

Of the latest an<l most Desirable
Styles to be

SPECIAL

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

found

ATTENTION

Is called to our Fine Lines of MENS’

FURNISHINGS, especially

in

are

cordially

invited

to

call

and

JEWELRY,

examine.

HASKELL
& JONES.
*7®ct®onSress
Street,

Opposite

Preble

-.—-________

WHITE

ROSE

DIAMONDS,

WATCHES,

UNDERWEAR.
All

eodU

anywhere.

House.
e*Miu

POTATOES

SILVER WARE,
FRENCH CLOCKS,&C.
J. A. MERRILL &
•A3»

J-adI8

niDDLS MTHEKT.

““,tu

pt3__

CO.,

A. Karra.
eodly

for winter use.
450

Bushels of Fine Stock just
received in lots to suit.

»uk24

eodSm

“CROUP IS THE BOBBER OF TH^
but Baker’* Great Amer’.ran
MpeciHc I* a positive cure for croup. It
has saved thousands of tlay lives. Have
It on baud, for none know the honr It

CRADLE,”

°«er to GOLD
SP3'!A.L
re
bl‘y soon it would

eodtf

X. JOHN UTTLE & CO.

Made from the Best Material that Tailors

Tickets

Master

Tailoring,
FURNACES!

Fall Announcement!

BENEFIT DAY!
jtyl3

___

CARTLAND, CUA1LES
ADCIISTIJS CIJIIIM,
No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

'v>r Mother’?
Invaluable in Choiera Infantum
and Teething. A pre-digested food fbr Dyspeptics, Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient In all Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking. Our Book, The Caro
and Feeding of Infants, mailed free.
DO LIRE R, GOOD ALB & GO., Boston. Ma:s.

PRICES.

prices

a

Tickets.75

Wraps

-—____

eod&nlm

n a

Th'1

SACQUES

STRICTLY OiYE PRICE.

Samples and Illustrated Pamphlet ‘'Steam Saving and Fire-Proof Materials” Free by Mail.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents, 21 Market
Square, Portland, Me.
HCW

eodtf

n. 1,1.. Dairy Maid’s Home
Maid's Festival and Asline display both days
on the part of the fair and the
exposit ion.
Admissions Afternoons. 10 cents
Young People's Evening.25 cents
Dairy Maid’s Evening..BO cents

be Refitted Free

0C.5

For the

Oct. 28 * 29.

2 p. m., opening exercise* aud
7.30 p. in., young people’s evening, en-

Tuesday & Wednesday Ev’gs, Nov. 2 k 3.

Ladies’ Frieze and Brocade Velvet and Astraelian

a

PORTLAND,

otjhismonth,

and

Misses’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets,
Children’s Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.
Ladies’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.

all the stress you have

—

GOOD SEATS.

$23.00, $25.00, $32.00, $38.00 and $50.00.
Ladic*’ Jacket* at
$5.00. $7.50, $10.00,
$12.00 and $15.00.

ALT,

Friday

oct23__

Are now Opcnina in (heir

The

milk.

Expense.

larger or better than at present.
Overcoats, just received, at only $1.50 each,

||r

LANE,

CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, 10N0IN.

are

DAVIS &

rodlm

us will

was never

HW.JOHHSMFECaWWWWMBr

A full stock of Hanan & Son’s line Shoes in stock and for sale at
prices lower than ever before.
Hanan & Son’s celebrated Cordovan YVaukenphast Shoes is the most
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.

..

8784,056.85

ME.
eoiltf

EAST OF BOSTON.

ASBESTOS CEMENT FELTING.
ASBESTOS AIR CHAMBER,
ASBESTOS LOCOMOTIVE LAGGING,
ASBESTOS LINING FELT, ETC.

87 MAIDEN

Sixty pairs Ladies’ French Kid Hutton Hoots for $3.50; they
actually worth $4.00. Please call and examine these Hoots.

PORTLAND,

from

and

SKt'OV I. DAY-2
etc.: 7.30 p. m.. Dairy
sembly. There will be

HOTEL.

Hie Largest Line of Outer Garments
bought

WITH

entertalument aud social.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

value.$270,774.00

Company. 187,000.00
Cash In Bank and Office, and Loans

reception;

JACKETS.

All Garments

Aid.

—

WI*»T n.tv

Wraps, Newmarkets

Four

OF PHILDELPHIA.

the

ST.,

Thursday

FURNISHER,

FALMOUTH

TOT

or

CITY HALL,

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s

Lay

THE UNION nSl RAM E CO.,

Bank and other Stocks, market value, 128,148.75
Bills Receivable tor Marine Premiums
and Book Accounts due Company.. 133,577.65
First Mortgages on City Property.
9,600.00
Real Estate, unincumbered, owned by

AND

—

EXPOSITION ANO DAIRY MAIOS FESTIVAL,

Dollars.

Reserve for Unpad Premiums, Unpaid
Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

or tiik

(IHIBI'H OF THE 1ESSIIII,

.Season

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
Is Represented at this Agency.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

EXCHANGE ST.

Statement January 1, 1SS6.

PEACE.

OF

Insurance,

8375,000.

CLOTHIER

MIDDLE

PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO., The Deleware Mutual Safety
BOSTON.
Insurance Co„

PINKHAM,

Fire and Marine

$1,142,569

$178,503

$684,164

GLOVES! “SEAL
oc423

THE

SEAL PLUSH

Statement Jan. 1, 1SS6.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

TOTAL ASSETS,

MIDDLE

*08

OF NEW YORK.

ORGANIZED 1849.

These goods are strictly Silk and Wool, made for the finest class of
trade, and are a genuine bargain.
50 Dozen more of the celebrated $1.00 Petcrsburgli Shirts ut
only
75 tents each. The best fitting, best made, and best wearing 75 cent
Shirt in I he city.
25 Dozen $1.00 Oil Tan Gloves for only 75 cents each.
Before you pay $2.50 for nice Wliite Undershirts aud Drawers ut
the Gents’ Furnishing Good Stores, call and see the same tiling at our
store for $1.75. Don’t pay 75 cents for style.

237

THE

$381,467
710,084

$1,101,451

_dti

Ladles’

represented.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

ORGANIZED 1838.

“LIVE AND LET LIVE.”

Thursday Evenings, commencing Oct.
£1. Tickets admitting (ientlemen
with Ladles, SO cents.
INSTRUCTION from 8 lo 9. DANCING from 9 to 11.

—

of

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

$25.00 SUITS FOR $18.50.

Fire Ins. Co.,
Hampshire
MANCHESTER,

New

Statement Jail. 1, 1886.

OOWN WITH HIGH PRICES !
We KNOW we are selling CLOTHING and GENTS’ FURNISHING
GOODS at LOWER PRICES Ilian nny other store in the oily, and our
coiisinntly increasing trade is the strongest possible indorsement of
this statement
Not ONE article, but ALL of our goods are marked ai a very small
advance from cost.
We KNOW that if those in v/ant of goods in our line WILL COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH ANY OTHER STORE IN THE CITY
THEY WILL BE CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH OF OUR STATEMENT.

$1,225,985

ORGANIZED I860,

TOTAL

F.

$300,000.06

BUFFALO, N. Y.

AH invested

liLBEifUSSEiBLiESr

—

MRMClCO.,

$1,263,510 TOTAL ASSETS,

CASH CAPITAL,

U3t

as

$921,424

ORGANIZED 1807,

from $1,00 to

To be had of O. L. Bailey, No. 321 Middle 8t. ;
Geo. A. Harmon, 5 llM.'ounressHt., and at the door.
A genera) attendance of members Is requested.
Per order of Committee.
G. L. HA I LKY, Hee'y.
Portland, Oct. 21, 188*5.
uct22dtd

ORGANIZED 1858.

Reserve for Unearned premiums, Unpaid losses and other claims.$416,087
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 846,344

TOTAL ASSETS,

534.223
387,200

address by Bro.
Hupper will be served,
time toast* will be offered and
made by members of the association, andre*pon*es
by sever*
al well known citizens, to be
Interspersed by music
from the members and by the Htate street Choir.
Ticket* 75 cl*.* Tie tuber* Ticket* 50 eta.
an

at which

—

warranted

HALL.

poiwist of
2f£ WCftS?
h. nintth, wf
after which

I
Lewis

ANNUAL FAIR !

BOTTOM PRICES.
are

•

THURSDAY EVENING. Oct. 28. at 7.30 o eloch.

_octlfi

Furnishing Goods,

AT

OF NEWARK, N. J.

BCFFALOCERMANlirCO”

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Gents’

UNDER

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other ( lalms.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

TOTAL ASSETS,

CASH CAPITAL,

BLANKETS.

A FINE LINE OF

1,000,000

U: S. BRANCH.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

In this department we have every grude and
variety of Shirting
Goods, in both All Wool and Cotton aud Wool, in Plain, Plaid and
Goods.
Also
COLOKED COTTON PLUSHES, in single and
Stripe
double faced.

0Ct27

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.
ibcd Capital,.93,000,000

Mubx

ORGANIZED 1803.

Wliitc and Colored Blankets in all sizes at prices
$13.00 per pair.

any

time,

OVERCOATS !

AND

Festival.

Festival of the Mali
Association will be held on

at HKCHANIt

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., The Fire Insurance Association

TOTAL ASSETS,

FLANNEL DEPARTMENT.

SUITS

Triennial
t»entv-ftrst Triennial
„.Th«
hurl table Mechanic

shown in Portland,

coutd not be more complete than at the present
both for Men, Y'ouths, Boys and Children.

REMEMBER

Subncribed Capital.910,000,000
Capital paid i> Caiih.
5,000,000
Wet NurplMM aai-egard» policy
holder*.
7,5*49,113

Elegaut line of

ever

department

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE; SOUND, SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.
Remember all goods
American
and
Leading English
Companies.

for Men and Boys wear in all grades from slO cents to $3.00
per yard.
We carry a full line of the justly celebrated SAWVEIt
WOOLENS, in
both 3-4 and 0-4 widths, and we reommrnd them as the BEST
WEAHING GOODS we have ever kept in this line.

urnidly

INHRUE WITH

in

tions were reported in existence in the UnitStates and ( anada, with a membership probably exceeding 150,000. Ninety of these associations own buildings valued at $3,920,810, fifty have other real estate of the value
of 528,850. Seventy-four reported building
funds paid in amounting to $200,801, and
eleven reported endowment funds paid in
amounting to 1200,817. The total net prop-

Kuiuford Chemical Works, Providence, K. I.
Tli&M&wurmly

We desire to call attention to our

as

I take pleasure in again presenting to the public the Annual Statements of the Insurance companies represented in this Agency.
They are

E. B. & B.

FOKSALE BY ALL GROCERS

ASSETS $784,056.85.
Government, and other Bonds, market

city
18G9. Any young man of good
moral character and conduct
can, however,
become an associate
member, but he cannot hold office or take
part in the management of tile association. Older
church members are admitted as
counselling members
The aim of the Associations
is to be interne
diate agents between the churches and th*
young men, and besides
maintaining libra*
riles, reading rooms, lecture classes for secular instruction and
gymnasiums, they hold
prayer meetings, Bible classes and other re-

Cook Book free.
kv

lew rates

as

Buffalo and Wolf Robes in Great

YOUNC

ASSO-

placed In Ibis agency at
agency In Portland.

FURS !

CASH CAPITAL,

CIATIONS.
The Young Men's Christian Associations of
tlie present day had their origin in a meeting
of London clerks organized by George Williams, one of the clerks, in 1844. Uis idea
was soon imitated in different cities of England, and in 1851 an association after the
Loudon model was formed in Montreal.
This was the first association of the kind in
North America. Soon after an association
was formed in Boston.
They spread rapidly
throughout the United States land Canada,
and twenty-years later there were 700 associations in this country and Canada, and
100,000 members. The associations in the
United States and Canada form an international convention, which was organized in
1854. Eight
conferences of the assaeiations of all lands have been field.
That
at Paris in
1885
limited active membeishlp to “young
men
who, regarding Jesus Christ as their Lord land Saviour, according to the Holy Scriptures,
desire to be his disciples in their doctrine and in their life.’’ The last
general
conference was held at Berlin in 1884.
Only members of an evangelical church
are admittedjto full
membership in the American associations, that test
having been
adopted at the international convention held

can be

requires

NO. 482 CONGRESS STREET,
oct22

Senator Everts, Bartholdi and other French
guests, with a formal oration by Chauncey
M. Depew.
With propitious weather this
will be a great day ill New Fork.
MEN’S CHRISTIAN

Insurance

IRA

national sentiment
of one ma> for another, lias not usually gone farther than the
hollow phrases of the diplomat. For the
first time we have such an acknowledgement
from a people themselves.

uuuuieu ami uve ieei

Settled and Paid at this Office.

ALL 1-ARTS OP THE WORLD.

Keneebec Journal.
a man of about average size with

a

lossus of Rhodes, one of the wonders of the
ancient world, is said to have been but one

Promptly

display

FALL AND WINTER SUITINGS.

PORTLAND, ME.

-

-

largest

ami best

AT PRICES THAT WILL SUIT EVERY ONE.

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARGOES TO AND FROM

FOUR MILES AN

for which
people have fought. History records no
similar act of good will between two peoples
so widely apart geographically, and so distinct in language and ideas. In times of
trouble one people have extended to another
the aid which humanity suggests; but the

The statue which the French people have
sent us is more wonderful than anything of
the kind ever attempted by man.
The Co-

Losses

SOUTH.

the ideas of liberty and freedom
both the American and French

acknowledgement of
akin to tlie friendship

The

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

less shorteuiug than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.

OF

Fire and Marine Insurance Fall and Winter Overcoats!

by the system.

closing gambling

missioner and was active in
dens.

taken in all parts of France,
the money was raised to defray the expenses
of the great work, which Laboulaye induced
Bartholdi to attempt. The statue is intended as a gift from one people to another, to
mark a memorable historical alliance and

in this

Ii\ THE

SUIT.

Minneapolis Tribune.
An Indianapolis couple were married in the
show wind w of a clothing store the other
dav and the proprietor of the establishment
furnished the groom’s wedding suit. The

a.wi'wewk.sitis.

GRAND OPENING TODAY

This

subscription,

symbolize

INSURANCE !:

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

EFFECT LIKEI.Y TO BE HAD.
Boston Globe.
No liquor can be introduced into Alaska
except lor sacramental uses. The sacrament
will rapidly degenerate into sacrilege under
such a custom.

The Philadelphia Press publishes the following letter in fac-simile :

yearly salary

the work of the

nncELuniou.
~

CURRENT COMMENT.

gressed

ceut. of

prosecuting

nisciiixAimvs.

THE

The story goes that whenever Cyrus W.
Field makes a successful stock deal lie gets
down on his knees and offers up thanksgiving for the good fortune vouchsafed him.
Now what does he do when tlie deal is unsuccessful? Does he remain on his feet and

ol tne u rovvn

in

associations. The last report of the international committee compiled from statistics up
to May 1886, credits Maine with twelve associations. The oldest is the Portland association which was formed in 1833, and now has
1400 members, 524 of them active members.
The other Maine associations are located at
Bangor, Hiddeford, Foxcroft,
Augusta,
Gardiner, Lewiston, Monson, Rockland,
The
Searsport, Waterville and Winthrop.
total membership of the Maine associations
is 3,869.

nniciUiANBOin-

professors in-

The President has at last “flipped out" a
Democratic and a Republican district attorney Jir talking politics. Talking politics
was Collector Redman’s offence.
He hasn’t
been “flipped out” yet however—perhaps because he was on a vacation of one day.

curse?

erty of all descriptions of the associations as
far as reported amounts to $5,140,178, Three
hundred aud sixty-six associations have li.
braries aggregating 292,024 volumes. Four
hundred and eighty-seven general secretaries

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street
j'y»
utf

w. L. WILSON &
THE

co.,

GROCERS.

may be needed.
bottle.
oc-120

All dealers.

50 rents
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Pea Beans... 1 86*2 00 Silver White. 7 Vi

8t. Paul preferred.122
St. Pali., afUin.’&lMan.118
81! Paul ft Omaha. 49%
..112
do pro
Texas Pacific.. 21
Union Pacific. 69%
U. 8. Express. 60
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
18%
do pref.
34%
Western Union Telegraph
77%
Alton & Terre Haute. 36%

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 28.
WIT AND WISDOM.
“So the Missus Is to be married, is she?” said
the gardener to the cook.
"Yis. and in llllgant style, too. She’s golu’for
to have a dhress tliray yarruds long, and tour pall
bearers to kerry it,” she replied.

Medium

Turkeys.15*20

sugar.

Fowls
.11(812
Ducks. @

Seeds.

lb.6V4
Chickens.12*14 granulated
Extra C.
lied Top....|2%®*2Vi
Timothy 8eed2 25®2 36
Apples.
9
1 26*2 25 Clover.
®lic
Cheese.
Vermont....13
@l3Vi
N.Y. Iactoryl3 ®13Vi

bbl

Richmond ft Danville. ...140

EargolExpress...126

Mobllelft Ohio. 16%
Morris * Essex.
141
Central Iowa. IB
Fort

lng are
to-day:

before you go?

Featherly i(smlling)—Certainly, Bobby,

Bobby—I do. Because Ma
very amusing.

if

_

Pain from indigestion,dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Car-,
ter’s Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner

Mining

Cumberland.. 4
■

French journalist takes his oath that he
found the following in an English newspaper:
"Notice to Heirs:—Samuel 8-'s Extract of
Onions, without smell and not eausiug any irritation, is the best extract in the market for producing the most plentiful supply of tears. Two shillings a large bottle, one shilling a half bottle. Be
sure and sec that the signature is on the bottle.
Slightly moisten the under part of the eyelid with
tile liquid.”

Quicksilver....
do preferred.

city... 1 60*1 76 Select.lir.gjBB
Fine commou*36@*42
Sug. city... 106*1 10
Sug. s’d shk 50@ 70 Spruce.*12®*14
Pine sugarHemlock.*11®*12
Box sliooks
@ 46 Clapboards—
Sugar Heading—
Spruce, X...$28@*30
Spruce 36 hi 18@ 20 Clear.*26® *28
Pine
2d clear.*22®*26
18* 20
Hal'd pine
New 14 ft
Old

Short do 8 ft
7 ft

bulls and mixed 1

60®2 00; hulk at 2 20&2 70;
through Texans lower; cows at 2 30®2 60; steers

60®3
Hogs—lower; receipts 28.000; shipments6000;
rough and mixed at 3 40®3 80; packing and ship
3 75 a 4 00; light 3 f>0®4 00; skips at 2 20®

Beeswax.

Hlch powders
Borax. 10®
Brimstone_2 Vs®
Cochineal.... 40®

Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound revives the drooping spirits, invigorates, and harmonizes the organic functions.
Friend (to young author)—How is your book of

poems selling, Charley?
Youuc Writer (gloomily)—Slow.

Friend—What's the matter? Don’t people want
poetry any more?
Young Writer—Yes! but they won’t pay a dollar for my poetry when they cau get a paper edition of Shakespeare for half the money. There's
too muck difference in the price.

1 .7
1 .d
.0
1
1 .0
1 .7

Last year’s fashion^ are out of date, but last
year's friends are still our own. This is why Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compound never loses

4
10
4
8

...

3300
2800
2500
2760

Price
$166
$120
$106
$100
$125

favor.

Boston Produce Market.

be were

“Ah,

a

BOSTON, Oct. 27, 1886.—The following

baby.”
forget,” replied the lady; “the
a very intelligent animal.”

hut you

new

You make no mistake when you
Pills to regulate your liver.

use

Dr.

Featherly?
Featherly—Yes.

B.—It’s too bad.

F.—Why, Bobby?

B.—Because sister Clara told Ethel Robins that
you would be a nice young man to call a dog after
if it wasn’t for your name.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Oct. 27.
The wholesale market Is featureless,the demand
continues light with no improvement to note. The
late advance in Flour Is maintained,but purchases
are only made for Immediate use j the export
Inquiry Is good. Grain lias been steady through,
out tlie week in this market; car lots Cotton Seed
arc lower, otherwise prices are the same. Sugars
quiet aud about steady. In Provisions, Pork Is
firm, Beef higher on all grades and Lard %@%c
off; Fresh Beef weak lor the best cuts and firmer
on common grades; we still quote sides 6®8%c;
hind quarters at 8@llc, lore quarters at 5®6c,
rounds with flanks -@7c, rounds —, rump
loins at 8@14c, rumps 8®14c, loins 8@14c,rattles
6c, backs 6@7c, chucks 6®6c, short rib cuts 10@
12c. Coffee Is very firm; no material change
renorted. Molasses quiet. Timothy Seed lower.
Cheese unchanged. Apples quiet and easy. At
Liverpool apples have been in good demand at
steady prices, with Baldwins quoted at 10®12s,
Hubb’stns 11® 13s and Greenings 10@12s; shipments lor the week ended Oct. 23d from Boston,
New York, Montreal aud Halifax, 62,668 bbls:
same week last year 64,103 bbls; total this season, 211,628 bbls ; last season, 178,027 bbls.

lc

J)ec.

Jan.

Highest.73%

76%

76%
76%

:,73%

76%

76%

Lowest.

Closing

...■

74%

72%

COHN.

Dec.
36%
36%
36%
36%

Nov.
36%

Opening
Highest—36%
—

Lowest.35%

Closing.35%

f4

('HWiCO

fJ

...

;

/in nrof

Eastern ltallroad.
•3i-%
Bell Telephone
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com. 29 ye
do pret..
Mexican Central.
Marquette. Houghton and Out. 11.. coin.... 38
Mexican Central 4s. 46Vs
B
Boston Water Power Co.
Boston* Albany Kailroad.f.193%
Eastern; Pabroad es.128%
Wisconsin Ceutral.. 21 %
137%
C. B. & Q.
,...7
BoslouLand Company.
Mexican Central It 7s.
40
»

—

Net* York Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]
188H.—Money on call
NEW I'OKK, Oct 27
Is quiet, ranging from 2 to 6 per cent; last loan at
mercantile
paper 4 «6 per cent,
"tasked. Prime
and
v, 'tuuige dull aud steady at 4 80%®4 Ro*,4
dulland steady.
bonds
ft'., '•4 84%. Government
The
and generally firm.
,'0i»d*
quiet
Kailroad
Jul1 >'"t
aI clo8<‘10 low‘

stockmarke."

TW>gwaus^lomr»t

me

nsit

97

««* Exchange aggro

ar‘e lU.'--*<|>u**ttou» of Goveiu
'a^:,iouo2wmg
meut securities:

dlina

Ginger.

13®

75®
Nutmegs. 65®
Pepper. 22®

15
90
65
26

Laundry.3Vi@

8

Mace.

Starch.

14
10

Teas.

8%C.

25®

30

60@ 70

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barbktt, Bankers and
Brokers, ] 86 Middle street.
STOCKS
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.loo 166
168
Casco Nat. Bank.100 152
164
First National Bank.
110
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
50
52
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 120
122
National Traders’ Bank.100 140
142
Ocean Insurance Co.100
80
90
Portland Company.
90
100
Portland Gas Company. 60
62
65
BONDS.
State of Maine 6s. due 1889.106
108
Portland City os.Municip’l variouslOO
116
Portland City 6s, It. H. aid 1907...124
126
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
106
Bath City Cs K. R. aid various_100
101
It.
It.
aid—113
116
Bangor City 6s, long
124
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.122
Belfast City 6s, K. it. aid. 104
106
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various... 105
106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 111
113
Leeds & Farmlng’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
113
MalneCentral It. R. 1st mtg7s.. 121
123
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s_131
132
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s....102
103
’•
2d mtg 6s.106
108
3d mtg 6S... .110
112

8AILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FKOM

FOH

City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruz.Oct 28
Suevia.New York.. Ham burg_Oct 28

Santiago.New York..Cienluegos .Oct 28
Toronto.Quebec.Liverpool_Oct 20
Britanic .New York ..Liverpool_Oct 30
Auraula.New York..Liverpool....Oct30
Kibe.New York..Bremen.Oct
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Oct
Westeruland.New York..Antwerp. ..Oct
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam..Oct

30
30
30
30
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 2
AUer.New York..Bremen ...Nov 3
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...Nov 4
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruz Nov 4
Hammouia.New York..Hamburg .Nov 4
..

Circassian.Quebec.. ...Liverpool...Nov 6
Etruria.New York, .Liverpool.. .Nov 6
Cienfuegos.New York..Havana.Nov 6
MINIATURE ALMANAC.... OCTOBER 28.
Sunrises.6 13
Sun sets.4 37 High water
Length ol day_10 24
Moon sets. 6 67

do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is

NEWS.

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 27.
Arrived.
Steamer Woodbury, (U 8) Dcaue, eastward.
Sch Frances Elleu. Ulmer, Hampden—fish barrels to bowls, Chase & Whitten.
Sch Allaudale, Remlck, Ellsworth,
Sch Vanguard, Kimball, Boothbay.
Sch New Zealand, Calais for Boston.
Sch Sea Pigeon, Calais for Boston.
Sch Native American, Sprague, Calais for Boston.

Sch Stella Lee. Brewer, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Filin, IMcVane, Polut Wolfe, NB, for New
York.
Sch Daisy, Hodgdon, Mt Desert.
Sch Susan, Grover, Pemaquid.
Sch L H Smith, Leach, Penobscot for Boston
Sch Bessie, Carson, French Cross, NS. for Boston.

Sch Marysyiile, Quaco for Boston.
Sell Annie A, Louisburg for Boston.
Sch Iona, Harvey, NB, for Philadelphia.
Sch Crown Prince, Moncton for Salem.
Sch Howard Holder, St John, NB, for Providence.
Sell Alba, St John, NB, for Fall River.

I_I
Sch Gertrude L Truudy, Davis.
Norfolk-.t

k

Chicago;*

®7*

Alton.}43

Fioni.

Clear do....

...

Cod.

75®3

Large Banks 25*2
Small.2 oo®2
Pollock.2 00*2

Haddock.1 60*2
Hake.1 26*1
Herring—

79%

Scaled V

60®17
car lots.
18 00*1!)
do bag.
18
00® 20
Middlings.
00|
60ido bag lots, 19 00*22
86l

rudder braces gone, sterupost
chafed, several planks on starboard side amid
ships and two places on
side chafed, keel
porf
biouen. No part of the hull
is strained and copremains smooth and sheer
perfect. She will
per
be towed to St John, NB, for repairs.
lirlg Herman, from Pensacola for Asplmvall,
before reported picked up and towed into Havana
encountered a hurricane Oct 7, which lasted three
days. She was partly dismasted, lost deckload,
and her deckbeams were broken.
Sen Eva B Douglas.
Letts, at Baltimore from
having had centreboard dam.t,,r,Wrts
aged by stoking an obstruction iu Back river.

00
00
50
OO

piovicou..

25

Pork—

Backs... 15 50* 0 OO
I Clear.... 14 76®15 00
001 Mess.12 00*12 60
601 Beef—
8
261 Ex Mess.
JXKaS 60
M
« 00®«
761 Plate
001 KxPlate. 0 60®100fl
761 LardTubs V t>..0%®7 c
!

hx..l6@20ci

....

__

6%*7
Pails.7 ®8

Tierces....

c

j

|

Port. Ref. Pet. 6%
Water Wiiite. 8
13
Pratt'sAst’l.fPhbi.
Cranberr’es—
Maine.4 75*5 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11 ya
Cape Cod.. .7 00*7 60 Llgoula. 8%
Small.

m

PioriBcs.

I

sclir Edith Laue, from
Boothbay. 25th.
North Sydney,
OB, for Gloucester, with 163 bbls
inackerel. Reports the Ambrose Knight with 30
bbls, aud Gertie Evelyn with 230 bbls.
Ar at Gloucester
26tli, schs Lilia B Fernald,
Luring B Haskell, and Ethel & Addle, seining.

Domestic Ports.
PortlandUA-Ar 18lh’ slllp KeaPer’ Bosworth,

Kerosene-

Med. 3s.

oS?]

Sid 26tli, barque John J MarshJor Arroyo; brig
E T Campbell, for Demarara.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 24th, schs F T Drisko,
Drisko. and Fleetwing, Maddox, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 26th, sch Sallle I’Oii.Wcst,
Baltimore; Nellie F, Huntley, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 26th, sch Victory, Milllken,
Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 25th, schs E
Gerry, Spear, So Amboy for Boston; Neponset,
Hulbert, Providence for New York; Sarah Louise
Morrison, Amboy for Boston; Hunter, Whitten,
Rocklaud for Narragauset.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 25tli, schs Zampa,
and Chas Heath, from Port Job son for Salem;
G M Porter, Brooklyn for Portland; J P Augur,
New York for Bangor ; Lamartine. Bangor for
New York.
Sailed, schs Mark Pendleton, Allston. Nellie
Star, Senator Grimes. Jas Barrett. Puritan, Chas
Ileatli, Zampa, W F Collins, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, barque Clotilda, Coggins,
Pascagoula; schs Lizzie Dewey, Bartlett, Philadelphia; M J Laughton, Murray, Amboy; W G R
Mowry. Motz, do; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton,
and Webster Bernard, Marshall, Hoboken; Moses
Eddy, Hart, New York; Golden Rule, Kent, Eastport; Electric Flash, Smith, Deer Isle; Ella Rose
Jones, Ellsworth.
Alsoar 26th, sell E L Gregory, Rockland for
New York, Lost overboard a man named Fred
Clough, of Rockland, between Cape Elizabeth and
Cod.
Cape
Old 26th, barque Mooubeatn, Dunbar, St Simons
Ga; Jas Sweeney, Morse, Kennebec, to load for

Trimmings, Ac.
LADIES, we can make

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This

never varies.
A marvel of purity,
powder
and wholesomeness.
More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, anil can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Koval Bakino Pcwdek
Co., 106 Wall 8t.

strength

Ar 27th. schs 8 P Hitchcock, Blair, Philadelphia; Orient. Morse. Bancor.
rHUMOUTH—Ar atitli, sen D M French,Clillds,
Weehawken.
SALEM—Ar 26th, schs J 1* Augur. New York
for Haugor; Eva May, Amboy for Portland; Seuator Urlmes, Marlon for Calais; Helen Thompson.
Port Johnson for Saco; Nellie Star. New York for
Portland; Mary E Amsden. Calais for New York;
Eagle Amboy for Friendship; .Jas Barret, Elizabethport for Hallowell; Ella Cllftou. Calais for
New Haven; Lewis Clark, Bangor for New Yolk;
War Steed, fm Elizabethport fer Augusta; Mary
Sands, Wlscasset for New Haven; N Jones, Boston for Harrington; W 11 Snow. Boeklaud for do;
Laura T Chester, Boston for ltocklaud; Magnet,
St John. NB, for New York; Humboldt, Thomaston for do.
Also ar 26tb, sells Kate E Rich, Bowen, Philadelphia; Zanipa, Lambert, fm Port Johnson; Onward, Lowell, Bangor for Provincetown.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 26th, sch Garland, Boston
for Bangor.
Also ar 26th, schs Ella Clifton, from Calais for
New Haven; Woodbury M Snow, Rockland for
New York; Jennie Armstrong, from Hoekport for
Boston.
PORTSMOUTH— Ar 26th, sch Puritan, Sargent, Hoboken.
PORTSMOUTH—ltelow, schs Emma W Day,
Boston for Penobscot; Florence N Tower. Deer
Isle for Bostou; Peuiaquid, from Boothbay for do;
Humboldt, from Thomastou for New York; Hope
Haynes, Boston for Wlscasset: War Eagle, Bangor for New York; Rosa & Atfra, from Dover for

Bangor.

EaSTPORT—Ar 26th, sch Orrie V Drisko,
Richardson, Baltimore.
MaCHIAspoKT—Ar 22d, sch Blanche, from
Cheverie, NS, for Portland.

Yours for Health
LYDIA E.
PINKHAM’S

KeSnT

COMPOUND,
Is

a

Oct 9, barque Isaac Dodge, Ganl

refitting, for Cispata Bay 16 days, to complete
for Boston; sell Nellie Coleman. Campbell,
for Boston.
Ar at Guadaloupe Sept 28, sch B F Faruham,
Conklin, New York.
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, Oct 10, sch Albert L Butler, Dow, Apalachicola.
Ar at Baracoa Oct 10, sch Victor Pulg, Harris,
Portland.
Arat St John, NB, 2Ctli, schs Win F Green,
Crockett, Darien; Mauua Loa, Thompson, from
Machlas.
Cld 20th, schs Viola May, Fisher, New York:
Minnesota, Leach, Boston.
cargo

Spoken.
Oct 26, lat 37 SO. Ion 74 36, ship Thus Dana
from Cebu for New York.

Sneezing
The

Catarrh.

distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causfng choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who live In ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment in eases of simple Catarrh
gives but a faint idea of w hat this remedy will do
in the chronic forms, where the breathing is obstructed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulceratea and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
It is that the marvellous curative power of Sanford’s Radical Cure manifests itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
lirst application. It is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one hot
tie of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

I

ACHE ALL

OVER.”

“I must give up; 1 cannot bear these
Pains; 1 ache all over, and nothing I
does me any good." Backache,
•try
Uterine Pains. Hip and side Pains.
Soreness, Lameness, Weakness and Ij_flammation relieved in one minute
by that new, origioal, elegant and infallible anti

ocl8M&Th&w2w

Only Hatters and Furriers,

The

Positive Care

ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaint* and
troubles and
or

Complicated
Weaknesses

so

common

among our Wives,
ond Daughters.

Mothers,

MIDDLE

tarPLKAHAXT TO TUB
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,
IMMEDIATE AND LASTmo IN ITS

EFFECT.
In Liquid, Pill oe
Lozenge fore, «
for 95.) Litiiem

/

O rfp*

f

°* TnK LArna
sent bt mail be*

curb From observation, on receipt
Mrs. Pink ham’s “Ql'idk to Health” and

xr

of

confiden-

tial CIRCULAR MAIIXT) TO ANT LADY
and STAMP to

LYNN,

mass.

price.

mimMn

RRNDENO
Mention this l\iper.

ITS MKRIT8 KEEP UP THE SALE.
tF*lT

is a

Blessing

to overworezd women.

It

RR>

BlIINEM

bISuMes,
-MANIIFACTIBEBN OF-

First Quality Custom and Heady
Made

FAINTNESS, FLATULENCY, ALL CRATING FOR STIMULANTS, AND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF TUE STOMACH. CURES
LeuoorbuceAi Menstrual periods passed unthout fain.

Physicians Use

It and Prescribe It.
DROOPING SPIRITS, INVIGORATES AND
Harmonizes the organic functions, givrs elasticity
AND FIRMNESS TO TUE STEP, RESTORES THE NATURAL LVBTRB
TO TUB EYE, AND PLANTS ON TUE PALB CHEER OF WOMAN THE
tylT

REVIVES TUE

WEARY WOMEN PRAISE IT.
K« purpose <a a old, for the legitimate heeling
of disease and the relief of pain, and It does au it claim, to
dq
It trill curs entirely all oinrian or vaginal troubles,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements;
and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is
particularly
adapted to the Change of life.
AN ANCEL OP MERCY.

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon and fair
prices gnurv uteed.

Building,

Lancaster

0

m;22

Congress St.

470

■

dtf_

The Homan's Sure Friend FOB all delicate avdcomLADIES IT WILL NOT PERFORM SURGICAL

WA11 Mold by Druggists.'**
MRS. FINKHAM’S LIVER PILLS CURE
Constipation,
Biliousness and Torpidity op the Liver, 25 cents.

STEPHEN

FOREST CITY STEAMRMm

Romford Falls and Bnekfield Railroad

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

(CuHlvni

n!_R.'L

WEEK UAV TRIPS.

ON

Mo. 87 Plum Street.

have

Three deers

passage apply on hoard to captain.
sep20dt?GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
or

PROPOSALS.

removed to

180 MIDDLE
For “worn-out.** “run-down,” debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers. and over-worked women generally,
Dr.Picree‘6 Favorite Prescription Is tho best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,”
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Discos'3 peculiar to
women. It is a powerful, ger ral as well os
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main 8treet, Buffalo, N. Y.
SICK HEADArnE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial
by druggist*
1*^*
dawlynrm

at 8.45 a. m.
For freight

west

STREET,

Proposals for Sioae for Brrakivslrr, Saco
River

of feimer efliee.

Joseph a. Locke.

Lea

8. Locke.

WE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Proposals for Removing l.rdgr from the
C’orhrro Hirer, New Hampshire.
United States Engineer Okfr b, I
Portland, Maine. October 23, 188d. I
proposals, in triplicate, for removing
ledge and rocks In the Cocheco River, New
Hampshire, will be received at this office. No. 637
Congress street, until 3 p. nt., Saturday, 13th day
of November, 1886, and will be opened Immediately tbereaftet in the presence of such bidders
as may atteud.
Specifications, forms for proposals, and full information on the subject, will be furtdsbed on application to this office to parties desiring to bid.
JARED A. SMITH.
»
oct2G 4t novll 12
Major of Engineers.

SEALED

B. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

CD.,

071-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

A Home Investment

Proposals

MAINE C

for Remsviag Rack ia Portsmouth Harbor, New Hampshire.

rRALR.lt.

TONIQUE

Improvement and Sinking Fund,

U. 8. Engineer Office, l
Portland, Mb., Oct. 27,1886. (
PROPOSALS, In triplicate, for blasting and removlug ledge from Gangway Rock,
In Portsmouth Harbor, N. II will be received at
this office, until 3 p. in., of Wednesday, tbe 17tli
of November, 1886, and will bo opened Immediately thereafter in the presence of such bidders as
may attend. Ail necessary blank forms, and full
information on tbe subject will be furnished to
parties desiring to bid. on application at this office.
JARED A. SMITH,
Major of Engineers.
oct27d4t-novl5<i;16

BONDS, ANGELIQUE!

BOLD

(ANGELICA TONIC).

Due 1916; interest January and July.
—

FOR SALK BY

FOR

—

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and all Disorders Resulting from an Abnormal
Condition of the Stomach.

DECKER

BROTHERS^ "

j

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar I9Ui, ship Richard 111,
McIntyre, Port Townsend; Will W Case, Dermot,
Brisbane.
Ar 20lli,
barque N Thayer. Crosby, Kahului.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 26th, sell Belle Hooper,
Gilkey, Philadelphia.

PIANOS !
BURDETT ORGANS.
STOOLS m COVERS,

and I have not been troubled since.—
T. W. Boddy, River st., Lowell, Mass.
I was troubled with Boils, and my
I began
health was much impaired.
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and, in due
all
time, the eruptions
disappeared, and
my health was completely restored.—
John R. Elkins, Editor Stanley Observer,
Albemarle, N. C.
I was troubled, for a long time, with a
humor which appeared on my face in
ugly Pimples and Blotches. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cured me. I consider it the best
blood purifier in the world.— Charles H.

TECHNICON.

WHOLESALE AHO RETAIL

SAMUEL

TUNING TO ORDER.

THURSTON,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

OC114

dtf

Discount on Taxes.
Used with Great Success by Many of
Is hereby given, that the time allowed
NOTICE
for
the
Eminent
the Most
voluntary payment of taxes for 1886,
Physicians
discount of
under
per cent, will expire at
close
of
business
SATURDAY, October 30th;
in New England.
and that interest will be charged, commencing
one

on

A sure relief fur Distress
store Lost Appetite In a few
elements of digestion In an

HAVING
Pearl and Middle

ner
streets, Portland, I shall he
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
My twenty-five years expemy new quarters.
rience in the business with Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) o: the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me fn b- loving that I can HU
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring yon that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from. I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
I.ORENZO F. DYER.

PREPARED DY

—

DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

OClZGUtl

pure

admirably adapted
os

eodlm

for Invalids
for persons !n health.

XXy&Sly

FLAVOR YOUR

gfl

1

ely’s

I. BAER & CO.,

Dorchester,

SONCS OF PROMISE,

aa

PIANO

Hass.

($1.00) Is

(Boston, Mass.)

Spiced Seasoning.
Flavor
Sample Box

J Turkey

to

sent for

2-ccut

°ctl5

F.lglit-l'ouni

«Uw£

dtnovlH

MILLETT, EVANS &

co7

undersigned, have this day formed .1
Copartnership under tho firm name of Millett, Evans & Co., for the purpose of transacting
the retail Dry Goods business, and will oceunv
J
Store 517 Congress St.. (Mechanic Building \
U. C. MI
I.LETT,

WE,
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price GO cents at Druggists; bv mall,
registered, r>0 cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.,
Druggists, Onego, N. Y.
sepreod&wlynrm

CIDER BARRELS.

H. 1-„EVAN8,
EVANS.
u

Oct. 0, 1880.

WIESBADE*

oct8d3w

TABLE

SAUCE

The most delicious in flavor; appetizing hi ef
feet: and by IU>cral useenables Dyspeptics to eai
meats and hearty food without Injurious result.
For sale by all Grocers. M. A. JEWELL & CO
Agents.
oct0eod3m

CLASSICS,

great favorite with gold pianists.

OLIVER DITSON A CO.,

NOTICE OF REMOV

..

DR. WILSON

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.

can

Hoods, Etc.

now

4'ougre*. Ml.,

corner

of I'n.ce,

No cure, no pay, only for medicine. <!on«ul*a
mil Kxaniinaiion free. UOlce hours from

iiuu
9 a.

octl8-tf

m.to 8 p.

■% II

aug28tf

m.

■■

cured without

the

use

ol

y? <!
ri* knife or ligature, ,.r detention
M 11 1 L V from business. All .liseases
nvrrit!V Us causes, and a new and
r lot ilie Rectum successfully
Hi AI? iY JuoC9 successful ('CRB at youi
was deaf tweuty-etthi
own home, by one who
111 treated by Or. C. T. FISK
I ■■ V AS ririMBl SL, Aibiri
years. Treated bymost of the noted special j ■
himself
In
Cured
three
benefit.
Ists without
I .Vie. Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Po tland,
Full
since then hundreds of others.

Dt,

oct23eod&w0in*

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Part la ad as follows;
N.M a. aa. for Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFabyans, Bteblebain. Lancaster, WhlteHeld,
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John,
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swauton, Ogdensbsrg and West.
3.13 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Wlndliam, Standtsli, LtinlngUm. Sebago,
Naples, ParsonHeld, Kezar Falls, Denmark,
Lovell, ard Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, Harr Aon and Waterford via. Bridgton.
Trains Arrive in Portland:
10 33 a. ie. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
133 p. ns. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt
CHA8. H. FOYE, O. T. A.
Oct. 1. 1886.
octldtl

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

3Xst 8...
New York City.

1

|

Room 18. every Saturday from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
References given. Consultation free. Se al foi
9 years experience. Hundreds cured.
panipld
TuThKSstm*
ep28

WESTERN DIVISION.
THUNKLIAVRPORTLAND
Par Baataa it 17.30,18.40 A in., 13.40, 13.8*
p.m Haataa far Pertlaad 7.30,8.30 a m 1.00
ami 4.00 p. in. For Nrarbara Reach. Piaa
Petal. 7.30, 8.40 A in., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Naca.
Hiddcferd. Hcaacbaab, 7.30, 8.40 A in.,
13.40, 3.30, *.30 p. m. Well. Herb 7.30, 8.48
A in., 3.30 p. m.
Nartk Berwick, Octal
K trier, Uarrrblll, l.tw.
Valla, Derel
freer, l.owcll, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 13.40, 8.30 p.
111.
Rechcatcr Varotiaataa ind A Ilea Ra|,
8.40 a. 01., 13.40, 3.30 p. Ill
Raarhcetar and
Caarard via I.awtenee 8.40 A m., (vlb Newmar-

ket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
t Connects wltb all Kail Lines.
Ml’NDAY TRAINS
(or Haataa 1.00, A16p.m. via Eastern Division
to Hear boro Crossinp

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vac Baataa *3.00, *9.00 aui.. sl.on, re.0o p. m.
Haataa lor Pertlaad I7.3V 9.00 A m, 12.80,
t7.00p. m. f'apr Vlitaltrlb, Ware, 9.00 A m.,
1.00 p.m.
Hlddcfard, 3.<H>. 9.00 A In., 1.00,
8.00 p. in. Partaataatk, Nrwburv pert, Ma.
lent and f-ren, 3.00. 9.00 a. ui., 1.00. 8.00 p. m.
Atacakarr 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m
Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.3o,
9.00 a. in., 12.30. 1.00, 4 on, 7.00 p. m.. and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and
in.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m„ and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
tProni Narth Berwick to Mcarkara 1 rata-

8.00p.

lag via Western Division.

■Connects with Kail Lines (or New York, Booth
West.
sConnects with Sound Lines tor New York, South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
tor sale at (Jaioo Mtaliaa Ticket OlBcc t eat
osrrcial Wired, Pertlaad, and Vaiea Ticket
OtUre, 40 Ktckssat Ntrret.
JAS. T. FUKBEK. Oen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEKS, <4en. P.IU
M. L. WILLIAMS. Uen’l Agent.
oct23
dt(
and

CHANGE OF TljTIE.
NTKAJIKKW.
Oa and

after MONDAY, Or laker 4, IMS
■rains will

ran as

fallows

DEPARTCREM.
Ear Aubaraaad 4-ewislsa, 7.20 Am., 12.50
and 5.30 p. m.
Ear ffarhana, 9.30 a. m. 3.50 and 5 30 p. m.
Ear Usrkaa, Msalreal and Chicago. 1.30
m.
p. Vaslba.ks.
1 Qiln

Boston Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LISE.

_

m

From BOSTON amj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

AKUIVAl.il.
From Lrwiaioa nod Aakava, 8.25 a. n.
12.'>5. 3.16 and 5.40 p. m.
From liarkam, 8.25, 0.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. a>
From Chicago and Tloalrral, 12.05.
Pram Ifurbec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace
cars on night train

Parlor cars
Montreal.

Bleeping

on

day train between Portland

TICKET OFFICE

35

Etohanga

—

TO

C'unada.

Detroit, Chicago, flilwaab
4'iacnuaati, Mt. laoai*. Oawka. Magi*
•aw, Mt. Paul, Malt l.abe C’ity,
Dearer, Maa Praacieco.
and all points In tne
NortliweMt, West unit Bouiliweit
JOSEPH

Oct. 4. 1886.

From PHILADELPHIA enrj TUESOAY and FRIDAY*
Lone Wharf, BoetOD 8
Prom Pine Street Wna..\

Prom

rdim

,'| til

jnSrflwKxv

P-

m.

Philadelphia, at

10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.
Freights lor the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by conuectlug lines, forwarded tree of comii

iiisSBigm^ sailing

mission.

St., and Daoot Foot of India SlrtaL

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

HICKSON,Keneral Manager.
WM. EDO AK, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Bunt.
dtl

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Kauad Trip 9IK
PsMS|t 910.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
K. K. stnHSOV, tirsl.
Sldtf
»0 l.aaa Wharf. Hoalaa.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP cMPim
-L»i run-

California, Ja|4n, China. Central
and South America and Moiioo.
CITY OF PARA.sails Monday Nov. 1. noon.
From New York, pier hot of Canal St, North

River,

for Has Prasrarv

la The l.ihaaa* et

fiiaaaa,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
$80» Steerage $30.
From Sao Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan nail I kiaa.
CITY OK PKKINIS aalls Saturday Oct. SOtb,
...

Portland & Rochester It. It.

at 3 p.

in.

For Freight. Passage, or general information
to or address the General Faster[l Agents.
K. A.
iiit.na * CN».,
113 amir Mtreet, tier. Hread ai., Ha.iaa.
>ttf
Jeio

apply

OF TRAINS.

On and alter Monday, Ocl. 25,
"7'f^gl
•...•“INMB, Passenger Trains will l.ea
»•

-““Parllaad:

Warrrolrr, 4'liuioa, Ayer Jaaclfas.
Nashua, W indhn.ii and Epyin, at 7.3

Far

a. .... and 1.05 p. m.
Far .Maarhrnirr, Caacord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
Far Rorhrnlrr, Mpriag vnlr, Alfred, Wale,
boro, ami Mara River at 7.110 a. m., | a .415
and (mixed) al «.:»« p. m.
i
For tlarkna at 7.30 a. in., 1.05, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Far Maccarappa,Clambrrlaad lflilla, )) «,
brook Jaurllea ami Woodford’, at 7.14
and 10.00 a. m., 1.05 3.00, 0.30 in
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
Far Farroi Arraar (Drrriag) 10 OO a. a,
3,00 ami 0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. nu. train from Portland connects at
Ayrr Juact. with Iloaoac Taaacl Houle tin
the West, and at Taiaa Drpoi, XV ort r.irr, lor
Nrw York via Marwick l ine, and all nil.
Via MpriugOrld. also with N. Y. A N. F.. R. K.
Maryland ltoute”) lor Pkiladrlpkia
nllimorr, W ashington. and the Manila, and
with Honion 2k Albaay R. R. lor the Wot
Close connection made at Wroibrook Jnc
■ion with through trains ol Maine Central K.K. asi*
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
■

ikm

steamship mnw

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wliarl on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
33. East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY1.K, Jh.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septai-dtr

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

CSteamer

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Armagnarnu.

Pnll tta«l UiMlrr

riMT-d’LAM 8TKVMRKS

THK

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANK LIN WHARF. Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving. In
tor

season

connection with earliest trains for

beyond.
Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell,

points

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
In effect Ocl. 4, 1NMB.
Trains Leave Bridgton.

A M

P.M.

8.00

3.20

10.55
8.35
Arrive Portland.
8.35
3.15
Leave Portland (P.Al). K. K.)
11.10
6.00
Arrive Bridgton.
Stage connections at Bridgton (or North Br'dy
ton, Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. in. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with O.oop. in. train.
Stage dally tram Sandy Creek for So. Bridgton
on arrival of 6.52 p. m. train.
J. A. BENNETT. Snpt.
octSdtf

Worces

ter, New York, Ac.

INDIA WHARF, Bostou
ery week day evening at 5 o'clock.

Returning,

leave

.Ultlff

I

U

I’flVI Is*

Its

ev-

Mai.aear

International
__t____

STEAMSHIP CO.,

I

—

f OB

—

EASTPORT. CAuAJS. ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX. N. S.
AMD ALL PARTS UP

—

New

—

Priacr BCtlHraaawicli, N«t>
wnrd* lalaad, nod < upr Hrrita.

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On mill after MONDAY.

Oct.

«.»,

1880, I'awscnitcr Traliiu'l.cavc
Portland a» follows:
For Ilnagar. 7.10 a. in., Via Aagu.la) 1.20 p
111., via l.rwi.lou. 1.26 and 111.15 p. in, via Ah
gustni for Kllrwerlk. Bar llnrbar, Vaarrboro. Ml. Jaha, Halifax, na,l Ike Previa.
CM, Ml. Mir okra and Araesioek C ouitl,
1.20 p. m., 1.26 and tll.l&p. in. Koi Baaget
A I'iKiinixn B. M.. 7.10a. m 111.15 p. m.
Dexter, 1.20,
fol Mkon hrgau, Brlfanl an
1.25.111.15 p. m.; Walcrrlllr. 7.10 a. m.
on .Saturday;
and
m..
p.
1.20,1.25. and, tll.15
only at 5.15 p. m.^for Angaria, Ho Harrell,
flardiaer aad Bi xx.wiik, 7.10 A in., 1.25
6.16.111.16 p. III.; Hulk, 7.10 a. in., 1.26, 6.1{
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Kaeklaud and Knax and l.iarala R. R.
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. in.: Aal ara and l.ewia
ion atH.H0 a. III., 1.20, 5.00 p m.; l.rwiataa
ria Brnaawiek, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, tll.l6p.m.
I'arnaiogtea, Meanaeulk. Winlkrap Oak
land aad ISorlk Aaaaa, 1.20 p. m.; Varna
iagiaa via Brnaawiek. 7.10 A in. and 1.21
p. in.

All trains timed as above from Commercial Stree
Station, stop at

where through tickets and baggage checks maj
In- obtained for principal points Hast and West
(The 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express will
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
davs Included, through to B ingor hut not ti
Skowliegau on Monday mornings or to Belfas
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn

Trains

bo consulted at his

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS’ BUILDING,

32 Plum Street.

particulars

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monty, October 4, 1886,

due iu Portland as follows: The morn
from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a in.
Ing
Lewiston, 8.50 A m.; the day trains from Ban
at
12.40
and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoon train:
gor
from Bangor. Watervllle, Bath, Augusta, Kock
land and Lewiston al 6.45 p. m. ; the night Pu'l
are

trains

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART,

months, and

Ogdensburg R. R,

CONGRESS ST. STAY"ION,

THOUSANDS OF THEM.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

Suits,

Boston.
eod&wtf

oel7

You can save money by buying from
the

a

BOCKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.

THANKSGIVING HORSE BLANKETS,

'turkey dressing with
WM. G. BELL & CO.’S

Price fl/U.

(35 cts.) Tenney and Hodman. Is the newest
b jok for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
In press and nearly ready—Anthems of rraist

Sold by Crocera everywhere.
oc7

CIKTIHH.

Holds the held against all comers as the chief
Good music,
book for singing classes til 1886-7.
sacred and secular.
Improved instructions. Idozen.
O. Emerson. 60 cts., $6 per
Song Greeting (60cts.) for High Schools: Song
Hells t50 cts.) or Song Header (Book I, 50 cts.,
Book 11, 60 cts.) for Common Sc boots, and Gems
for Little Singers (80 cts., *3 per doz.)forin a complete set tor music teaching in schools.

strengthening, easily digested, and
well

METHOD.

THE ROYAL SINGER

and is therefore tar more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It Is delicious, nourishing,

Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maas.
Price SI; six bottles, IS.

W. RlUlAHAn.

popular.

Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch. Arrowroot or Sugar,

by all druggists. Ask for Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and do not be persuaded to
take any other.
ft

K

Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method has long
been a standard, does real service to the lovers of
good music at home, by his thoroughly good and
entertaining Instructor. No less than 75 diagrams
illustrates the positions o( the Angers. Simple explanations and very sweet vocal and Instrumental
music All a book, which Is destined to make the
elegant, modern Banjo still more appreciated ami

Breakfast Cocoa.

Is sold

KAN

BANJO

N. P. H.

By

MASS.

absolutely

x*

ACME

BAKER'S

Warranted

tbe
dis-

I shall continue tbe Grocery Business at the old
stand, under the firm name or W. L Wilson & Co.

GOLD MEDAL, PARI8, 187b.

oct2Qdtf

under
been

X name of W. L. Wilson & Co., lias
solved, W. A. Wilson retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

m ATLANTIC AVENUE,
aug28eod2m

partnership heretofore existing

mil E

—

BOSTON,

Portland and

trains of Grand Trunk Kailway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HKI.LEN,Ticket Agent, Pert
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. 8«*'
oct23dtf

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICKN.

Hie Rogers Manufacturing Co.,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Catarrh

November 1,1886, on all said taxes not paid under
tbe discount, In accordance with an ordinance of
the City.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
Oct.
oct21dt30tli
20,1886.
Portland,

re-

For Sale by All First-Class Pharmacists.

Smith, North Craftsbury, Vt.

lebi

after Eating; will

days; contains all the
elegant and palatable

form; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will And in this an invaluable companion;
Aged
People In a debilitated eonditlun will find this a
mild Tonic and gentle Stimulant;
purely vegetable in Its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, It Is the best Tonic In
the market.
Do not confound the Tonic with ••Bitters”, hut
remember it Is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the reach of all.

CARD.
permanently associated mysell with
B. A. Atkinson &Co.. house furnishers, cor-

officers for

ADVKRTIAKRKNTA.

CITY

«

choice of

coming yeor. ai d the transaction of such other
bnsiness as may legally come before said meeting, will bo held at their office. City Building, on
Wednesday evening, October 97, A. D. 1886, at
seven and a half o’clock.
S. H. COLESWORTHY,
octl3 2w
Secretary.
tile

changes.

list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
saleoetl4ThS&TuIm
A

of the Portland Widows'

Meeting
THE
Wood Society, for tbe
Aunual

—

Stage connections dally with passenger train al
West Minot fur Hebmu Academy; at BuckSeld for
West Sumner. Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dlxheld. Mexico and Kumford Falls,
also for Bretton’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jelsdtf

ARRANGEMENT

PARKINSON & BURR, A PHYSICIAN’S PRESCRIPTION Portland Widows' Wood Society.
BANKCIH AND BllOKEKS,

35 Coucfcmi St., Ronton,
Members of llie Boston aud New York Stock Ex-

urn.

HE KT INGA.

ANNUAL*

—

la

t!*iucll«u via CJraad Trank Railway,
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junetlor
10.45 a. in., arrives at BuckSeld at 11.45 a. n>.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p.m., arrives in Buckdeld at 3.50 and Can
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Cantou at 4.16 and VO
a. Ill, connecting tor Lewiston, Portland and Bo-

SEALED

4 1-2 percent.

by removing their cause; the only effectual way of treating them.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has prevented the
usual course of Boils, which have pained

Cure,

Maiae.

United States Engineer Office, l
Portland, Maine, Oct. 23, 1880. |
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, for furnishing and placing stone on the Saco River
Breakwater, Maine, will lie received at this office,
Nc. 637 Congress Street, until 3 p. in.. Saturday,
the 13th day of November, 1888, and will he opened Immediately therereafter in the preseu e of
such bidders as may attend. Specifications, forms
for proposals, and full Information on the subject
will be furnished on application to this office, to
parties desiring to bid.
JARED A. SMITH,
oct25d4t-tnovl2&13
Major of Engineers.

SEALED

I

PAWMKNOKH TRAIN WtCHWICR,
effect Waxier, Oclefcer 44, INN*.

Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.

and after MONDAY, Sept. 20,1880, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Loug Island,
Little Chebeague, Jeuks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island lor Portland and Interrainate landings at 0.16 a. m. Arrive Portland

fflu/ndex,

Attorneys aid Counsellors at Law,

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

A Perfect

Wharf)

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

LOCKE A LOCK I'.,

And Carbuncles result from a debilitated,
impoverished, or impure condition of the
blood. Ayer’s Sarsaparillapreventsand
cures these eruptions and painful tumors,

and distressed me every season for several years.— G. Scales, Plainville, Mich.
I was badly troubled with Pimples on
the face; also with a discoloration of the
skin, which showed itself in ugly dark
patches. No external treatment did
more than temporary good. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla effected

Him

On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Dave Portland for Peaks’, Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 6.45, 0.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.16.4.30.0. 10.
Leave Portland lor Long Island, 8.00, 2.16,
Dave Peaks’ 0.20,7.25, 0.10, 10.60,3.^,4.60.
0.30.
Leave Little Diamond 0.16,7.20,9.06,11.20,3.20,
6.10, 6.60.
Dave Great Diamond 6.10,7.16,9.00,11.15,3.16,
6.1'6, 0.45.
Dave Trefethen’s 6.06, 7.10, 8.65, 11.10, 3.10.
5.00, 0.40.
Dave Dug Island, 8.46,3.00.
Ht'NDAV TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peak’s, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefethen’s. !U)0.10.30, 2.16. 4.30,
Leave Portland for Dug Island. 10.30,2.16.
Dave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.36.3.20,6.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.16,6.05,
Dave Trefethen’s, 0.30.11.26, 3.10, 6,00.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 8.00.
Dave Peak’s, 9.20,11.40, 3.26, 4.50,
11. J. WILLAKD. Manager.
sep29dt!

BERRY,

and (gold

ffloolc, £oi>

f

■JULMAM.

CANCER, BUT IT WILL UNDER AIJ. CIR-

CUMSTANCES, ACT IN HARMONY WITH THE LAWS OF MATURE.
ZW THAT FEELING OF BEARING DOWN, CAUSING
PAIN, WEIGHT
AND BACKACHE, IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY
CURED BYITS USE.

I

KIM.KOtDS.

PLICATED TROUBLES.

OPERATIONS OR CURE

STRI

ISLAND STEAMER*.

CAKDM.

MOVES

Foreign Ports.

land.
At Carthagena

R. F. SOMERS & CO.,

VEGETABLE

At Calcutta Sept 21, ships Empire, Show, for
Now York: El Capitan, Bewail, and South American, Tucker, for do; George SkoWeld, Hall, unc;

barques Chalmette, Cliadbourne, and Adolph
Obrlg, Carleton, unc.
Sid fm Nanaimo Oct 17, ship Lucy A Nickels,
Nichols, San F rancisco.
Ar at Antwerp Oct 22d, ship M I* Grace, Williams, San Francisco.
Ar at Havre Oct 22, ship Elwell, Barstow, New
York.
Ar at Marseilles Oct 20. barque Virginia, Pettigrew, San Francisco via Gibraltar.
Sid fm Cardiff Oct 23, steamer AvertUa, for Port-

your Garments or Furs, make any kind of Lining, and
make to order any kind of a Fur Set with no extra charge.
GENTLEMEN, You should leave your Overcoats with us to have Fur Collars or Cufls,
Seal Caps, or any kind of a Fur Garment made to order.
over

»-Y.juZdly

Philadelphia.

Fishermen.

c
N0 1...T.1 Sal 6c
Mackerel » bbl-1880. [Hams VBs....l2®12J4
Shore Is.21 60*25 001 do covered. ,14®14ya
«*>•
Shore 2s. 12 50*15 001

Pacific Mail.
Pan ami; ..
Pullman Palace...

Jjt.

utl—

LargeSbore2

37

pret.776^
®4^
Paul.

Memoranda.
Barque Alice, of Portland, lately ashore iu Dlgry
ViMf*
,N8’ ,ha8 l,een surveyed at Digby and
found
U) have lost fore foot,
split stem seven feet,
part of Keel near stern knocked off, shoe badly
chafed, ruddej and

orsis.

4M,*4»/»,Sack,dl>r’i>.15

FUta.

dojpret'.162%

Northwestern.. .117
Northwestern preferred.141
••••••.
112%
New Vork central...
New York, Chicago & St. Louts. 13%

1st

I

atone ground. 4y»*4
St Louis si'gt
roller.4 75*5
clear do—4 25*4
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00*6

'ilcblga.-1 Central. 94%
* si. Louis. 20%
•'.46
do pref
Missouri Pacific......
New JerseyLMitrai. 61%
Northern Pacih".. 28%

Beading.
Bock island.
St Louis* San Frau.

AUMiCHANTtt’ XHCHAKGE.

Hid fin Galeta Buena Sept 7th, barque Rose laues, Marwick, for Hamptou Roads.
Sid fin Manila Sent loth, ship Mary L
Cusulng,
Downes, for New York.
Passed Fortune Island Oct 20, sell Marv Brady
ford, Oliver, Baracoa for New York

llllgli Mixed Com.51*62
low grades.2 60®3 60 Com, bag lots....o3®64
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. 61 ®o2
XX Spring.,4 oo®4 26 Oats, ear lots. ....{8 a3»
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—33*40
Wheats.5 0U®5 25 Cotton Seed.
car lots..22 50® ..3 00
Mich, straight
niller .4 50® 4 70
do bag... 24 00*26 00

M inn.

Out. * Western.
Oregon Transcon.

The new sclir Fred A Shaw, 010 tons, owned by
J S Shaw, and others, was launched at Machine

Superfine and

Manlu-'ttAU Elevated.104

Central.
Ohio & Miss.

erson.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
For the week ending Oct. 27,1880.

lien & ltio Grande. 81 Vs
34%
Erie.
76:,/a
Erie preferred
Illinois Central.134
lud Bloom. * Western. 19%
•*ke Erie * West. 20
... ke Shore.
92%
con,'Vllle * Nasn. 68%

pref.

waldoboro, Pittston, St George, Boston,
and South Yarmouth, Mass. She halls from Boston and will be commanded by Capt Win H Nick-

LIVKRPOOL.Oct. 27, 1886.—Quotations—Winter Wlieat 6s 0d*7s Od; Spring wheat at 6s 8d
Corn—mixed
(o6s Od;Club wlieat at 6s lld®7s.
Western prime at 4s 5(1; peas at 6s 3d. Provisions. &c.—Pork at 63s; bacon at 37s Od for short
Cheese at 60s for
clear and 37s for long clear.
American; lard, at 32s Gd; tallow at 24s Od for
American.

Chicago * Alton preferred.loo
Chicago, HurllngtoulA, Quincy.187%
Del.;* Hud. Canal.106
Del., Lack. **West.140%

do
Ohio

owned at

LONDON. Oct. 28.1880.—CoiiboIs 100 13-16 for

Express.JA1%

Adams
American Express.
Centrall Pacific.
Chesapeake & Ohio.

Millbrldge.

rimpies, duns,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

mone}', mid went to 100 15-16 for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 27,1880.—Cotton market is
steadv; uplands at 6*4d; Orleans atG-Vsd; sales
10,000 hales; speculation and export 1000 hales.

re-

must not he deceived by reading advertisements from my neighbors, in
which they claim to he practical Furriers, have the largest stock, do work cheapest,
Ac. You must know that for years they have made this same spread of being
HATTERS AND FURRIERS, hut we now prove to the contrary.
We have JOURNEYMEN FURRIERS, practical men, who for years worked at nothing else but Furs. We make all our own Garments, Muffs and Collars of all kinds,

public

The

Bridgeport.

Cld 26th, barque Grace Deering, Pratt, Talcasch Belle O’Neill, Butler, Galveston.
Passed Dungeness Oct 25. ship John W Marr,
Cotton, Hamburg for Calcutta.
l’assed the Gate 26th, schs Jos W Fish. Hobo
ken for Boston; Jennie Lind, Port Johnson for

FURRIERS !

a

MAHIXE

European Markets.
By Telegraph.}

ceived dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 83 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

THE

huano;

to**-

dling 8 Vic.
New4Vs», reg .'•}}}??
New 4%s,coup.i:?-8
Central Pacihu lsts
Denver * K. Ur. lsts.123
100%
Erie 2ds.
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Nnv.
lsts.110
Oregon
.116%
Union Pacific 1st

more for

niDCELLllOSOim.

_

Sid 26th, sch E C Allen.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, sch Jennie A Cteuey, Ames, St John, NU.
Ar 25th, steamer Allentown, Portland; schs R
II Uathburn. and Abby L Dow, Kennebec.
Ar 26th, sch Emma, Littlejohn, Batli.
Cld 26th, barque J B Babel, Sawyer, Cardenas;
sch Effle J Simmons, Bulger, Saco.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 24th, ship Emily 8
Feed, (from Philadelphia) for Calcutta.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th. brig Geo E Dale, from
Bangor; schs Francis Ooltln, fm Ellsworth; John
Douglass. Bangor; A K Woodward,and Lucy Collins, Ellsworth; Maud Malloch, Calais; George A
Laury, Vlnalhaven; Addle M Bird, Windsor, NS;
Leonora, Bluehlll; Harton Rockh111, and Emma
Crosby, Calais; J C Cotttugham, Hallowell; Nellie Woodbury, Sullivan; Lewis A Hodgdou, trom
PortdePaix; Carrie A Norton, Hodgkins, Balti-

inflammation,

MOBILE, Oct. 27,1886.--Cotlon is quiet; mid

United Htales bonds, 8s..

fniMCKLLANKOlTil.

GALVESTON—Ai 2(5tli, sch Douglas Hovey,
Wright, New York.
MOBILE—Ar 25th, sch Mary A Power, Plllsbury. Nassau, NP.
KING'S FERRY, FLA— Ar 28d, barque EvaI
Mears, Bermuda, to load lor New York.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 15th, sch II 1) Spear, Farr,
New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 25th, sch Nellie Treat, Dow,
Quincy Point.
RICHMOND-Sld 26th, sch Ariadne, Colby, for
Portsmouth.
NORF’OLK—Ar 25tli, schs Abbie C Stubbs,
Pendleton, F'all River; Speedwell, Rockland.
Ar 26th, sch Anna Morse, Lanai), Kennebec.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Old 26th, sch Laura E
Messer. Gregory, Salem.
BALTIMORE—Cld 25ta, schs Daylight, Hodgdon, Boston; Helen H Benedict, Mansoa, Boston;
J R Smith, Case, do, (and sailed.)
Old 26th, schs R G Dun, Crowell, for Portland;
Fannie LCliild. Hart, Port Royal.

dote to pain and
the Cuticurn Anli-Pnin Pln.ter. At druggists, 26c.; live for
$1. Potter Drug nnd Chruiirnl Co., How-

J.

!««<*. _Tim Pinup tnai-lrof ia

unchanged; Southern Winter Wheat 4 16 *4 60;
Wisconsin 3 90*4 16; Michigan do at 4 uo*4 60;
soft Spring Wheat 3 50*4 10; Minnesota baiters
3 f>0a,4 10; patents 4 40*4 80; low grades 1 76
*2|75; Rye flour at 3 25®3 60. Wheat irregular;
So 2 Spring at 73®73%c; No 2 Red 73%. torn
higher; No 2 at34%®35yse. Oals firmer; No 2
at 26:4®25V*c. Rye—No 2 at 60c. Bariev—No 2
at 63ysc. I'rovisons Steadv; Mess Pork at 8 80®
8 86. Lard 6 75. Dry salted shoulders at 6 45®
o 60; khur. clear side 8 76®0 80.
Receipts—flour, CQ.QOU hbls; wheat, 120,000
bu; corn 2GO,OUO;bu; oats 186,000 bu;rye 2,000
busb ;barley, 78.000 busli.
Shipments- Flour, 17,000 hbls; wheat, 27,000
bush: com, 248,000 bush; oats, 65,000 bush;
rye 5,000 busb, barley 32,000 busb.
ST- JytjUlS.Oct. 27. 1880.—Flour market quiet;
XXX at 2 86*2 46: family at 2 66®2 70; choice
3 06®3 16; faiicy 3 40*3 60; extra laucy 3 66®
3 80; patent 4 00®4 65. Wheat higher; No 2 Red
Coi l—No 2 Mixed at 33Vac strong.
at 74% c.
Oats are dull ;No 2 Mixed 25% c. Lard 5 75.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000hbls; wheat, 11,000 bu;
corn.23,000 bush; oats, 13,000 bush; rye, 0,000
blisb.'bailc) 4,000 bush.
Siilpmeuts—Flour, 7,000 hbls; wlieat 1 ,oou bu:
com, O.ow I bu; oats 6,000 bush; rye 3,UU0 busli;
bailey 0.000 bush.
DETROIT,Oct. 27, I860.—Wheat Slower: No 1
White at 76%c; Mich Red 76%c;No 2 Red 76%.
NEW ORLEANS,Oct. 27.1886.—Cotton steady;
middling 8Vsc.
SAVANNAH, (Oct. 27, 1886. Cotton is easy;
middling «Vac.
CHARLESTON,Oct. 27, 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
mid ditig « Vie.
MEMPHIS, Oct. 27,1886,-CotUm is easy;mid

1894.J“0’/»
■'*

6

YOKE. Oct. 27, 1886.—Flour market is

Western and State at 2 45®3 00; good to
choice do at 3 60®4 76; common to choice White
wheat! Western exlra at 4 60®4 76; fancy [do at
at 4 80®6 00; common to good extra Ohio at 2 45
60; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 45®
76; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 30 ®4 60:| choice to double.extra do at 4 60®
6 00, including 3,200 bbls city mill extra 4 40®
4 60;H60 bbls fine do at 1 !i<>*2 70; 1200 bbls superfine 2 16®2 85; 960 bbls extra No 2 at 2 00
i®3 10; 6200 bbls winter wheat extra 2 60®b.0O;
4800 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 G0®6 00. Southern flour steady
good to choice 3 25®3 85; extra
at 3 9U®5 00. Kye Flour quiet. Wheat firm; receipts 167,300 bush; exports 101,619 bush: sales
248,000 bush; No 2 Spring at 86 VsC; No 3 Bed at
82y*c: No 2 Bed at 84kie ill elev; No l Bed Stic;
No l'White at 84yac; extra Bed 86kfcc.
Rye is
dull. Hnrloy steady. Coi n quiet receipts 119,600 bush; exports 33,927 busli; sales 149,000 bu;
No 2 at 46k4c in elev;No 2 White at 4«*/*c. Ohi»
less active ;receipts 87.400 busli exports 200 hu;
sales 84,000 bu;No 3 at 32c; White do 35®36ys;
No 2 at 32Vao; No 2 White 35k4®35»/4c; No 1
White at 88c; Mixed Western at 32 *34c; White
do35®40c; White Slate 37c. Coffee—Fair Bio
firm at J 2kkc. Sngnr steady: refined quiet; 0 at
4*/s®4kke; Ex C 4%®4%c; while Extra C at 6®
6k4e; \ellow 4®4Vtc; Mould A a; 6 16-16®6c;
standard A 6%c; granulated 6%®6 13-16c; cut
loaf and crushed at 8*/ac; off A 6 3-16@5k4c ;dowdered 0 l-16®6Vic: Cubes at 6®0 1-16c; Gouf A
at 6V4®6 13-16c. Rctroleiiii*—uuited at 06kic.
Tallow steady. I'oi-k quiet; Mess quoted 9 76®
10 00 for old, 10 oo® 10 60 for new. Beet steaffv.
I.nrd—Western steam spot —; refined active at
for 6 40 Continent, 6 80 for 8. A. Rutter is dull;
State Ida 28c; Western 10®27c.Chee«e firmei.
Preishu firm.

dallv:
,or
Portland Citv 6s, 1907.125
Boston & Maine R 7».
Maine Central Railroad.J

Franklin Company, Lewiston...1”'1,
Continental Mills.••••••••—''.,,,
■’
Aleh., lopekaandBanta Fe Railm
W
New York aud New .Knglaud’Jiaiii ud.

higher.

extra

[By Telegraph.]

Saleratus.
5® 5 Vi
Spices.
Cassia, pure.. 15@ 17
Cloves. 25® 28

Common_ 3%@4Vi Common.
H.C. 4* 4 Vs
Hall 0.
Russia.18Vi@14 Nat’ul leal....
Galv.
788 Vi

quie'; receipts 19,204 bbls; exports 12,982 bbls
and 16,600 sacks; sales 16,600bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 80®2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 16®2 90; common to good

The following quotations of stocks are received

Saleralu*.

Souchong,.... 18® 50
@2Vi Oolong-- 25® 30
Refined. 2Vi@2Va
do choice.. 85® 60
Norway. 4 ®4Va Japan. 25® 30
Cast steel.12 @16
do choice.. 35® 40
German steel 5 *7
Tabacce.
Shoe steel_
3
Best brands.. 50® 60
Sheet iron—
Medium. 30® 40

[By Telegraph.]

Boston Stock Market.

7

...

Iron.
ommon. 2

Domestic Markets.

Jan.
86%
87
36%
37

6®7Vi
[Rice, ¥>R>....
Rangoon.
4Vi@6Vi

Hay.

_

May

Bice.

29
26
18
16
20

Pressed.$13@$
Straw........ $ 9*$

choice, 17 00; oat
|$9®S10 p ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New (Brunswick p
hjil 1 62®1 75.

WHEAT.

Nov.
Opening— 72%

Buck.

straw

Quotations.

13

Tin-

Gunpowder-Hhot.
Blasting.3 60@4 00
Sporting.6 26*6 60
6
Drop shot_

Hay—Choice primeat 817J50@$18; fair to good
$16 00®$17 00; Eastern fine $13®$16;:poor to
ordinary $12®$16: East swale $10. llyejstraw,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The billow ing quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, tfo- *2% Exchange street:

Ingot.

Ouch.

No 3.
No 10.
8 oz.
10 oz.

Beans—Choice small N Y hand picked peal 75®
New York large hand picked
Vermont hand picked pea at

_

24®25

...

I

‘Nol.

1 80 p bush; choice
do 1 70®1 75; small
1 80®® 85.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 27, 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Fort
and 42 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 146 cars miscellaneous meichan
Rise.

36
20
12
16

Vanilla, bean.® 10*|®14 Rochelle Yellow—2Vi

11 00.

VKW

18®

22

...

Lard—choice at C»,4@7c p tb in tierces; 7ka®
7»,ie in 10-lb pails ;8®$kic in 5-lb p*llS;8k4®Skf
in 3-th pails.
Hams at 11 Vi® 12c pib, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 7k4®8c; pressed hair.s at
llk4®12e.
Dressed hogs, city, at Okie p Ib.
Butler—Western extra fresh made creamery at
28®29c: do extra firsts at 24&2UC; do firsts 20
@23c; do extra held creamery 21c;*do extra [first
held ermy 19 a20e; do choice held Imitation 17®
18c; do fresh imitation creamery, choice 2l®22;
do ilrsls 20c;do June factory, choice at 14c; do
fair to good at 12®13c; do common lots lOtgllc;
Vermont cmry extra at 2Si;®30c ;;do dairy at 20®
27c; do extra firsts at 22®24c. Jobbing prices
li®2c higher.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, llk4@12c;
sage at 13c: Western choice to extra at llkic;
lowers grades according to quality; job lots kic
higher.
Eggs—Neai by 25®26c; Eastern extra 24c ;Easternilirsls at 22c ; N H and Vermont extra at 23
®23k4c: New York extra at 22«23c; Western
choice at 20k%®21c; Michigan choice|22c; Nova
Scotia at 22®23c; limed 18®19c. Jobbing price

Soule's

Bobby—Your first name is Wallklll, isn’t it, Mr.

Crain

are to-

day’s quotations of Provisions, Ste.:
Pork—Long cut 14 25®14 76; short cuts 14 60
15 00 ;backs 14 76® 15 OO; light backs at 13 60®
14 00; lean ends 14 50®15 00; pork tongues at
12 60®$13 00; prime mess at $13 00*14 50; extra prime at 10 60@$11; mess, old, at 10 60; do

borse, you know, Is

planished.
Bolts.
Y M sheath
YM Bolts..
Bottoms

25®

3000
Veal Calves sold at 2ki@6k4c p ib live weight.

“There’s something inexplicable about the mental make-up of a woman,” replied Fogg toa female
acquaintance. “There’s that Mrs. Smith, for example. She's utterly unable to handle a horse,
ana yet she drives her husband around as though

20

com

12

Copperas.lVi@

of

Live weight.

14x48
14x48

Straits. 24® 27
3
English,.... 27® 28
45
Char. I. C .6 75®6 25
3
Char. 1. X..8 00®8 60
Cream tartar. 40@ 42
Teme.6 26®7 75
Ex. logwood. 12® 17 Coke.5
5 50
Gumarabic... 66*1 00 Antimony. 14® 16
Aloes cape.... 16@ 26 Zinc.6 25®8 00
Camphor. 27* 29 Solder VixVi. 17® 18
molasses.
Myrrh. 60® 55
Opium.3 25*3 50 Porto Rico... 30® 40
Shellac. 20® 25 Barbadoes.... 27 a 28
Indigo. 85*1 00 Cienfuegos.... 24® 25
iodine.3 76*4 00 Bolling.17Vi@
18
1 25
ipecac.
Nails.
iaconce. rr.. 16® 20 Cask.2 26®2 30
Lai ex. 34® 40
Naval Stores.
Morphine.2 10*2 35 Tar 0 bbl
3 00®3 25
Oil bergamot.3 00*3 26 Pitch (C Tar)3 25®3 60
Cod liver.1 50*2 00 Wil. Pitch
3 25®3 60
Lemon.2 76*3 00 Rosin.3 00®4 00
Olive.1 25*1 76 Turpt’ne, gall 43®60
Peppi.8 76*4 00 Oakum. 6Vi®7Vi
Wintergreen..2 30*2 46
Oil.
Potass br’mde 42® 60 Linseed. 40®45
Clilorate. 21® 25 Boiled. 43® 48
Iodide.2 60*2 76 Sperm.115,51 30
Quicksilver...
60 Whale. 60® 60
Quiniue.
06*70 Bank. 30® 3d
itt rhuebarb.. 76*1 50 Shore. 28® 33
Kt snake. 35* 40 Porgte.
® 33
Saltpetre. 10* 16 Lard. 60® 70
Senna. 26® 30 Castor.1 55®1 65
Canary seed..
4g4>/i Neatsfoot. 90® 100
Cardamons...1 00*1 76 Elaine. 52 ® 60
Paiste.
Soda, bicarb..3% @ 0%
Sal.2 Vi*
3 Pure gro nd ld700®7 60
Pure
lead7 00® 7 50
3s/*
Bulpur.
dry
3*
Sugar lead... 20* 22 EngVenRed.
3® 3 Vi
White wax... 65* 60 Red Lead
7® 7 Vi
8 Am. Zlnz.6 00®7 00
Viti'Ol, blue..
6*

Cattle Market.

Girth.

50
41

metals.
9

Copper—

8
50
36
6

33@

1 06
1 46

Dtrlgo. 39®

15*20

Ashes, pot.. 6%@
Bals coabla.. 46*

For the week ending Wednesday. Oct.| 27, 1886.
Amout of stock at market—Cattle 1406 head;
Sheep and Lambs 4840; Swine 22,340; Veals
2*0 ; Horses 192; number of Western Cattle 981;
Northern Cattle, Cow s,etc., 426.
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality 5 12%®6 75; first quality 4 62%
®5 00; second quality at 4 12%®4 50; third
quality at 3;60®4 00; poorest grades of coarse
Oxen. Bulls, etc., 3 0O®3 37%.
Brighton Hides 7®7Vic p tb.
lb. ,
Brighton Tallow 0
Country Hides 0%®7c.
Country Tallow 1 Vi a 2c f> fb.
fluff skins Ofa'lOc 1) ih.
Dairy skins 60®7»c each.
l.ainl) and Sheep skins 76®90c each.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep costing from
ib live weight lauded at the yards .Lambs
4@5c
4% cubic live weight.
Swine—Western fat hogs are costing butchers
at 4 26® 4 60 p 100 landed at slaughter houses.
Working Oxen—In fair demand. We note sales

country.

“Wliar’s the news In the country?” the shrewd
man asks.
"I’m sorry, hut I’ve got bad news for you.”
“You don’t say so.”
“Yes, your wife is dead."
“My gracious!” Hie shrewd mail exclaims, "I
would not have had that happen for—S50, No,
let me see. Well, say $45.”

25® 1 75

matches.
® gross

Star,

tart...

carb.

Sheep—good steady; common lower;recelpts 7,
000; shipments 200; natives at 2 00®3 76; Tex
ans 2 20®3 00. Lambs at 4 00@4 76.

Brighton

6o®3 75
r0®3 26
15®2 60

Lime ® cask..
Cement.

Ammonia—

glng

man, noted for shrewdness in trade, is approached by an acquaintance who has just come

$8

50@ 62
Alcohol.2 30*2 40
••

26.

A

X cedar—3
Clear cedar.:’
X No 1....
No 1 ceda. .1

$25
®20®$23

®10®$12

Cordage.
Amer’n
11
ft
Russia.
11
Manilla.13 @14
Manilla Bolt Hope 14Vi
Sisal.10 @11
Drugs aud Dye*.
Acid Oxalic
12*14

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Oct. 27. 1886—Cattle-lower; receipts 12,000; shipments 3000; shipping steers at
3 40®5 30;stockers and feeders 2 2 6® 3 OOjcows,

29,1880.

8hlngles—

Pop’r staves $12@$14 Spruce.1 26®1 60
12 Laths—
Spruce rough
Oak hhd
Spruce.... 1 90®2 00
staves
Lime- (lemeat.
$12 50@$14

■

2

No 1.*15®*18
Pine.*26® *60

20
22

Mol. heading
Hoops—

Standard.112%
North Belle Isle.4 06
Best ft Belcher.1 65
Hale ft Norcross.116
Savage. 2 76

Chicago

Heavy. 23®
Slaughter... 83® 85
Goodd'mgd. 21 ® 22
Am call. 90®1 00

Mol.

6 00
22 00
Homestake.17 00
Ontario.24 00

Cive Ely’s Cream Balm a trial. This
justly celebrated remedy for the euro of catarrh,
hay fever, cold In the head, &c., can bo obtained
of any reputable druggist and may be relied upon
as a safe and pleasant remedy for the above complaints and will give immediate relief. It is not a
liquid, snuff or powder, has no offensive odor and
cau be used at any time with good results, as
thousands can testify, among them some of the
attaches of this oflh’e.—Spirit of the Times, May

22
24
25

23®

—

[By Telegraph.]

A

Mid weight.

('•(fee.
11 @13
lilo ft 1>
■.umber.
Java.18 @21
South pine,30 00®40 00
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
(llilid sliooks and bds—
Uppers.*56®*65

NEW YORK, Oct.27,1886.—The following are
for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado iCoal.31 87%

oloslng quotations

Light. 21®

Acadia.7
Chestnut.
Franklin.7 0

Lehigh.

Stocks.

Don’t forget this.

from the

ackers^*

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
KKANCI8CO, Oct. 27,1886,-The followclosing official quotations of mining stocks

Now York

■.cad.

Sheet. 7 Vi @8
Pipe. 6Vi®7
Pig.6 00®6 62
I.eather.
New York-

sq.GVijs#
Ship.4V4@ 6
Cr
tm.6ya®6
da

Best. 1 60
Mono.
2%
Onbir. 3%
Savage. 2%

says your 1 rench is

Can & Western..
23
001 Island.23

Pilot Sup.7 Vi @8

Cal. & Va.7 75
Bulwer. 1%
Crown Point.1 25
Hale & Norcross. 1

you

*

Valencia
Messina and Pa
lix.6 50*7
Plermo
Bread.

Con.

Bobby (to young Featherly, who is making an
evening call)—WilT you speak a little French for
wish it.

Ornuitra.

Florida.

Canton.

SAN

Good.14® 15
Store.12® 14
bbb»Eastern extras.,.23®24

Malagers....

E.iTenn. 12%
East Teun, 1st,pref. 78%
Kansas ft Texas. 36%
Houston ft Texas. 29
Oregon Nav.106%

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel weak
discouraged, will receive both mental aud
bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Pills, which
are made for tile blood, nerves and complexion.

me

Buuer.
Creamery® tb. ..26@28
00
Gilt
00*7
Edge
Palermo.6
Ver....26@27
Messina.0 00.&7 00 Choice.17® 18
I, croon*._

Wavne......140

aud

Sage. 14®14Vi

Evaporated V ft 9® 10c

Pacific 6s of '96. 126%
Lone island. 94%
Con. Coal. 23
Canada Southern. 82%

A little boy had beeu to church aud came home
cryieg.
"What's the matter?” inquired his mother.
“The parson says I’m to be born again; and I
am afraid I’ll be a girl next time.”

®

Geese.

Metropolitan |EI.210
Wells.

Centennial. 8Vi

00

85*2

1

...

do pref.
Boston Air Line.100
Burlington ft Cedar Kapids. 66

Salvation Oil cures rheumatism in from 12 to
48 hours, swellings and bruises in a few hours.
Suicide is not more siuful than neglecting a
cough. For only 25 cents you can buy a bottle of
Or .Bull’s Cough Syrup and be saved from death.
Try it.

—

Bauin.
German mdl 60*1 76
2 26®3 00
Yellow Kyes.l 40.21 05 Muscatel
Lay’r 2 60®2 87
Louden
Potatoes, bush, 50*55
St Potatoes 2 00*3 00 OuduraLay.il ®UVli
7®9Vi
2 76*8 00 Valencia.
Onions

man Express train at 1. 50 a m.
dualled Tickets, Arxt and aecaad class,
all pslata in tke Frevixcra an aalr at
daced rates.

tiolis.
Through tickets issued and haggage checked to
destination. rf-Krelght received up to 4.00 r M.
at the Cntou
Ticket Ofltce, 40 Exchange St., or
other Information at Company’s
Railroad Wharf, 10.1
01
J- »■ «nL*. JK„
novaudtf
Don't

^,F-r.T,l3iet*!84[StAWrooms, applyfor
Ht*i?^Lreet’

Manager.

Steamship

Company.

Direct Line from Boston to Snvaunah
si Ss,»lah
with all rail
thr
"•w'fcwe.t,
aad wHBrall aad .,ema.«r II...
„|l

Cenweellwal

paint. la Florida.
The elegaal aevr iraa .learner, af JllMI
.... each, SATK CITY
CiTTOF
vt ATON, will .ail regalarl,
Thai*,
dar, irom Ifu.luu amd .araaaah.
Fee
freight ar pauagr apply ta \\. H MIN4J,
Wharf, < eagre..
n.a.,« *• Brw.
Ml Wa.hlUKion Mlrrrl,

mm!l

glcCerwe’l

S4RPWS,

llaLtaa,

ThSslBTuamo

‘”p3U

InPOKTED

WINES and
OP ALL

IN

LIQUORS
B1MD0,

THE ORIGINAL
FOB SALK

re

Steamer CITV Of KII H nos D makes tw ,
week on the route between Portland .in
Mnehi.-on*n t. leaving Portland at 11.00 p. in
Tuesdays and Fridays and Machiasport at 4.oo«
lit., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Ueu'l Pass, and Ticket Agl
oct22U
Portland. Oct. 20.1SS6.

Offlce_.

Boston & Savannah

to

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA, i
STEAMBOAT CO.
trips per

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, toot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and KKIDAY at A.nd r.
(or
EAST TORT and ST. JOHN, with above conuee-

R. STANLEY &
NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also

General

SUMMIT

PACKAGES,
BY

SON, Importers,
PORTLANO. ME

Managers for New England lor IkCelebrated

MINERAL SPUN WATER,

PROM

tiAHKIMOItf.

WAIN*.

a

THE

CATTLE DISEASE.

\y nESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 28.

Prevalence In the Country of Pleuropneumonia and
An

*DVBRTI«ei|liffTlt

TO-DAY

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Robson & Crane.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rlucs Brothers—2.
To Let—laiwer Tenement.
Wanted—A Boy.
Keinale Help.
Wanted—Horse.
Kor Sale—House.
AUCTION SALES.
K. O. Halley &
Co.—Mortgagee's Sale.

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s
Little Liver Pills
immediately after dinner.
Don't forget this.
oct27d&wlw

OXFORD COUNTY S. J. COURT.
HEFOBE JUDGE HASKELL.

Paris Oct 26
diaries P. Bartlett vs. William H. Goddard and
Frederick W. Wormell. An action of assumpsit
to recover *176.23, balance claimed to be due on
Wormell was defaulted, and in
u trade for stock.
this suit it is sought to hold Goddard as co-promever having any partnerdenies
Defendant
isor.
ship relations with Wormell, and claims that
done in Uis interest
have
Wormell
Whatever
may
he acted as ills employe. Tills case was submitted
4
m.
at
about
to the Jury
today. The jury had
p.
not agreed at. the hour of adjournment.
It. A. Frye and J. P. Swasey tor plaintiff.
A. R. Savage and A. E. HerrickJIor defendant.
The following prisoners were arraigned thl:
afternoon upon indictments found against then

at this term:
George B. Bradshaw,
shaw. Adultery. Plea,

alias B. George Brad
guilty.
Adultery. Pica, guilty.

SUPERIOR

He

With Dr.

Apprehends

to

Diseases.

Adultery

reference to pleuro-pneumonia, which is so
alarmingly prevalent in this country. Dr.
Bailey is, as is well known, one of
the
Maine
cattle commissioners, the
others being Hon.
Z.
A. Gilbert, a
trustee of the State
College at Oronof
and Mr. Samuel
Bell of Deering. Dr.
Baileyjis convalescing from a serious illness,
but he lias not allowed any information in
regard to this terrible disease to escape him.
The

following conversation occurred:
Reporter—Do you know of any cases of
pleuro-pneumonia existing in cattle in Maine

Doctor ?
Doctor Bailey—We—the commissioners—
have had none brought to our attention thus
lar. A few cases of tuberculosis are still
outstanding in the State without doubt, but
as

they are brought to
promptly dealt with.

fast as

attention
they are
But we may
safely say that, as yet, no cases cf pleuropneumonia have been discovered. 1 lately addressed a letter to Governor-elect Bodwell
and 1 do not think I shall violate any confidence if 1 permit you to publish the following extracts from his reply:
Dr. ileo. H. llailey, Portland, Me.:
Dear Sir—1 have for a long lime urged upon the
members of Congress tbe great necessity of guarding against tills disease, as it was in tbe power of
Congress to place the matter at the disposal of
sucli men as would discharge tbeir duty faithfully,
should it make its appearance.
Nowit lias apso positively
peared
loss what to
*

and

our

extensively

1 am

at a

say.

v**

*

I shall not fall in my

tance of such laws as,

inaugural to urge the imporin

Judgment of our Legislature, are necessary, so that we may act promptly
whenever a disease of any kind shaft make its aptile

pearance among the herds in tills Stale.
I consider the breaking out of pleuro-pneumonia
so extensively as it
lias, a most lamentable calamand 1 fear it cannot be
ity. If it Is not
thoroughly, it will cause a great loss to tbe coun-

COURT.

stopped,

BEFOBK JUDGE BONNEY.

Wednesday_J. M. Edwards et al. vs. The
Forest City Steamboat Company.
Ou the 14th of
October, 1885, Charles W. iPeterson, then in the
of the Forest City Steamboat Company, al
employ
the rate of *45 per iu< mtn, made an assigumeut ol
his wages to the plaintilf.
The assignment was
recorded in the City Clerk’s office the next day
Peterson was discharged, as the defendants sa)
on the 16th of October, and re-employed by then
on another boat on Nov. 1st, and continued work
for them until the expiration of the six month!
covered by the assignment.
On Jan. 21st, 188ti, the
plaintilf gave the de
fendam company actual notice of the assigumeu
and upon the same day Peterson went into lusol
venev.

Donne

the

nerloil

between

Oet.

U :in(

April 1. the defendant paid Peterson tiis wages
Ignoring the assignment.
The defendants contend that Peterson was ac
tually discharged from their employment on Oct
1G, and therefore the assignment could not covei
Ills wages under the new contract beginning Nov
1st.
The

plaintiff, on ttie other hand, claims that II
discharge; that it was a continuing con
tract of employment, and the period from Oct. 1C
to Nov. 1, was in the nature of a vacation, or lost
was no

when the company had nothing for him tc
do; that it was understood betweea Peterson and
the company that he was still in their employ, alunder pay.
though for the time being not
Tlie plaintiffs claim to recover of the company
$34, the amount of Person's indebtedness |tc

time,

actually

them.
lieclsiou for the defendants.
Klllot King and G. 0. Hopkins, for pltffs.
w. H. Looney, for deft.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOKE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednebdav.—Thomas Perliarn and Patrick
Donovan.
Liquor nuisance. Uuuud over in the
sum of $5U0.
Prank McBrine.
Assault.
Thirty days in

county jail.
Michael King.
Intoxication.
Ten days in
jail.
county
William P. Lagan Patrick F. O’Connor, .lames
M. Eagan and Mary Deelian. Search and seizure.
Fined $100 and costs. Appealed.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Yesterday

was

the

first

rainy day

for a

long time.
The U. S. S. Juniata arrived at Rio, Oct
24th. Her next call will be at Montevideo
There will be a change of time on tlu
Grand Trunk Railway, which will go intt
effect next Monday.
Tlie Willis Chautauqua Circle will meet
this evening witli Mrs. Edward Cheney, No.
189 New High street.
A special meeting of tlie [Samaritan Association will be held this afternoon, witli Mrs.
F. It. Farrington, No. 133 Oxford street.
The loan exhibition for tlie benefit of “The
Mothers’ Society,” will begin at Mrs. Ile-

Witt’s, on Deering street this afternoon.
Deputy Marshals Black and Crowell seized
twelve Half barrels of beer yesterday forenoon, at the bottling works on Franklin

street,

run

by Walter McDonough.

A very pleasant entertainment, witli harvest supper, was given at Pine street church
last night. It was well patronized and passed off most agreeably.
A delightful feature
was Mrs. Kyerson’s readings.
Dr. W. R. Evans is building a two story
orick dwelling on the corner of Cumberland
and Mcllen streets.
Mr. J. P. Wescott lias
a large double brick house on O
street, containing four tenements, well under way, and
Rev. Francis Soutliworth lias built a three
story brick building on Middle street.
Frank McBrine, who lives in Deelian’s
court, was sentenced to thirty days in jail in
the Municipal Court yesterday, for brutally
beating his wife. It appeared in evidence
that he struck her on tlie head witli a stick,
inflicting a severe wound, and that lie
choked and otherwise abused her.
Tuesday evening, Mrs. IKandal), wife of
Superintendent Randall of tlie city almshouse, came in town to attend a meeting in
Congress square church. She drove a dark
bay horse attached to a top phaeton. Arriving at the church she hitched and blanketed the horse and went in. In about an hour

she

out, but the team meanwhile had
disappeared. Last night, about 11 o’clock,
tlie horse was found by tlie watchman •
hitched to the fence by the alms house. Botli
carriage and horse were in good condition.
There is no clue to the person or persons
who took the team.
came

Cumberland Conference.
The regular fall conference of tlie Congregational churches of this vicinity was held
yesterday at Windham Hill. Despite the
nclement weather there was a large attends
ance of delegates from the churches.
The

following topics: “The relations of private
and public prayer,” and “Tlie profits and

losses of public nraver.” were nuened hv
Revs. H. S. Huntington and C. A. Marsh,
and called forth earnest and valuable discussion.
In the afternoon the sermon was preached
by the Rev. S. K. Perkins from the text
Mark 6: 39—“Give ye them to eat/’-evolving
the topic: Divine command implies a Divine
supply. The sacrament of the Lord’s supper
was administered by Rev. Messrs. Palmer
and Bacon. The conference was favored in
the presence of Itev. Dr. Bliss, for more than
40 years a missionary in
Turkey, and who
gave an account of the one hundred and two

Congregational churches in northern Turkey.
The Rev. A. H. Wright gave an interesting
report from the National Council recently
held at Chicago. The relation of the church
to the community and the relation of the
community to the church, came under discussion, under the lead of Rev. Messrs. Ilallock, Bayley and Smith.
The Sabbath
School

work

was

a

most

profitable

theme, directed by the State Secretary of
Sunday School work, Rev. B. P. Snow and
Rev. E. M. Cousins. The
Sunday School as
a missionary
agency was urged witii great

pertinence.
I lu- tree church of
Deering'was received
into the fellowship of the churches and became a member of the
conference. Its need
of a house of
worship was told to the conference and its work approved.
The next session of the conference will be
held in January,
1887, at the Williston
Church.
Rev. Arthur Smith of Scarboro
was appointed
preacher.
Crattan
At a

Literary

Association.

meeting of the Grattan Literary Association, held Tuesday evening, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year .l

President—J. J. Lynch

VgJjPresMent-Sr.
k Clitic—T.
J. Feeney.

*

C.

A- ilallaglier.

Uou«1‘<!rty’

Aid for

Eastport.
The appeal wade by Canon Sills at St.
Luke’s Cathedral last Sunday in behalf of
tlie Eastport sufferers met with a liberal response, and four boxes of warm clothing,
flannel, etc., were sent by steamer yesterday

from the members of St.

congregation.

Luke’s Cathedral

Yours truly,
J'
BoB" E1X'

liallowell, Oct. 10,1880.

Reporter—Where do you hear that pleuropneumonia is prevailing in this country?
Dr. Bailey—In New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Kentucky of the Middle

and Southern States; and throughout the
West as far as Dakota.
Tt is nmvuilinir t,. »
great extent in the Chicago stock yards.
Reporter—Is there any apprehension
Doctor tiiat the disease will be imported into
Maine?
Doctor Bailey—I ani very anxious oil that
point. You see there is nothing to hinder
any ignorant or evil disposed person from
to the places where the disease exists,
uying infected cattle and bringing them into the State. The laws of Maine leave the
doors wide open for such people. There is
not sufficient law in regard to the matter.
In many of the places where the disease prevails, and where there are cattle commissioners as here, the State appropriations in
regard to stamping out the disease are not
large enough to enable the commissioners to
buy the cattle and have them them killed. In
the meantime designing men spirit the
cattle off from under the noses of the commissioners and bring them east. We have
information that this very thing has
positive
been done. Why, if you will believe it, a
large number of infected cattle, of rare
breeds, were taken directly from Canada and
carried into the herds on exhibition at the
Ohio State fair.
Reporter—What are the distinctive symptoms of pluero-pneumonia ?
Doctor Bailey—Among the notable outward signs, are the standing aloof from
other members of the herd, hanging the
head, arching the back, great spinal tenderness on pressure, diminished
appetite and
sometimes diminished
rumination.
The
secretions are more or less suspended, and
there is a sudden falling off in the
quantity
of milk afforded.
This latter symptom is
often the first thing that excites the suspicion of the owner of the animal The cough
is present throughout and is usually characterized by its short and sharp spasms with
the mouth open and the tongue
protruding.
The lavement of the body is suppressed as
much as possible in order to
prevent the
pain caused by the cough.
The pulse is
and
the
quickened,
temperature at the base
of the horns and ears is increased. The
respiration can be easily heard and chills

going

are

generally present.

Iteporter-What is the difference doctor
between pleuro-pneumonia and the tuberculosis with which some of our cattle have
been afflicted?
Doctor Bailey—Tuberculosis is
a formation of tubercles in the lung and encvsted
while
in pleuro-pneumonia lymph' and
pus,
serum is poured into the interlobular
spaces
and |other tissues or the lung,
giving a
marblelzed appearance to the lung when cut
open on post mortem examination.
Reporter—How many cases of tuberculosis
are in existence in Maine
to-day ?
Doctor Bailey—There was one case that
was brought to the commissioner’s attention
in connection with the Orono
College herd
of valuable animals, but that case has just
been disposed of and we have no cases now
that have been brought directly to our attention but what have been settled.
Reporter—Do you consider tuberculosis
as dangerous as
pleuro-pneumonia in cattle?
awaken any apprehension on your part Doctor that the diseases may be brought in
here;
both pleuro-pneumonia and Itubereulosis?
Dr.
excites
the
gravest
fears,
Bailey—It
more
especially from the trouble we had last
winter from the cases of tuberculosis imported by the steamship Ontario. At pressent there is no law to prevent the importation of similar cases. 1 think the
Washington authorities should appoint a proper commission of inspectors here, and
so
especially
as the UnitedStates
commission, in existence last season, no longer exists.
In this
connection I may state that you are probably aware of the 300 head of very valuable
cattle, from the finest imported stock, just
destroyed at Quebec by the Canadian authorities because they had associated with infected cattle. Dr. McAchran thinks he has
stamped out the disease there by prompt action but he writes: “Look out for
pleurofrom the west; God knows you
pneumonia
have had warning enough.’’
Reporter—What suggestions would you
make to prevent the importation of pleuropneumonia into this State?
Dr. Bailey—I would have the Legislature
pass a law prohibiting the bringing of cattle
into Maine from any State or district known

♦ A fin infnotnil

Tli.i

nnnnU..

«

__1_:_

oue’^possession

a diseased animal in
is a fine
not less than $500, and imprisonment not
less than one
and
this
includes
year,
penalty
the cases of glandered horses, and diseased
sheep and swine. I would have the same
penalty inflicted on any one bringing diseased cattle into tiie State.
Why, do you
know that parties who owned valuable imported stock, which they had every reason to
believe was
contaminated, sent them to
New York, and they were sold, with great
flourish of trumpets, in .Madison Square, at
immense prices, and bought by innocent parties and taken to different parts of the country there to propagate the .diseases, if tuberculosis, or infect other herds, if pluero-pncumonia.

Reporter—Would there be any danger doctor from eating the beef of animals that died
from these diseases ?
Dr. Bailey—I do not think so, when tiie
animals had died in the first stages of the
diseases, while the lungs alone

were

affected

and before the muscular tissues had been attacked. Of course if the meat was boiled it
should be boiled thoroughly, and if roasted
it should be
thoroughly roasted. Half raw
meat from such animals would be as unlit
for food as hams in which trichina' had developed. Thorough .cooking would destroy
all germs containing disease.
Some of the
Orono cattle, after the lungs were
removed,
displayed magnificent beef and it seemed a
shame to destroy it.
Reporter—Do you consider the position of
Maine an exposed one, doctor, for the introduction of cattle diseases ?
Dr. Bailey—More so than that of
any other State.
'J ou sec Portland, and other places
in Maine, are on the direct
highway between
Europe and the west, in both of which localities these cattle diseases are
raging, and
these cattle are liable to be imported here
from both directions. Jt, the State, is peculiarly situated, with its Canadian border,
its maritime ports, and its long lines of railways. I tell you sir our Legislature cannot be
too careful of protecting us with every safeguard in their power.

Lecture at Woodford’s.
Hon. B. G. Northrop, LL. 1)., of Clinton,
Conn., will address the citizens of 1 leering,
under tiie auspices of tiie Village Improvement Association, at Lewis Hall this evening. Deering Centre band will furnish
music. Supper will be served in the lower
hall by the ladies from 6 to 7 o’clock. The
New York Evening Post speaking of Mr'

Northrop

says:
very few men capable of working as Mr. Northrop has done forjmuny years
in a systematic effort to arouse enthusiasm
for rural improvements, in which his apostleship has long been a beneficent influence.
His lectures are described by the Chicago

There

Tribune

are

as

“practical

and

eloquent.”

The Triennial Festival.
delightful feature of the Mechanics’
Triennial festival tonight will be the music
by State street ehoir, Miss Bartlett, Messrs.
Thurston Colby, Shaw and Watts. The
subject of Mr. Lewis B. Smith’s address
will be the methods in mechanical and mercantile pursuits prevailing in the town and
city of Portland in the century just closed.
This will include tiie apprenticeship system
and the pursuits of callings without resort
to tiie contract system of tiie present day in
the one case, and the transaction of mercantile business without banking facilities in
the other.
A

McCann,

?ra7kgX,e^Tl%mW-

try.

City

Yesterday.

A reporter for the Pbkss had a conversation with Dr. George If. Bailey, the well
known veterinary surgeon, yesterday, in

opportunity^) buy a really first-class car
rlage cheap Is ollered this morning by F. O. Bailey & Co., at the Mart. The Maine State Prison
carriages have proved themselves to be among
the best manufactured. They will be sold under
a warrant for the most they will bring, and
any
one Interested in carriages will make a great mistake If they do not attend the sale.

Joseph Fouclie. alias Joseph Wood.
Plea, not guilty.
The prisoners were remanded.

Danger

Maine from these

A rare

AbbyJ. Cobb,

Interesting Conversation
Ceorge H. Bailey.

What

The Annual Session Held in This

Tuberculosis.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
WBW

PERSONAL.

SONS OF TEMPERANCE.

The annual session of the Grand Division
of tlie Sons of Temperance commenced yesterday morning in Sons of Temperance hall,
and was called to order by Grand Worthy
Associate J. F. Sheldon, in the absence of
Grand Worthy Patriarch Stephen Cobb, who
is detained at home by severe illness. The
following officers were present:

G. W. Associate—J. F. Sheldon of Portland.
Grand Scribe—Fred Stevens of Cumberland
Mills.
Gland Treasurer—H. K. Morrell of Gardiner.
Gland Conductor—Franklin Perry of Portland.
The following officers were appointed to

fill vacancies:
G. W. Associate—J. B. Thorndike of Portland.
Grand Chaplain—Robert Drew of Portland.
Grand Sentinel—A. S. Davis of Portland.
The Grand Scribe reported the order in a
flourishing condition, and that a number of

divisions have been instituted during
the past year.
The Grand division then initiated the new
members who were waiting intlie ante-room.
The following committees were appointed:
new

On Finance—J. B. Thorndike of Portland, T.
llaycs of Chelsea' and A. K. P. Bufftun of Gardi-

ner.
On

Appeals—H. K. Morrell of Gardiner, A. S.
Davis of Portland, and L. T. Boothliy of Watervllle.
On reports—S. |L. Carleton of Portland, J. B.
Covie of Chelsea, and X. H. McDonald of Portland
The treasurer made his annual report,
which showed considerable]!funds|on hand,
and all bills

paid.

After routine business, the following officers were elected for the ensuing term:
G. W.
G. W.

Patriarch—A. K. P. BufTum of GardinerAssociate—W. II. Phillips of Portland.
Scribe—Dr. S. H. Holmes of Waterville.
Chaplain—8. L. Carleton of Portland.
Conductor—J.,B. Coyle of Chelsea.
Sentinel—Mrs. 8. N. Deane of Portland.
The April session will be held at Waterville, and the.next annual session at Gardi(.rand
Grand
Grand
Grand

ner.

Woodbury.

cutter

Michael Davitt, the Irish leader has been
invited by the Grattan Literary Association
to visit this city. He has accepted but has
The affair is in the
not fixed the date.
hands of a competent committee.
The following were among the guests at
Falmouth Hotel last night: C. B. Sinclair,
G. E, Anderson, L. P. Haskell, It. B. Wil-

f'

visions.
The Grand Worthy Patriacli, A. K.JP. Buffum, Grand Scribe Dr. S. If. Holmes, and
Past Grand Scribe Fred Stevens, and Grand
Treasurer II. K. Morrill, were appointed
propagation committee for the ensuing term.
The finance committee reported the books
of the Grand Scribe and Grand Treasurer
correct and in proper form.
S. L.Carleton and I. II. McDonald were ap
pointed delegates to attend the conference to
be held at Boston next February in the interest of the temperance cause.
Tlie newly elected Grand Worthy Patriarch was installed by Acting Grand Worthy
Patriarch Sheldon, assisted by Past Grand
Worthy Patriarch Thorndike, and the other
officers were installed by Grand Worthy Patriarch Bulfutn.
The following were elected representatives
to the national division:
Past Grand Worthy Patriarchs Joshua Nye,
Neal Dow, John B. Thorndike,
Sidney Ferliam,
Samuel L. Carleton, John S. Kimball, Rev. D. B.
Randall, B. F. Tailman, I. H. McDonald, Z. Pope
A ose, J. M. Larrabec, H. A. Fowler, P. M. Folger,
P.
Hayes, S. Cobb; Past Grand Worthy Associates
H. P. Rockwood, Mary C. Crossmau, O. B. Gleason, Jas. F. Sheldon; Past Grand Scribes H. K.
Morrell, Fred Stevens; Grand Worthy Patriarch
A. K. P. Buffum; Grand Worthy Associate W. B.

Phillips.

During the session Past Grand Scribe Fred
Stevens was presented by the grand division
with a splendid national division regalia for
the prompt and faithful performance of his
duties during the past two years.
SESSION.
session was called to order at

EVENING

The evening
7.30 o’clock by Grand Worthy Associate W.

II. Phillips.
After opening exercises and the initiation
of new members, the rest of the evening was
spent in listening to remarks from members
of the order from different parts of the State,
who reported their several divisions in a
prosperous condition.
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SATURDAY.

9.00 a. m.—Devotional exercises.
9.30 a. m.—Paper by G. YV. E. Barrows of Bangor. Topic: “What is success in Association
work?”
10.15 a. m.—Paper
by A. G. Dewey of Portland. Topic: “Financial management of Associations.”
11.00 a. m.—Question drawer.
2.00 p. ui.—Devotional exercises.
2.30 p. in —Address oy E. A.
Lawrence, State
Secretary of Connecticut. Topic:
"Past and
present State work in Connecticut.”
7.30 p. m.—Praise service.
8.00 p. in.—Address to young men by Prof.
Henry 1., chapman of Bowuoin College, followed
addresses on "Internationa] Work"’ by H. M.
by
Moore of Boston aud E. A. Lawrence of Connecticut.
SUNDAY.
a‘l11, —Consecration
meeting

for young

“

Secretary of

the

Cambridge Association;

CUas. H. Coon, General Secretary of the
Charlestown. Mass.. Y. M r A
v
xr
Lamb, a solo singer from Connecticut; Hiram
E. McFarlane from the Y. M. C.
A., of Moncton, N. 11.; E. A. Lawrence, State Secretary of
Connecticut; Rev. J. L. Withrow, D. J)., of
Boston, and Rev. Professor H. L. Chapman of
Brunswick, all of whom will take some part
in the convention.
The public are cordially invited to attend
each session of the convention.

The Coming Event.
The fair and exposition under the management of the ladies of the Church of the
Messiah will open today in City Hall. The
goods will be ready for exhibition and sale at
2 o’clock this afternoon.
At 3 o’clock the
opening exercises will take place with the

following programme:

•Mlss Phllbr°<*

Noyes, Miss

Ureeiy and Messrs, Shaw"and
Houghton.

Addresses.*..
Rev. Mr. Blanchard, Mr. Looney aiid others.
Address.Mayor Chapman

The occasion will be one of interest to the
general public.
For this eveniuglan interesting programme
has been provided, commencing at 7.30 o’clk.

Selection.Orchestra
Song.Mr. E. C. Babbage
Recitation.Mrs. E. I*. Alexander of Belfast
Music.
Readings.Mrs. Alexander
Instrumental Music.
The young peoples’ social dance with Grim-

mer’s orchestra will follow.
Mrs. Alexander comes
highly recommended
as an elocutionist and reader.
This will be
a pleasant occasion for old and
young.
The fair will continue
Ito-morrow, In the
afternoon the
Dairy Maid’s Home and
Kitchen will be novel features and tomorrow
evening the Dairy Maids Festival will be
the crowning event, to be followed by a social assembly. Tickets will be for sale at
the hall and at Stockbridge’s.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland-First National Bank to James H.
McMullen, laud and building. $1 and other conilderatiuu.
Long island—John F. Hughey and Ceorge H.
Hughey to Daniel E. Bowen, et als., laud.
>100.
Uarpswell—R. W. Jack to M. J. Megoulre.
and. $250.
•Windham—.Ann W. Lamb to Erusha Strout.
and. $250.
Staudish—Dauiel L. Warren to Warren Post 73
}. A. It land. $140.
Baldwin—Agues Wendllug to Barbara Sauer
and. $350.
Raymond—Melvin E. Spilier to Jolm D. Spiller
and. $1 and other consideration.
Harrison—Clara W. Smith to Clara E. Sawver
1
and. *2400.
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2.50
50

curing

home.

a

&

Ladies’ Size, 25 cents; S2.75 dozen.
“
“
“
Men’s
32
3.40
Would be double this price if laundered and put in boxes.

d&wlvnrm

ITf ANTED-To boy jl.OnO

n _____ _s_

PAkTTDQ

(Positively Cured

byfl

Hills. B
They also relievo Dis-H

these

little

Unit! LuO
iross from DyspepsiaB
If n digestion anil TociB
lITTIf’
A nerB

-■_
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1
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1 \ •U
«

IVrn
■ W t Bit
Dill C

rlhfcVi

Hearty Hating.
feet remedy ifor Dmz -■
ness. Nausea, Drowsi-B
ness. Bod Taste in theB

Month.CoatedToogpeB
<fcc.B

Side,
Tliey regulate Uic Bow-B
aEBBMgg
mjd prevent Cousti-^H
atlou and I’ilt'S. '1'Uo simdlcstami easiest to takeB
)niy one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-B
Stable, friee 25 cents. 6 vials by mail forfl.OOB
I’ain in tlio

50 Inch Dress Moods, reduced from 75
to 50 cents.
24 Inch Black Satin Bhadame, reduced
from $2.50 to $1.75.
1 more lot Black Satin Rhadrnie, $1,
worth $1.25.
New styles In Turcoman Table Covers,
Ments’
Camel’s
Hair
Underwear,
former price $1.75.

$1.25,

Ments’ Camel’s Hair Hose, 25 cents.
Special Bargains in Ladles’ and Chll*
dren’s Hosiery and Underwear.

Entirely

1 lot Ladles’ and Children’s Jackets
and Cloaks, at half price to close.

wiu*
established
WJiF.P.T8?lesmiu?
.trade with dry goods and merchant tailor-

Demorest Sewing Machine, $19.50 in
Pattern Department.

St., Portland, Me.

an

ing trades, to sell a stable line of goods
mission. Address BOX 1115,

on com-

Springfield,

part

family preferred. Address

488 & 490 CONGRESS ST.
oct20

the city; private
B., Press Office.
28-1

B. B.

dtf

____,

WANTED—Fora
88

car-

short time, a

first class

Compositor. Enquire at Evening Express,
Exchange, street._
5s-l

WINTER
LAP

buy physicians practice with
WANTED—To
YY
or without
store with little
no
drug

or

op-

position In: city or village. Send full itemized
account of business and location with lowest cash
price and how much of it bouus. All communication strictly confidential. Address DOCTOR,
13 Cambridge »t.. Boston Mass.
21-1
and gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
YY
that I buy and pay cash for cast
also

to know
on elotlvsecond-hand carpets for which I will pay
ng;
the very highest cash price.
Please send postal
and I w 11 calL Address MRS. 8„ No. 158 Feder>1 8t„
21-2
city,_

ROBES.

thousand dollars
WANTED—six
flY8
on

at five per
estate In Port-

A large stock of
Lap Bobes and Horse
1 ilankets, all new patterns.

r>“»1
ye“*
tad- Hilt Edge security. For further
partlculars enquire of o. D. RICE, 251 Commercial SL

___12-tt
active agency to represent
W*”«»rAn
8 “taufacturers of a
popular regenerative
2:
?rni meets
;l„rnP j with
2SKJ*
el8\,.r,c 11E,lt i Invention new
and
general favor all over the United

COE,

VtfANTKD —ThA nnhllA f>> bu.viu #h-«*
ik
I
T* CHENEY, Plano and Organ tuner ban a
at Hone R. R. station
Preble
Jjntn
House. P. 0. address Lleering opposite
Maine. Kecapplug piano hammers a specialty.
29-4
a

would be takeu to board by the
J »reasonable
rates, with

dations.

accommo-

Me.

Per

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

980.

vacation, and
In

can

again be found In her

Eagle Hotel, Middle 8t„ corner of India.
a.

m., 2 to

5 and 7 to lo

WANTED.
Steady work

Watervllle, Me., or Portsmouth,

-■

FEMALE HELP.

XT ANTED—To

engage now for coming season.
afl'w first class operators on Wilcox & Gibbs'
raw
machine, for flu* work on ladles' goods.
Address
CATON BROS. & BIXBY,
oct28d2w
Koxboro, Mass.

r\

•'•iT—A first class lower tenement at No.
4J Green
street; also several small houses to
11. one near Post Office. Enquire of J. C. WOOD^ AN, No, ion Mi
Exchange street.28-1
l

s,

| * MOKERS’

HE APACHE!

I /If0 you ever have it? It frequently comes
smoking cigars which contain tobacco
"f™
wna with a poisonous
compound used to give
» taste
as

.r.ili
i‘'af
r“N. A-

near

like the

as

possible.

,a Ins
nothing of

made of
only
tvana
leaf
and
“3 us to be the
« lar hi the

ci
t

th

-tory,

‘>1 e

wlien next you

N. 8.

tend furnace, shovel
and do errands.
Apply to SYMONDS
Hrst National Bank

WANTED—A
ill in

« i.

28-1

boy

WANTED-To get
it 1
TVTKtf*
11.
\ LKK &,

to

liujldlng.

a

horse to keep for the
"*1 very light work M.
28-1

pV,00^
504 Fore street.
GO.,

ATKINSON, Manager.

75c.

Quality, all sizes, at
50cts.
$1.00 Quality, all sizes, at
81 “
$1.76 Quality, All Wool, all sizes, $1.25
$2,00 Full Fashioned, all sizes, 98 cts.
“hall sell one case of
Ladies Winter Underwent* at
-5
only
4
cents.

oct2«S

.lie

ElOUND— On the road leading from CumberC
land Center to Yarmouth \ illage, a Shawl
"be owner can have the same by calling 011 A w'
HIVES, Falmouth, paying for advertisement and

i .roving same.___

4th, a red moss agate seal with
Finder will be suitably
monogram C. t. B.
i ewar.led on leaving It at this office.
26-1
rCTANTKD—Tho man that carried away Mr
**
Coolldge S watch we think must have made
mistake, and he had better return It and save
urther trouble, as he Is well known.
25-1

Loser—Oct.

afternoon, Oet. 21
LOUT—Thursday
child's red worsted tobaggaii cap.

Ladies’ Underwear.

MIAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

N H

i uru

to

1886

a

Please’re-

SURGEONS OFFICE, Custom House

_

\

eveulug
with tan breast and
LOST—Sunday
the
.aril will be

paid

HIS OFFICE.

a

Shepherd

pop. black

feet. Five dollars reparty that leaves him at
22-2

1

I

|

(121

THg PAPER .WMigMsss

ilEW FALL GOODS;

8

lew Combination Dress

It

ew
ew

j, ew Cloakings,

(«oo<l«,

Wrapper Flannels,
It
Wrapper Blankets,
a
ew Jersey Stripes,
ew Faney Velvets,
V ew Colored Flushes,
» ew Winter
bhawls,
? ew bilk
Undrrwear,
ew Jersey Underwear.
la ew Beaded ttloves,
£
™ cw Kerr’s Spool
Cotton,
,, i better variety and at

-»

^

^

lower

Isewltere?

niSCBLLANKOl’8.
1KASII IN MKICKNI-Owlng to dull times,
\J aud to talse iiiouey, we will sell the Edwin C.
lurt’s best French Kid Boots tor $5.50 cash. Foricr price $7.00. We have several equally good
M. G. PALMER.
28-1
r

argaius.

I
"■

■Mil.

BINES BROTHERS.

d3t

I.ONT AND MOUND.

cated;

14 rooms; can finish two more;
hath room; set laundry tubs; furcellar. Good investment to let.
GARDINKR, 40 Exchange street.
28-1

good

and

M. C. FOSTER & SON,

,

two tenements:
nace; cemented

j>.

We shall hereafter keep fN
STOCK a FULL LINE of Mc1
Call’s Bazar Patterns* A trial
will convince one of their suaeriority to all paper patterns
n the market.

brickTayeiis I

Nine.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

KALE-Two story house and ell In the
FOH
westerly end of the city. Quite centrally locontains

BAZAR PATTERNS.

at our olllee after this date.
TeleU. M. STAX WOOD Si CO., 201 and
265 Commercial St.
34J
• *

ME.

_eodtl

horses
subscriber,

B. G. COBURN, Box 17r>, Gorham.

Jfflce hours. »to 12

ISAAC G.

'*taa

few

good care and

VUTANTlcp—The
people of Portland to know
M RS. 8NOW\ Magnetic
Pbysh'lan,
r
^hatBusluess
Test and
Medium, lias returned from

Open Every Evening Till

Vo. 197 middle Street.

___S0p28-6
D—All orders for collecting city ollal
WK
to be left

*

——.

a

Address the Wasserman Reg. Oas Lamp
Lo., No. 1005 Arch st., Philadelphia, Pa.
8-4

at

*

Mass.

___‘_26-4
D—By a gentleman and wife, board
W^ANTE
YY
In the western
of

Gor. Pearl and Middle Streets,
•-

New Novelties in Dress Trim-

mings, just received.
Seal Plush Cloaks, $25.00 to $75.00.
Special inducements to early purchasers.

off clothing

cast

t

t

re-

MR.''s?LEV?*97
27-1

parlors

sick Knian i
nx

54 Inch Camel’s Hair Dress Moods,
duced from $1.25 to 75 cents.

with live hundred
interest, one of the best
useful novelties; new and orlgnal; no
best out for Thanksgiving, Christmascompetion;
Olid New
xearH gilts: orders ahead; profits loO D6r cent.
Address NOVELTY, Pres^ Office
27 1

•

IOO Doses One Dollar.

aI,rl

Job Lot Black Dress Moods, 50 cents.
Number of jnrds to each easterner limited.

$3.00.

An

*1; six for $6. Made only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

AS FOLLOWS:

Address Z. A. U„ this office.
26-1

phone

PORTLAND,

of

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

THIS MORNING,

In

party
WANTED—Right
TT
dollars to buy hall

CO.,

BROST

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS!

cash but fun. To make It
WANTED—Not
» *
we will sell
E. C. Burts best hand made
fair stitch French kid boots for >5.26. N. B.—
This boot cost 50 cents more then the
fudge
klnU 801,1 >>y other dealers In Portland.
WHITE & SMART, 480 Congress 8t.,
opposite
Preble House._
27-1

MlddT

*

WILL OFFER

Address BOX
27-1

**'*’*'S®—Horses to board;

with which I had suffered many years.” dyspepsia
Mbs. 8.
M. Beedk, Marblehead, Mass.
Excellent Tonic.
“My daughter received mucli benefit Ironi the
use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla as an excellent tonic
a protracted attack of bronchial pneumon«L
H. Adams, New Hartford, Conn.
‘Hood’s Sarsaparilla lias done me an Immense
amount of good.
My whole system lias been built
up and strengthened, my digestion Improved, my
head relieved of the bad
feeling, and my throat
relieved of the severe irritation. I consider it the
best medicine I have ever
used, and am glad to
speak In Its praise.” Makv L. I’eelk, 26 Turner street, Salem, Mass.

TURNER

WANTED.

Bof

We hare lust received one hundred dozen Pure Linen
Handkerchiefs, with handsomely Embroidered Initials.
These (foods are unlaundered, and the quality of linen
and embroidery may be seen at a (fiance,
sale will commence To-day.

>

me

street._13-2

LET—House 28 Cushman street; newly
A papered and painted, and In Srst-elass order.
Inquire at 81 state street.
4t!

as

Middle

-*

rilO

care

B. A. Atkinson

Cannot Spink Too Highly.
"I have used Hood's Sarsaparilla for a blood purifier In my family several years, and cannot speak
too highly of it.” J. E.
Collins, Piqua, O.
“I cannot find words
strong enough to express
In
my feeling
favor of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has
for me,

a

surgk

REST

states.

Can tell you the benefit you will derive from
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, If you are in need of a good
medicine. It will strain all impurities from the
blood, rouse the torpid liver, invigorate the digestive organs, and impart new life to every function
of the body. We only ask you to try a single bottle to prove tlie positive merits of Hood’s Sarsupa/11a, as an honest and reliable medicine.

even-tiling

room
never

uws

RKHTM

seventeen years old, who
kinds of farm work or the

wants

best of reference.

wu

to LET.—Chamber* 48 Brackett
street; chambers 15 Tale street; lower rent
and an u/stairs rent on Salem street.
Inquire at
47 Brackett

By a first class man, a place
WANTED—
of steam heating, the
butler, can take

estry Brussels at 75, 8o and 85 rents, and
Body Brussels at $1.00, $1.10 und $1.25,
Velvet carpets at $l|to $1.50.
Now perhaps you might question the quality, but
our answer to this would be: our goods
come from the Lowell, Bigelow,
KoxDury,
and other standard looms of tiie country,
and we warrant them. Write for samples,
and believe us we can save your fare to
Portland any time, and give you the benethe largest stock In the country to sect from. Hall Stands, Extension Tables,
Mirrors, Easy Chairs. Hair Mattresses,
Blankets, Comforters, Pillows Feathers In
Feather Beds all prices,
every grade.
from $10 up, for cash or on our Special
Contract System.

1,00

__dll

no woros ot uurs

done

ftOK

to

of horses,
1991), City.

or

RINES BROTHERS.

The funeral service of the late Mrs. James GUlen will take place this (Thuruay) forenoon at 8
o’clock, at the Catholic Cathedral.

icm.i

and

boy,
WANTED—A
understands all

:

convent handkerchiefs.

iimci

—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
Hussey’s How, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE
20-41

HALE HELP.

Don't fall to come and see tills beautiful
line of goods before leaving your order. It
will pay you. Any suit sold lor cash or on
our Special
Contract System, and save
your money besides.

we

warranted,

nu

St._21-1

will buy 16
End; If you
Boston to live, yon cannot get a
better business than keeping lodgers; besides, 't
Klvesyou a good home free of rent. Address,
JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington St„ Boston, Mass.
21-1
coine

Carpet Department.

Electric

a

on one

RALE—>780— Fart cash
FOB
room lodging nouse at South
want to

1.50 Hair Cloth, Mohair Plush, Silk
2.00
Plush, Crushed Plush, Bro2.00
catelle, Ac., Ac.
Friday and

Cents $5 Extra Good Rubber
Coats,
Ladies’ Small Size Gossamers, only
Rain Umbrellas of all qualities.

—

most desirable streets of the city, within
Bve minutes walk of Congress Square. B. SHAW.
48 Va Exchange

of
business Is sold on account of illness; location very central. JOH N W.
8. RAYMOND 4 CO., 277 Washington St„ Boston, Mass._
21-1

PARLOR SUITS.

1.00

Velvets,

■

23-1_

t'HANCKK.

MALE—A 1 lodging house Just came
to be sold at once, well furnished and full
IflOB

lodgers; thLs furniture

care

$1,00

Velvets,

mtw*

REST-A pleasant house (for a private
FOB
family) containing ten rooms, lueated
of the

FOB

Our special sale on Chamber Suits will
continue through this month and no longer at the prices now being quoted.
So
please call early or write for cuts and description. Any set in our store sold for
cash or one-fourth down and the balance
$5 to $10 per month until paid for.

!S2*~u?£rlc

in this city, Oct. 27th, suddenly,
Alice, infant
®hild of Charles C. and Alice Dana Harmon,
aged
b
1 year 21 days.
[Funeral on Friday forenoon at II o’clock.
Friends are kindly requested not to send flowers.]
In West Gardiner, Oct. 10, Catharine West
wtle of John H. Davis, aged 67 years 7 months.
111 West Gardiner, Oct. 22, Sabriud Skofield,
aged 80 years 7 months.
In
Quincy .Mass., Oct. 27tli, Miss Mary Larkin,
formerly of Portland.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
Mass- Get. 26th, Mrs,
n-V,LHTbrUIFlH,lt',
Bridget
Gray, formerly of Portland.
[Funeral from St. Dominick's church, at 1.30
o’clock this afternoon.]

■

A Modern conveniences.
Enquire of E1.IA8
THOMAS Si CO., 114 to X20 Commercial street.

W"”J-

RALE—$1500—Part cash. The furnltore and business of one of the nicest lodging houses In Boston; every room let for winter;
splendid chance to step into a nice home and good
Income. JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND & CO., 277
Washington .Street, Boston. Mass.
16-2

The finest line In this country, from $4 up
to $40, and the price cannot be met on the
same quality of goods.
Write for cuts and
prices. All orders through the mail will
receive prompt and careful attention. Any
Parlor Stove in our stock can be had at our
low prices by paying $5 down and the balance $5 per month.

save

In this city, Oct. 27,
Rev. J. W. Basbford,
Chas. A. Cummings and by
Miss Nellie F. Bond, both
of Portland.

one

stands on Middle St., for office or retail trait*;
show window unsurpassed; posesshm given 1m23-1
inedlately. Apply at 162 SPRING ST.

TCOB SALE—$500; line bakery, pastry, butA
ter, milk and egg store, doing good busiuess;
Is obliged to go to Florida tor his health,
unable at present to attend to business; excellent
chance for someone. JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND
& CO., 277 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 25-1

us

land.

181 Middle SL.now occupied
TObyLET-8tore
Charles Perry clothier,
ol the nest

—

owner

,;75

of Portland.
Ill tills city. Oct. 27, by Rev. T. P. Adams, Wm.
S. Jones and Miss Arietta Foster, both oi Port-

LET-A

THE

Powder * which

J

LET.

rent of four rooms lu the Western
TO
part of the city. Apply at 40 Exchange Ht.
26-1

RALE—In Charlestown, Mass., Butter,
Cheese ami Egg store; price $800; easy terms.
Very line store; plate glass window; living room
connected; large dry cellar; great demand for all
kinds of country produce. Kent only $3o per
month. All cash trade.
Best chance for the
money we have had. Please Investigate.
J. W.
BKITTAN li CO., 839 Washington street, Boston.
26-1
Mass._

!22

In this city, Oct. 26. by Kev. John R.
Crosser.
George A. Lorlng and Mrs. Lizzie McMakin, both

TO

First National Bank of Portland offers for
sale the house on State street, recently occuWilliam E. Gould. Any persou desiring
by
pied
to purchase will please call upon
FREDERICK ROBIE,
MARK P. EMERY,
at the Bank Building.
Portland, Oct. 11,188B.
octl2dtf

W®
h?v® now a very targe and fine assortment of Hair Cloth Suits, $*> and upwards.
Ladies Black, Electric and New
Fancy Rubber Cos*
40 and upwards.
samers, and are ready to sell them at extra low Plush Cloth Suits,
prices for warranted qualities.
Gossamers in all sizes, warranted, $1.25
Lafltes’
■
“
Tl
“
100
1.00
Electric,
1
“
“
«•
“
«
300
|5o
11
“
“
«
«
200
07,000 yards of the goods In this country
to select from, and If the whole people
3 Different Styles New
could realize what they could
war*
Fancy Gossamers,
by buyall their carpets for the hall,
ing from
ranted,
stair, parlor, sitting room. chaml>ers, li2.00
or any other
brary,
they want
Newports, with capes, warranted, L50
should
be able to nil their
pet for
orders. Why. Just think of pure all wool
200 Children s Black
69
Gossamers, all sizes,
carpets at 65 cents per yard,
prune Tap-

MARRIACES.

or country can earu a good
salary,
by mail, difttance no objection, no canAddress,
AID
SUPPLY
43
No.
CO..
SW
Kllot hfr
St., Boston, Mass.
30.3

work sent

HOUSE FOR SALE M STATE STREET

for the

164 BKACK20-2

girls In city

drapery Se

uiglON^nd8; glBSS:

a

at

ladle,; something entirely new,
WANTED
perfectly simple and easy, ladles and yonng

~EVOB BALE—Or lease, grain mill, with trade
01 f7?.000per year; buildings, machinery,
engine, boiler, etc., all good; power and buildings
used tor other business If desired; price
; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,”
139. Boston.
sep7-8
H BA LB
Owner leaving the country will
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and
I.odglng
House In flourishing city near Boston;
furnished
complete, and paying $200 per mouth clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location: never

,

tality.

a

country prefered. Enquire
ST- Portland Me,

F.TT

BALK-New milk cows, at TEWKKSFOB
BCKY FARM. Ocean St., Peering.
12tf

for

LADIES’ ROBBER GOSSAMERS.

land, in February.
The present has been a very Interesting
and profitable session, largely attended.
Thanks were voted the pastor and people
of Goodwins Mills for their generous hospi-

19^

Bl'MgNENft

substances.

$1.50 18 in. Striped
$1.50 19 in. Plain Velvets,
$1.50 18 in. Silk Plush,
$2.00 Striped and Brocade
$2.50 Striped and Brocade
$3.00 Striped Velvets,

voted to hold the next meeting of
the association at Fine street church Port-

A good cdddM* girl to do general
WANTEDhousework lu
small family,
girl from
the

POY, 34* Treiuout street, Bos-

__114

I

Velvets.
Fancy
Velvets,

was

as unrse for chib
country, good
to
DR
Apply
GASSAWAY, Custom
Ilouse, between 1 and 4 p. m.
23-1

wages.

IiOk

and ranges,

Plain and

ers?”

A

good woman
WANTED
dren, short distance In the

BALE—House No. 137 Western Promenade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
The house Is new and In thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences. Its situation Is
unsurpassed by any in the city. Kor price and
terms Inquire at the house, ISABEL IL SMALL.

S1,°Ves

MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
5-4

GIKI.

POK MALE—A lodging house on Tremont
A
street, Bostou, Mass., IS rooms, all full;
and painted sets;
furniture, black waluut
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Rent $71 a month.
Price $900. Cause of selling, sickuess. Call or
L.

•

WANTICD—To do general housework. German or Swede preferred.
Apply
174
NEAL ST.28-1
early.

__202

address MISS
tou, Mass.

clear »20
patent
minister’s

new

F8C.V1A1.E HELP.

BALK OB TO LET—House contain-

FOB

FO

_

the

undergarineut
wife sold 13 first hour.
Box 443. Chicago, 111.

ing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago. and heated by furnace: very pleasant, sunny location. Apply at 323 SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 117B.

TH REE DAYS’ SALE! ChamberSuits.

The quarterly session of Cumberland District Lodge will be held with Stephen Sewall
Lodge, IScarboro, Wednesday, Nov. 10th.
There will be a public meeting in the eve-

El

one

one

■»

WAITED.

or

elevator, with platform, wire-ropes, drums, etc.;
complete cost $000 when new; all will lie solil
low. Enquire of E. T. BUBKOWES ACO.,13
Spring st., City._
21-1

*U*NITURe]
AND

“E. G. LOVE, Prr.D.”

Marshal—Katie Knight.
F. S.—Annie ('ole.
Treasurer—Sada Meadcr.
1. G.—Marshall Leighton.
O. G.—Herbie Knigiit.
P. C. T.—Willie Daicy.

AUKNTM

MALE—Stoves etc.; four
live store,
agents actually
FOB
shop and office stoves and stove pipe,
WASTED—Lady
dally with my wonderful entirely
good matting office carpet,
good hand power
lor females.
A
rubber

nSLjsr/

cream

of tartar is much

Rt

Set, Marble Top Tables, Black Walnut Hide
board, one 2d hand Plano, one Organ, Spring Beds.
Hair Mattresses, Feather Beds, Carpets, one large
tnoklng Range with water back. Crockery aad
Glass Ware, Plated Ware, one Walnut Walt Case,
Books, Pictures, Ac.
oct28d3t
Per order ol Mortgagee.

bale

FOR

G

impurities.

day previous

her

Centrally located, desirable
boardinghouse, doing a fine cash business;
16 well furnished rooms; nice
dining room; will
give a family a fine living and clear $1200 a year
easy; uivesilgate this. Address “P. 142,” Herald
Office, Boston. Mass.
gl-l

/

S2,000,000

to

processes,

en

Oct. 3oth, at 10 o’clock, a. m., we
SATURDAY.
shall sell Parlor Furniture. B. Walnut Cham

FOB

Royal.”

of

use

posh

Can be examined

9. 0. BAIL.KY * CO., Al’t TIOSggas.

FOB

and wholesome

V. T.—Bertha Milllken.

analysis

prepared by patent

pure

Love,

a

chemical

the tartrate of lime and other

Prof.

I

by

at

BALE—A large, fine family horse, gentle
and safe. Apply to PRENTISS LOHING.
I
31 Mi Exchange Street
23-1

Royal.”

“

Monday evening Torsey Juvenile Temple
elected officers for the ensuing quarter as
follows:
C. T.—Earnest Thompson.

p. m.—Mass meeting for men only.
p. in.—Meeting for boys.
j>. m.—Farewell meeting. Addresses by
delegates and others.

tlve to close.
oct2S

w

weight.

corresponding

a

results from the exclusive

remove

Government, says

large and much enjoyed the ad-

2.30
4.30
7.30

Among the visitors to the convention will
be A. M. Moore of Boston; George II. Shaw
of Middleboro, Mass.; L. YV.
Messer, Gen-

totally

found

than any other, and it is used in

Sunday evening Mr. Farrington, Superintendent of the State Reform School, made an
excellent address in Maple Hall.
The au-

It

specially

The cost of this

..

m.—Praise service.
ILOOp m.-Address by Rev. J. L. Withrow,
D. D„ of Boston. Subject, “Souuu doctrine
and

free from lime and

perfect purity

of tartar1

The evening meeting commenced at 7
o’clock. A half hour prayer service was conducted by Rev. J. B. Lappan. Rev. R. Sanderson of Woodfords preached a very effecFRIDAY.
tive sermon from Matthew, 26-24, in which
9.00 a. m.—Devotional exercises.
#.30 a. m.—Permanent organization.
Report of the responsibility of each individual who
State Executive Committee; written reports from
has received the gift of life was
eloquentlyassociations; followed by questions concerning
°
tlie work.
dwelt upon.
11.00 a. in.—Paper
P.
C.
Harlow, General
by
Wednesday morning the association met at
Secretary of Lewiston Association. Topic; "Rea- |
9 o’clock. The prayer
sons why the Associations should do a definite
meeting was led by
work lor young men."
Rev. W. F. Marshall. The following, offered
2.00 p. in.—Devotional exercises.
2.30 p. m.—Paper by V. It. Foss of Portland.
by Rev. C. Munger, was adopted:
Topic; “How can the membership of the AssoResolved,—That the actiou of the Old Orchard
ciations be increased?”
Campmeeting Association, inviting Rev Dr
3.15 p. ill.—Address by L. W. Messer, General
to hold an annual Faith Healing ConvenSimpson
Secretary of Cambridge, Mass., Association. Toption on their gronnd, is hereby
disapproved.
ic: “How can the women best help our AssociaRev. S. F. Wetberbee read a carefully pretion work?”
4.30 p. m.—Bible class. Study of International
pared essay on “The Methodist clergy of toS. 8. lesson. Subject, "Jesus Risen,"
John xx..
1—18. Rev. A. T. Dunn, leader.
day: are they less spiritual than the fath7.30 p.

contain lime to

consequently

only baking powder yet

entirely

This

G.—Harry Thompson.
There was a large attendance of members.
Mr. Batclielder of the Grand Lodge of New
Hampshire was present and made interesting remarks. F. H. Dexter of Springvale
was also present and spoke.

of

nothing but
i?..?11 th*‘.
tBd under the personal
.M?i^t! rU* 5'.?nd.‘'",“'tr'l,
th*
A
warwritten
,**i>1"‘cluu>lcs.
rant will be given with
each carriage.
Hale

Investment, Apply to JOHN P. Pk<>£
TOK, Centennial Block.
23-1

extent.

oi

0.

Meeting

Wagon.
?h»iW*pr'"R K> Press
PnH‘,"'s best work,

erty

some

”

C. T.-H. A. Hart.
V. T.—Mrs. S. 8. Knight.
Secretary—Mrs. C. K. Jackson.
Chaplain—John Smith.
Marshal—Hany Bolton.
F. S.—Mrs. H. A. Hart.
Tieasurer—Mrs. A. Sawyer.
I. G.—H. Copeland.

ning.

in

®

Wagon.

a

also

baking powders of the market, with the single exception of “Royal
(not including the alum and phosphate powders,
which were long since discarded as unsafe or inefficient
by prudent housekeepers), are made from the impure cream of tartar of

Maple Lodge.
Maple Lodge at its regular meeting Tuesday evening elected the following list of
officers for the ensuing quarter:

was

C°'^.
Two^Open
One Beach

BALE—At good bargain.
MORTCACEE’S SALE.
*
SAFE FOR
MUHOAN, BUTLER A CO.
26-1
desirable lot of land Ith buildllouHchold Furniture, Piano, Carpets,
130RBALE-A
mgs, situated on Congress Street; good propBY AUCTION.
for

All the

home. The presents were many and valuable, chief among which were a watch and
chain with a setting of diamonds, from Hon.
W. R. Grace of New York city, diamond
bracelets from Don M. P. Grace, diamond
earrings from Mr. Eyre, brother of the

dience
dress.

0,HE!sStSTKEET.at“m-

em-

was

impurities,

to the extent of 93 per cent of their entire

samples

Grace & Co. at Callao.
The ceremony was
performed at Lima in the Blue and White
Cathedral, after which the couple were conveyed by special train to Callao, their future

minister

Oni Turn Back Phaeton.

BALE—A good house and stable in
part of the city; good neighborhood

use

The presence

of tartar of

cream

analyzed find found to contain lime and other

Papers just received announce the marriage of Mis Clara Blanchard of Searsport,
Me., and Mr. John Eyre, of Callao, Peru.
Mr. Eyre is a partner of the firm of W. R.

the U. S. Navy and U. S.
among the numerous guests.

Prison0® ele,[ant Carriages made by Maine State
cloth* ®t^u,dlu* T°P Phaeton, trimmed with green

___25

lime; many of them to

twenty-nine samples.

of lime is

Sian

Thursday. Oct. 28, at Mart, Plum street, we
ONshall
sell, to close up this year’s business, the

Street. 12 years established; poor health
me reason for
selling; a go<Kt trade for some one.
1

of human food.

ployed Tn baking powders
merce

large number

a

extent as to render them

an

in the

young Jimmie will know a good deal
more about the sweets of domestic life—
and many other things—than he knows

State

2.30 p. m.—Praise meeting.
2.45 p. m.—Temporary organization.
3.(>o p. in.—Paper »y A. h Hines. General Secretary of the Augusta Association. Topic: “How
shall we increase the number aud
efficiency of
Young Men's Christian Associations throughout
our State?”

Mrs.

Prof. Edward G.

shows that

report

spring,

uuu

BALE.

bai.e stock, fixtures aa4flood wot of
F*»k
Taylor’s confectionery and variety shop, 213
vork

known United States Government chemist.

Secretary—Charlie Boucher.
Chaplain-Julia Nelson.

The following will be the programme for
tile Y. M. C. A. State Convention which will
begin at the association hall today;

eral

by

Male mt

MAINE PRISON CARRIAGES.

■

*

City

AUCTIONEERS.

lat|Kr„N, Ak(Im

13-3

IjSOR

a mem-

ber of tho State Board and President of the New York

MAI.KM.

V .0. BAILEY ft CO.,

BALE—Stock and fixtures ol fancy
goods store for $700. We offer tbe stock of
a nrst-elass
fancy goods store In a neighboring city
for $700, rent *126
per year; sales $8,000: expenses small, desirable location, best class of customers. Address CHKNEKY & CO.,' wholesale
fancy goods, 266 Middle St., Portland, Me. 27-1

submitted

were

Chandler,

Prof. C. F.

analysis by

ton Journal says that after he has sifted this
winter’s ashes and dumpea|the broken crockery and the tomato cans into the river next

Y. M. C. A.

men***

State,

could be found for sale in the

to examination and

It is reported that James G. Blaine, Jr.,
has leased a house in Pittsburg, Pa.,and will
at once set up house-keeping.
The Lewis-

uuuurai

location.

FOB

all the

baking powders, embracing

different kinds of

brands that

such

mt!

and central

found free from lime, alum, and
phosphatic acid, and absolutely pure.

eighty-four

undertaking.

cia;.

Atkinson

me

AUCTION

l>OARDKRM WANTED—Afew boarders
AJ wanted at Wellcome’s, 624 Mi Congress street,
opposite Casce, Nice table, large pleasant rooms

Under the direction of the New York State Board of Health,

terial for a course of lectures with illustrations. The subject is an interesting one, and
Mr. Pullen has superior advantages for such

feiuuui,

——■—^

BOARD.

Royal,” only,

Hawley, Bridgeport,

B.

~7

western

liams, Boston;
Conn.; D. T. Mills, Dayton, Ohio; D. B.
Whitney, Cambridge.
Chief Justice Peters has appointed Her
bert M. Heath, of Augusta, as a member of
the examining
committee for Kennebec
county in place of E. F. Webb, who has resigned, and Fred E. Beane of Ilnllowell, iu
place of J udge Beane who has resigned.
Mr. Clarence Pullen, who delivered ono
or two lectures in Boston last spring, about
New Mexico, where he has spent several
years, has returned to Boston, after spending
the summer iu that territory collecting maF.

"ST

:T

j

now.

The propagation committee reported that
they had quite a large sum of money on
hand for the purpose of instituting new di-

sound

__

George W. Rich is seriously ill with paralysis of the brain.
Capt. Dean, of the cutter Woodbury, is on
will visa twenty days leave of absence, and
it, Boston, New York and other places.
We received a pleasant call last evening
from Chief Engineer George N. Robinson,
and Lieut. 0. D. Myrlck of the United States

an

AFTERNOON SESSION.

ADTEBTUUdHENTM.

NEW

I.ET-Two nice furnished rooms willi Inrnace beat, gas, water and closets, at No. 22
Vllmot St.; also two very fine pianos at 117 In
Ixchange St.,at HASTINGS WARE ROOMS.
23-1

IlO

i.kt-A large front room, furnlslied, pleas.
roand
sunny, with two closets, at 80 GREEN

X,, Just below Cumberland.

23-1

_

.

M. DYER & CO,,

511 Congress St.
™_eodtl
for

(1

Baltimore'

c”‘S&ZRi.*‘n*
*’SA8E» LEAVITT

otm

Js CO.
d3t

